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FLUID STRUCTURE DYNAMICS

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION O THE COMPONENT SYNTHESIS METHOD

FOR PREDICTING VIBRATION OF LIQUID-FILLED PIPING

F. J. Hatfield and D. C. Wiggert
"Michigan State University

East Lansing, Michigan

and

L. C. Davidson
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research

and Development Center
Annapolis, Maryland

* Vibration of piping can be caused by pulsation of con-
tained liquid. Accurate prediction of such vibration
requires consideration of the effect of pipe motion on
fluid oscillation, as well as of acoustic pressure on
pipe walls. Component synthesis is an analytic tech-
"nique that approximates those interactions by synthesis
of plane-wave acoustics of the liquid and normal modes
analysis of the pipe structure.

Results of analysis by component synthesis are compared
to solutions of partial differential equations of
motion and to experimental observations for two example
pipe configurations. Differences in the results of the
two analyses are small compared to deviations of both
predictions from observed responses. Simplifying
assumptions common to the two analyses are examined.

INTRODUCTION non-periodic excitation, instability

caused by steady flow, cavitation and
Pumps and other sources of periodic turbulence effect3, fluid-structure con-

pressura or flow initiate acoustic waves figurations other than liquid-filled
in the liquid on which they act. These pipes, multi-dimensional acoustics,
waves exert axial force on piping at vibration involving lobar distortions of
bends and other locations where piping pipe cross section, and non-interactive
changes direction or diameter. Vibra- analyses of acoustics and vibration in
tion results if the piping is not rigid- piping,
ly supported. As a result of the inter- Callaway, Tyzzer and 1lardy [1]
action, acoustic energy is transmitted appear to have been first to report
from the liquid to solid components of observations of pipe vibration as a
"the system, and acoustic waves in the response to acoustic excitation of con-
liquid are modified. Analysis of the tainod liquid.
phenomenon should be part of piping Re etz [21 and D'Souza and Olden-
design if noise is to be controlled or burger [3] studied the dynamic elonga-
if fatigue failure due to pipe vibration tion of straight pipes containing pul-
is a possibility. The latter problem sating liquid. Wood [4] devised an
has been obiierved in flexibly supported analysis for a single degree of freedom
piping serving raciprocating pumps. oscillator driven by pulsation of liquid

in a pipu.
BACKGROUND Blade, Lewis and Goodykoontz [5]

and Davidson and Smith [6] developed
The following review cites only analytical methods applicablo to pipe

works directly related to the topic of bends, and validated their analyses with
this paper, ignoring the areas of experiments conducted on 1 iquid-filled

. . ..,.



piping incorporating a single bend. Thhe terms to account for volumetric input to
analysis reported by the latter investi- the system, displacement of the liquid,
gatcrs involves formulating the partial and displacement of the fittings:
differential equations of motion of a
pipe bend and contained liquid, and V - S Dr 4 T DS (3)
solving the equations by series approxi-
mation. Davidson and Samsury [7] ex-tended the analysis to the third dimen- For each prismatic fluid component be-
sion and compared analytical predictions tween adjacent coupling points, a com-
to experimental measurements for non- pliance expression may be derived from

one-dimensional acoustic theory. Com-planar pipin incorporating three bends.) ~~Wilkinson [8] presented an analysis compnengths yipelssin o l li
method for piping with miter bends and components yields
tees in which waves in liquid and solid D . G p (4)
components are coupled at discrete F Fpoints.

Gibert, Axisa and Villard [9] de- Eliminating the unknowns F, DS, and DF
veloped a finite element method for from Equations (I) through (4) produces
analysis of piping that includes both the system equation:
fluid and solid elements. Hatfield and
Wiggert [10] devised the component syn- V - T Gs F' - (S GF + T G R) P (5)
thesis approach which is an extension of
the modal synthesis technique for dyna- The coefficients of Equation (5) are
mic analysis of structures, frequency dependent and, if damping is

ANALYSIS included, complex. Since volumetricANALYSISinput is known (e.g. zero at bends) at

The component synthesis method con- those points where pressure is unknown,
sists of two steps. The first is normal a subset of Equation (5) may be solved
modes analysis of the pipe structure for unknown pressures for each frequency
augmented by the mass of contained of interest. Back substitution into the
liquid. Supporting structure such as other subset of Equation (5) and into
hangers and racks can be included. Nor- Equations (1), (2) and (4) gives values
mal modes analysis is an option in most the remaining unknowns. Velocitiesmal ode anaysi is n otionin ost and accelerations are computed from din-
computer programs for finite element a cements b rentiation.
analysis. placements by differentiation.

anlyi eodt sAs compared to distributed para-
The second step synthesize. struc- meter analyses of fluid-structure inter-

tural and fluid behavior to predictacinnppngco oetsytsiresponses of the coupled system. Deri- action in piping, component synthesis
ration of the synthesis atep has been has the advantage of avoiding formula-

presented in an earlier work [10] and tion and solution of partial differen-
will be reviewed only briefly. tial equations, which is extremely

difficult for pipe systems typicallytic, exitatio ur is hamoicndeampingse encountered in practice. Component

is proporticnal to stiffness d/or synthesis has the further advantages ofisutilizing the sophistication of commer-
mass, then the principle of modal super- cially available structural finite
position may be used to generate com- element computer programs for part ofpliance expressions fron modal. par- the analysis, and of providing a way tometers obtained in step one. The employ modal survey results, i.e. re-matrix exprssio suvyreuts~.rmatrix expression is ponses obtained by external excitation

of an existing pipe system, to predictD S F responses to internal pulsation. Com-
ponent synthesis is approximate because

Coupling points are defined at velocity continuous structures are represented as
discontinuities. Typically, one coupl- assemblages of discrete masses, because
ing point is located at each bend, blind responses of structures are expressed as
end, tee and reducer, and two are leca- summations of a finite number of mode
ted at each orifice. For each point, shapes, and because fluid-structure
the force exerted by the liquid on the coupling is assumed to occur at discrete
solid component is a function of the points. The relationship between pro-
particular fitting geometry and pressure cision of results and the numbers ot
at that point. In matrix form, force elements, modes and coupling points has
transmission is expressed as not been quantified.

F - F' + R P (2) First Example
Component synthesis was used to

Liquid volume is conserved at coupling estimate various mobilities of the aye-
points, giving a relation which includes tem described by Table 1. and Figure 1.
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NASTRAN [ii] was used for the first translations of F, x and z translations
step of the analysis. The finite ele- of 1, and x translation and rot.ation
ment model was comprised of 25 beam about y of K.
elements with maximum length of 4 in. The second step was formulated with
(102 mm). The moment of inertia of a coupling point at each of the three
elements representing parts of the bend bends, sinusoidal force of unit amipli-
was reduced by an "ovalization" factor tude applied to the liquid at A, and no
[12]. Parameters of the first ten structural or acoustic damping. The
modes, wi~n natural frequencies of 21.9, output plots, which represent both velo-
47.8, 305, 391, 758, 929, 1139, 1539, city and mobility, are reproduced in
1761, and 2056 Hz, were transcribed from Figure 4.
the NASTRAN output for use in the second
step. In addition to the natural fre- EXPERIMENT
quencies, these parameters included
apparent stiffnesses and normalized The experimental work corresponding
translations of points C and E. to the two analyses has been reported

The second step was formulated with earlier (6,7). For the first example,
a single coupling point at C, sinusoidal point A of the piping of Figure 1 was
force of unit amplitude applied to the secured to the flange of an acoustic
liquid at A, and no structural or acous- mobility/impedance transducer. This
tic damping. Output plots are repro- device consists of a diaphragm-supported
duced in Figure 2. Since the excitation piston driven by an external force
force had unit amplitude, velocity and generator. A nominal force amplitude
mobility are identical, of 1 lb (4.4 N) was used. The driving

To investigate the magnitude of point mobility was determined from an
error introduced by approximation, parts accelerometer and hydrophono incorpora-
of the analysis were repeated, first ted in the excitation device. The
with fewer modes and then with fewer liquid velocity response at point E was
structural elements. When only the determined with a hydrophono placed 1/2
first four structural modes, instead of in. (13 mm) below the free surface. The
the first ten, were used in the second pressure at this point is proportionalstep of analysis, significant differ- to acceleration at the surface since the

ences were apparent for liquid veloci- 1/2 in. (13 mm) liquid column behaves as
ties when the frequency of excitation a simple inertanco in the frequency
exceeded 700 Hz and for pipe velocities range of interest. The structural re-
when the frequency of excitation exceed- sponser at point E were determined from
ed 400 Hz. When the number of elements accelerometers. Observed mobilities are
in the structural model was reduced from plotted in Figure 2.
25 to 13, the maximum changes for the For the second example, point K of
first four modes in natural frequencies the piping shown in Figure 3 was attach-
and apparent stiffnesses were 1.3% and ed to a plate structure. That end of
3.1%, respectively. For those modes, the pipe was sealed with a rubber mem-
the maximum change in normalized dis- brane to simulate an open end. Excita-
placements was 0.12. In general, larger tion of the liquid at point A was pro-
changes were observed in the higher duced by a sound generator suspended
modes, above the unattached pipe 4nd and acous-

tically coupled to the liquid through a
Second Example rigid cone adapter. An air vap of 1/64

Component synthesis was used to in. (.4 ma) was maintained between the
estimate various mobilities of the sys- cone and the pipe. Microphones in the
tem described by Table I and Figure 3. cone detected excitation pressure. The
NASTRAN [11] was used for the first step liquid response at K was determined from
of the analysis. The finite element a hydrophone mounted a short distance
model included 28 beam elements with from the end of the pipe. Structural
maximum length of 4 in. (102 mm) to responses at 9 were determined from ac-
represent piping and six stiffness celerometers. Observed mobilities are
elements to represent the support at K. plotted in Figure 4.
The moment of inertia of elements repre-
senting parts of the bends was reduced DISCUSSION
by an "ovalization" factor [12). Pars-
meters of the first twelve modes, with rigures 2 and 4 compare experimen-
natural frequencies of 24.7, 25.4, 46.5, tal observations to results of component
57.4, 121, 156, 227, 322, 579, 729, 779, synthesis and to results obtained by
and 1092 Hz, were transcribed from NAS- formulating and solving the partial (LEf-
TRAN output for use in the second step. ferential equations of motion of the
:n addition to the natural frequencies, systems. The latter analysis has beon
these parametars included apparent described previously [6,7], althouqh the
stiffness and normalized x, y, and z plotted results reflect solution by a
translations of point C, y and z more precise series approximation.

t 
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TABLE 1
Description of Examples

First Example Second Example

Mater al 70% Cu, 30% Ni Steel
Density ib-s 2 /in. (kg/m 3 ) 8.4x10"• (9000) 7.35x10"4 (7850)
Modulus of elasticity 1b/in! (GPa) 2.28x10' (157) 2.95x10' (203)
Outside diameter in. (mm) 4.5 (214) 4.5 (114)
Inside diameter in. (mm) 4.03125 (102) 4.03125 (102)
Radius of bends in. (mm) 4 (102) 6 (152)
Lengths in. (m).

AB 36 (.914) 18.5 (.470)
DE 36 (.914) 32 (.105)
GH -- 1.5 (.318)

JK -- 7.5 (.1.90)

Support stiffness:
A rigid --

K, x translation lb/in. (N/m) -- l.25x106(2.19x10 8 )

y and z translations lb/in.(N/m) -- 3.0x10'(5.25x10')
x rotation Lj-in./rad (N-m/rad) -- 5.OxlO( .65x10l)
y and z rotatiors lb-in./rad (N-m/rad) -- 2.5x10 7 (2.82x100 )

Liquid oil oil
Density lb-8 2 /in4 (kg/m 3 ) 8.16x108-(872) 8.l6x10-'(872)
Sound speid in situ in./s (m/s) 54000 (1.372) 54000 (1372)
Boundary conditions at pipe ends open-open open-open

iX

jCA B

Fig. 1 - Piping for first example.
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Discrepancies in predicted and liquid of the experiments, this
measured responses in the vicinity of condition corresponds to a frequon-
peak amplitudes are caused by inaccur- cy of over 2000 liz, which is well
ate, but different, estimates of damping beyond the maximum frequency of
used in the two analyses. In non-reso- interest. For compliant pipe
nant frequency ranges, differences in walls, deviation from plane wave
the responses predicted by the two ana- behavior is expected at frequencies
lyses are minor compared to the devia- near and above the natural frequen-
tions of both predictions from observed cy of the first lobar mode of the
responses. That is, component synthe- pipe section. Kite's (16] formula
sis, despite its three approximations, for resonant frequencies of liquid-
predicts observed behavior nearly as filled pipes, with the ratio oc
accurately as the more precise but math- wall thickness to pipe length con-
ematically demanding approach of forming servatively taken as zero, predicts
and solving partial differential equa- 850 and 1000 (z as the resonant
tions of motion. Efforts to identify frequencies of the first lobar
significant sources of inaccuracy will mode for the two examples. Those
be more productive if directed at as- limits are comfortably higher than
sumptions common to both analysis tech- the maximum frequencies of interest.
niques, rather than at the approxima- In propagating through a bend,
tions peculiar to component synthesis, a wave cannot retain both constant
Those common assumptions, and the cor- velocity and a planar front. Sev-
responding experimental conditions, aret eral investigators have provided

The piping is linearly elas- evidence of the distortion of plane
tic. For the pressures, section waves at bends. In a thoeretical
properties, and configurations of analysis of long wave propagation
the example systems, the elastic in two-dimensional curved ducts,
limits of the pipe materials were Rostafinski [17) demonstrated that
not approached, the presence of a bend causes a met

Dilation of pipe cross section of axial and radial waves that
is not coupled to axial strain, modify the plane wave entering the
This assumption may cause signifi- bend, a radial standing wave sus-
cant error [13], but is necessary tained by the duct curvature, and
in the case of component synthesis attenuation of the wave transmitted
"because available finite element through the bend. Wave propagation
programs do not provide a two-node in the curved duct was found to be
element with coupled radial and influenced profoundly by radius of
axial strains, curvature. In an experimental

The fluid is a linearly elas- study of wave propagation around a
tic continuum. The test conditions bend, Swaffield (18) observed that
were such that these constraints attenuation and reflection are de-
were not violated, i.e. dynamic pendent on geometry of the bend.
pressure amplitudes were small Neither investigation considered
fractions of the mean system pros- the effect of motion of the bend on
sure (atmospheric), and vapor pros- waves in the contained liquid.
sure was never approached. Since the results of both component

Steady flow velocity is small, synthesis and differential equation
In addition to being a necessary analysis deviate morn from experi-
condition for the familiar formula- mental observations for the example
tion of acoustic behavior, this that incorporates the greater num-
assumption eliminates the effect of bar and proportional length of
internal flow on the natural fre- bends, it seems probable that the
quencies of piping [14). The ex- false assumption of plane wave be-
periments were conducted with no havior in bends contributes signi-
steady flow. ficantly to thene deviations.

Centrifugal force on a hand
due to circumferential moe i.. :f CONCLUSIONS
the contained fluid is neglected.
Preliminary investigation indicates For the two examplos, component

• I that this assumption is not a sig- synthesis approximates results giva n by
nificant source of error for the the more precise, but more difficult,
examples. approach of formulating and solving

Sound propagates as plane partial differential equations of
waves throughout the liquid. In motion.
straight reaches of rigid-walled Differences in results of the two
pipe, an accepted condition for analytical. methods are minor compared to
plane wave behavior is a ratio of their sharod deviations from exporimon-
"wave length to pipe diameter ox- tal observations.
"coeding six (15]. For the pipe and Possible sourcos of inaccuracy in

'i a
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both analyses are absence of coupling of Perturbed Flow in a Line Including
pipe cross section dilation to axial a 90 deg Elbow with Flexible Sup-
strain, and the assumption of plane wave ports," NASA Technical Note D-1216,
acoustics in bends. 1962.
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DISCUSSION

Voic•e v You used modal eynthes£ai you took the

sigenvalues or the iqenVeotaro- of eaoh system,
and you put them together. is that right?

Mr. Hatfieldi No. it is a mixed method. We
used a modai representation of the struoture,
but we used aaoustio ropreeentations of the
fluid oclumns# and then we coupled those. so it
in a mixed modalaoioustio approach.

vooL__e' I kept looking for a oontinuity
equation. Did you have one?

'Mr. Hatfeld.i Yee, I had a continuity equation,
and that formed the beais for the system
equations of motion. The first equation is a
symbolio continuity expreesion.

I
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ACOUSTIC RESPONSES OF COUPLED FLUID-STRUCTURE

SYSTEM BY ACOUSTIC-STRUCTURAL ANALOGY

Y. S. ShinDepartment of Mechanical Engineering
Naval Postgraduate School

Monterey, California

and

M. K. Chargin
NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California

The use of an analogy between structural mechanics and
acoustics makes it possible to solve fluid-structural inter-
action(FSI) problems using an existing structural analysis
computer program. This method was implemented in MSC/ NASTRAN
program and tho PSI analymio war performed using 2-dimensional
coupled fluid-beam model to assess and evaluate the adequacyof this approach. The coupled modal analysis of 3-D mod l is
also briefl,, discussed, This paper presents the normal mode,
modal frequency response and transient response analysis of
2-f coupled fluid-beam system. The si gnifcant reduction of
the acoustic presaure response at the fluid-structurs inter-
face is observed as a result of fluid-structure interaction.

INTRODUCTION interior degrees of freedom in either
the fluid or the atructurs field, andThe interaction of an acoustic reducing the system to purely struct-

fluid with an elastic structure has ural or purely fluid equation(21,
been an important subjeact, particularly MacNeal developed a method utilisi.ngin the structural design against under- an uncoupled mode formulation of the
water shock or the evaluation of the fluid equatinns, or of the structuralboundary wall pressure field of an equations, or of both, and it introduces
acoustic fluid in the loss of coolant a set of auxiliary variables which
accident in the nuclear reactor vessel, restores symetry to the coupled
An incompressible acoustic model of equations ,1.
the fluid is used in many engineering
problems to take into account the added The use of an analogy betwoen struct-mass effect of the fluid, However, ural mechanics and acoustics makes itthe need for the compressible acoustic possible to solve fluid-structure inter-fluid model is inevitable in many pro- action(FSI) problems using an existingblame, particularly useful in the structural analysis computer program.
transient response analysis of the This method was implemented in
coupled fluid-structure system. MSC/NASTRAN[41.and the PSI analysis was

per formed using 2-dimensional coupled
A direct finite element treatment fluid-beam model to assess and evaluateof both the compressible fluid and the adsquscy. The coupled modal analysis"". structure was first given by Zionkiewicz of 3-11 mode. is also briefly discus,;ed.

and Newtontl] to solve the coupled Furthermore, the same technique was,*\ fluid-ntructure interaction problem, successfully used to evaluate the effect
The fignite element modelling includes of the structural motion on the fluid• I both acoustic fluid and structure, boundary pressure of Boiling Water
leading to a system of unsymmetric Reactor pressure suppression pool. in
equations of motion in matrix form to the loss of coolant accident situation
be solved[l]. Symmetry can be restored and the predicted results were in goodby matrix manipulation which produces agreement with the experimental results
completely full symmetric matrices of [51. This paper pronents the nornimil mode,.4 same order as the original matrices, modal frequency and transient response
or it can be restored by condensing out analynli of 2-dimensional coupled fluid
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beam system. For the modal frequency respect to time.
and transient responses, a static
approximation is added to the dynamic ACOUSTIC-STRUCTURAL ANALOGY
response of lower modes to compensate
for the truncated higher order modes The use of an
of the fluid[6]. The results of normal ural mechanics and acoustics makes it
mode analysis are compared with the possible to solve FSI problem using a
theoretical ones with an excellent structural analysis program. The analogy
agreement, is summarized and its details aredescribed in Ref. 7.

FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION ANALYSIS

1. Acoustic fluid pressure, p, is
The calculation of pressure response represented by a component of structural

in a finite acoustic fluid medium con- displacement, u , Since the acoustic
tained in a flexible structure is a fluid pressure Is the only degree of
roblem in which two sets of coupled freedom at the grid point, all degrees of
inear partial differential equations freedom except u at each grid point

must be solved, should be conetrained.

The governing acoustic field equation
for a nonviscoue, nompreasible, irrota- ux - P
tional fluid with pressure, p, c'v ..written as, 2. The structural mass density, c.

a 1 D corresponds to the inverse of the fTuid
Vp -CI (I) bulk modulus, X,c' Dta

1
where C is the acoustic velocity in the '5 =
fluid(/X7-pf), X is the fluid bulk
modulus, 'I is the fluid mass density,
t is the t me, and 7 is the gradient The stress-strain relation for the fluid
operator. Thu corresponding boundary is equivalent(numerically) to choosing
conditions are as follows: the shear modulus 0 and Young 'a modulus
at free surfaces, E as shown in (3) and (4) below, [8)

p a 0 (2) 3, The structural shear modulus, 0
corresponds to the inverse of the fluid

at the interface along the wetted density, of
surface of fluid and structure,

V *~ - f (3) O
a)tn

where Vp.' is the pressure gradient 4. Choose the structural Young'a
normal to the surface, u ts the dis- modulus as follows:

placement in the normal direction of For a three-dimensional fluid model,
oundary.

For a rigid boundary, the equation (3) E
reduces to,

. 4 (4)where c is large enough so that o+l isVp• nM 0 (4) indintinguisha bale(numerically) from a;
(I a 1020 suffices.

The governing equation of a struct- For two-dimensional fluid model,
ure in matrix form can he written as,

E - BG, P<<l[M]{U}+[Cj(u')+[K]fu}'{P) (5)

where ( inu not so small that ]+0i in
where [M1,[tj,[KI are mass, damping and indistinguishablo(numerically) from
stiffness matrices reapectively, and unity. •-0.0001 suffices.
[P) is the equivalent fluid nodal force
vector fu) is the displacement vector
and ". denotes the derivative with
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For one-dimensional fluid model, relatively slow unsymmetric eigenvalue
extraction method has to be employed.
However, MacNeal, at al[2,3] developed

E - G a method to restore the symmetry by
matrix manipulation which produce full
symmetric matrices of the same order

S. The structural stresses, ox, a as the original matrices. This allows
Sand -• correspond to negativexaccder- an efficient symmetric eigenvalue

a extraction method to be used, The
ations, "xI "0y and -0. in x, y and z interior degrees of freedom(DOF) may be"dieis Ycondensed out in either the fluid or
directions, 'respectively the structural field and the system can

be reduced to purely structural or purely

Ox fluid equations.

+ ., The coupled matrix equation for the

T .M -I a a fluid-structure system can be written
xy Af 5s,

x of a 1ml -

where w is fluid displacement. As a10
result Of this analogy srea data
Srecovery will produce theacceleration whoreo [M is the structural mass matrix,
components within the fluid, with a [Ks] in the structural stiffness matrix,

to is d/d s - d'/dt' (an operator),
6 ueC is the acoustic mass matrix

6y I, is ar:1y proportional to the fluid

as followre bulk msfu us), eKt p is the acousticAt free surface, met u.op-o stiffness matrix(Inversoly proportional
At trigid wall, take noractionl [Al is the wetted surface inter-
At the surface where the normael face area matrix, (u) is the structural

appoynent o fluid acceleration in known, displacement vector, (p) is the acoustic
pressure vector, and M) is the vector of
applied nodal forces. (p) includes

F, (t) --A w.(t) prussures at points within the fluid and
x - on the surface, Similarly, (u) includes

normal components of motion at the
interface, and other components ofwhere A is the area associated with the motion within the structure which do notgrid point. couple with the fluid. [A] is a rectan-

.For fluid grid points lying in a gular matrix of total number of struct-
7. oural DOF by total number of ressureplane of symmetry or anti-symmetry, DOF. Each nonzero term is the tributary
the boundary conditions are, [8] area of a grid point associated with a

Sspecific pressure DOF and a structural
DOF at the interface.

- 0 for symmetry Let the modal representation of
displacements and pressure be written

p =0 for anti-symmetry a

In the finite element analysis, the Cu) [ fr a (7)

:ymmetry condition on p is a natural
boundary condition and is satisfied if fp) - [f1 f) (8)
no action is taken,

where [4.1, [4.1 are the matrices of
NAS'TRAN/FSI ANALYSIS eigenveceors, and fr11, rl:f) are the

eneralized coordinate vector for
The coupled fluid-structure inter- displacement and pressure, respectively.

action model produces, in general, non- The resulting modal matrix equation is,
symmetric coupling terms in the
formulation, arid, as a consequence, a
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The following steps are carried out

).,TF for NASTRAN/FSI analysisi[. ... f - ()1. Set up a finite element model for

Ii 1 the dry structure and calculate enoughLay f J aJ vibration modes to adequately represent
its structural behavior,

where 2. Calculate the wetted tributary area
for each grid point at the fluid-struct-

[ A] [ure interface. This area is the
element of the (A] matrix.

rm. i[4s] [M] [02] 3. Compute the matrices, [•] [•] and
an mE• j [•]T the matrix product [1/k ][€ ]T[A]T
r-ks..] ,, .[]T i a] 1481 appearing in eqain(10).8

4. Set up a finite element model for

and k [ithe fluid. Append to this model the
a0ditional sealard dgreen of freedom

['.J indicates a diagonal matrix. t•) and ( soeher with the scalar
12rings, [ ] a d the scalar M98803,

By matrix Manipulation and with [MI.
definition of the ollowing auxiliary
parameters, S. Analyze the resulting system for

its vibration modes, or or itsi•,• {•) [ j.• []T (yf response to dynamic excitation.
S; 6. Compute structural disa lacemnts

1 ý1T[A P using equation (7), once {•)has been

[ V s] []T8 evaluated.

Ik 1The solution is based on expansion of
{Fr} s[•] the pressure and displacement field

in modal coordinates. One disadvantage
A of this method is the lose of contribu-

(- [k) ( 3-•} tions of the truncated modes to the
static(low frequency) response of the

k: system, This problem was remedied by
mating an independent calculation aof
the static response which is added to
the response obtained from the direct

4 -solution of equation (10). NASTRAN
program was employed to implemented
the FSI analysis capabilities becauseEquation (9) can be wr'itten in the of its easiness to control the program

following form, where the pressure within using Direct Matrix Progrsmming(ODP).
the fluid appears explicitlyt 131

C0 a2Kf 1 0 10 !Aýs-TZ -- p 0S............ . .. . .. .
0 + 0S.................. . . ........... ... ... .. (10)

0 0 1 '1 0 0 ()

Equation (10) is an advantageous form
for the boundary wall. acoustic pressure
calculation.
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2-DIMENSIONAL FLUID-BEAM SYSTEM

A simply supported beam ha. one side m + El q(xt)
in contact with a finite acoustic fluid at' ,x•
as shown in Figure 1(a). The followingýhyticalsproperties of the beam and
lu d r used. where m is the mass of beam per unit

length, E is Young'a modulus of beam,
Beamt I is the section moment of inertia, and
W'e-7ht Density(p.) 7.692 x 10" N/nm q(x,t) is the distributed load on the

(0.283 lb/in') beam.
Young's Modulus(Z) 2.068 x 10lt Pa(30 x 10 psi) The governing acoustic field equation
Section Moment of 0.1675 x 10 m' in Carttsian coordinates can be written
Inertia(I) (40.24 in') as,
Length of Beam(L) 3.048 m

(10.0 ft)
* 4 a)x' ay' C' at'

W Deenity(pf) 9802.25 /man
(62.4 lb/ft')

Acoustic Speed(C) 1524 e/s The boundary conditions of the beam and
(5000 ft/usc) fluid are,

Height of Fluid 6.096 m
(20 ft)

A unit width of the fluid is considered. Beat

} at x-O and x-L (13)

Iax'

I,/,/ Fluid: p 0 at xw0,L, and ylH (14)

. Beam-fluid interface:

/ i~, .... Solving this set of equations (11)

through (15), the following frequency
' e squat ion can be easily obtained.

""For a' " - nfl -
4_ n > '~ >011001

ole Ite of' m tanh(aH)WA [m + ... 
I No l (-nt

(a) A Plutd-hlev Jlystoo Wb A Yinite Klenent mooll

Figure 1. A Beam with a Finite
Acoustic Fluid

THEORETICAL SOLUTION

The coupled modal frequencies of the
fluid-beam system are to be determined.
The equation of motion of the beam is,

',11
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and mode shapes are plotted as shownFor n -(__)•< 0J in Figure 2.For cnt C

Fluid with Rigid Boundary at Beam
let% an' -n Location

.A ] H) ( n_ 4.) There were thirteen acoustic pressure
W M + - vnhEIH modes under 1000 Hz. The first sixn an modes are depicted in Figure 3. plotting

the pressure variation along the x-axis.
.(17) The first mode is the coupled lateral

1/2 wave-vertical 1/4 wave mode, and
the second mode as the coupled lateral

The equation of mode shapes for the 1/2-vertical 3/4 wave mode.
aoustic fluid pressure are expressedby,

For an > 0

P2 (Xy) (sin--nUx) (sinnY - tancn COBOny) (18)
n On n) n n

"For < 0. and let • -n -n

Pn(x'y) n'• (sa n,--4x-) (a nhonY tan nl 14 osh'nY) (19)

n nhny t n 'Ins (9an

2D-NASTRAN FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The 2D finite clement model for FS.
anual ysis con sist s of the beam and the lot Ms,1P, 50.0 II1K

fluid. Using the symmetry about the
center of the beam and the fluid, only
"half portione of the beam and the fluid , ,d,, MA- 4 , 1 " H

ar model :d us ing 1.6 BAR el~ementsta tid
128 8-node QUAD8 elements respoctively. -. . ,
The fl.ii.-beam finite element model isshown in Figure l(b),

r,I,. Hod',. 12.50.08• If.l n ""\

NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS -. . .. " " - ..-

To understand the basic dynamic
characteristics of the system and to
make a basis to comparu the results " ,rd , ., .. ,. ,.,Y,,,,1
with the throretical ones, the normal
mode analyses of the following cases

are erformed, (1) dry structure(beamonly, (2) fluid with rigid boundary ..

at beam location, and (3 coupled fluid 5,h .,,t. ,05,.,, ,
beam system. ' .

Dry Structure (Beam Only) Figure 2. Natural Prequencies and ModeShapes of Dry St ructuLre (Beam Only)

There were five modes under 5000 Hz

and the first five natural frequencies

p.'



Coupled Fluid-Beam System Table I. Comparison of Coupled
Natural Frequencies between Theoretical
and Finite Element Results

Five dry structure modes and thirteenfluid modes were included to perform the
modal analysis of the coupled system. Mode Theory Finite Element
The first seven coupled acoustic pressure
modes are depicted in Figure 4. The 1 39.27 39.18
first mode at 39.18 Hz and fourth mode 2 269.97 270.17
at 403.20 Hz are clearly the local 3 328.18 328.44
pressure mode induced by the structure. 4 403.21 403.20

5 414.01 414.18
The results also indicate that the 6 515.40 515.54

structural motion shifts the dominant 7 625.19 625.43
acoustic frequencies. The finite 8 739.76 740.32
element results are compared with the 9 756.89 757.82
theoretical results based on the 10 779.55 781.61
equations (16) through (19), and it has
an excellent agreement, The com parison
of the natural frequencies are shown in system. The 5A coupled modal damping
Table 1. was assumud for both cases.

MODAL FREQUENCY RESPONSES Fluid with Rigid Boundary at Beam
Location

The unit acceleration excitation was
11plied at the middle of the fluid The acoustic pressure frequency
location r6 shown in Figure l(b)) and response at the center of beam is shown

the excitation frequencies were swept in Figure 5. The acoustic pressure
from 0 to 700 Hz with the log increment response was dominant at 257 Hz (first
of the frequencies. The frequency acoustic pressure mode), and the second
responses of both the fluid with rigid peak was observed at 400 Hz (third
boundary and the coupled fluid-beam acoustic pressure mode). There was no
system were calculated. The case of significant response peal. at the second
the fluid with rigid boundary identifies mode since it is being forced at a node.
the significant fluid modes, and the
coupled fluid-beam system shows the FSI
effects on the coupled responses of the

LA

,.I .. •lJi)• -,.-

lot Mode 2tid Made 3rd Mode 4thl Mode 5th Mode 6th Mode
(257.69 He) (312. 30 lit) (400.19 fix) (503.93 |li) (615.73 He) (732.05 lit)

Figure 3. The First Six Natural Frequencies and Acoustic Pressure
Modes of the Fluid with Rigid Boundary at the Beam Location
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J HllHO

x

lot M4ode 2nd Mods 3rd Hod* 4th Mods 5th Mode 6th Mode 7th Mode
(39.18 HO. (270.17 HO) (328.44 1Hz) (403.20 Hz) (414.18 Hz) (515.54 Hz) (625.43 Hz)

Figure 4. The First Seven Nqatural Frequencies and Acoustic Pressure
Modes of the Coupled Fluid-Beam System

255 at,257 Ho 11
(is Mod ) -4~ .

-10.13 at 400 Hs I IK
O3rd Mods) 4

0020400 600 0.00 0 .n 0.02 0.0 a .04 0.0,J
Prequoncy (Hs) i. 0

t.(a) Fluid with Rigid loundsry at Beam Location() li t R id loIIlry4 tl Ra.ictio

0.0~595 at 414 Ht A
tv (5Oth Mod.,) A*

,. Structure Mods

0,
'10200 .00. 001' 000 0104 0.05

roqune~y ,Tlz) Tim"(Sac)00 00.

(h) Fluid Coupled with Beom (b) Fluid Coupled with Ream

Figure 5. Acoustic Pressure Frequency Figure 6. Acoustic Pressure Transient
* Response at the ].enter of Beam(Grid Response at the Center of Beaon(Grid

10016 100M16
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Coupled Fluid-Beam System There was a significant decrease of
the acoustic fluid pressure due to the
boundary flexibility. At the center of

The acoustic pressure frequency beam, the peak over-pressure was reduced
response at the center of beam is shown by about 40%, and the peak under-
in Figure 5. The results show that the pressure showed about 39% decrease due
acoustic pressure response was dominant to the FSI effect.
at 270 Hz(first pressure mode) and the
second peak was observed at 4 14 Hz
(fifth pressure mode). The small sharp DIRECT TRANSIENT RESPONSES OF COUPLED
acoustic pressure response peak at 39 Hz FLUID-BEAM SYSTEM
was caused by structural motion.

The dominant acoustic pressure To check the accuracy of the modal
response peak was reduced about 50% at responses, the direct tranoient response
the center of the beam due to the fluid- analysis was also performed using the
structure interaction, equation (6), the coupled unsymmetric

matrix equation of motion, The same
input excitation used for the mudal

MODAL TRANSIENT RESPONSES transient response at the center of beam"• ~in calculated. The comparison of modaland direct transient responses showed

Impulse acceleration was applied at an excellent agreement.
the middle of the fluid(location IM
shown in Figure l(b)). The input excita-
tion was a symuetrical triangular 3D-NASTRAN/FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
impulse of 127 m/al (5000 inisec') peak
at 3 msec, with a duration of 6 masc.
The first five beam and fluid modes are The rectangular shape pool with the
included to perform the modal transient contained fluid is considered and the
response analysis. The damping is 3D finite ulement model is shown in
assumed to be zero. Figure 7. The vertical sides and the

bottom floor of the pool are assumed to
be rigid, Using the vertical plane of

Fluid with Rigid Boundary at Beam symuetry along the center of the pool,
Location one half port ione of the plate and the

, fluid are modelled using 48 4-node QUAD4":' elements and 672 8-node HEXA elements.

"The modal transient acoustic pressure
response at the center of bean is shown
in Figure 6. The results show that the
peak overpressure occurred during the
application of the impulse loading and
the peak under-pressure occurred after
termination of the impulse.

z
I '' It also indicates clearly that the Fre e

dominant frequency was 257 , the first A P*0)
acoustic pressure mode.

Coupled Fluid-Beam System I Fluid

The modal transient acoustic pressure interface
response at the center of beam sLin betweenplate and "
Figure 6.. The results show that the Il a
peak over-pressure occurred during the
"application of the impulse loading and

" thepeak under-pressure occurred after R d 0
"termination of the impulse. It also X
indicates that the dominant frequency r
"was 270 Hz, the second modal frequency,
and there was a higher frequency contri- AECO - Plane of Symmetry
bution which was small compared to the
pressure peak at 270 Hz. They also show Figure 7, 3D-Finite Element Model
the participation of the first local

mode at 39 Hz.
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Thestrong participation of the 7. "Acoustic-Structure Analogy",
vertical 1/4 wave (first mods) and 3/4 MSC/NASTRAN Memo, RHM-70, MacNeal-
wave(third mode not shown) to the total Schwendler Corporation, Los Angeles,
response is anticipated. With the non- Calif., September, 1978
symmetric excitation to the fluid across

Sthe oiontlfcant participation of the 8. G. C. Everstine, "NASTRAN Implemen-
horizontal mode is anticipated. tation of the Doubly asymptotic

Approximation for Underwater Shock
Responses"C NASA TMv-3428, (pp207-208),CONCLUSIONS October,1976

An analogy between structural
mechanics and acoustics was implemented
on MSC/NASTRAN program to solve the DZIcu oN
fluid-strunture problem. It shows that
the modal approach produces excellent Mr. Kalinowski (Naval Underwater Syatem4
results compared with the theoretical cent , You mntioned you Introduced TAqrange
results and the results of the direct .plsr to make the matrices symmetric so
stop-by-step analysis. that the solution procedure would be

stroamlined. But recently Gordon Ivermt.Lne, at
The significant reduction of the NsBDC, has come up with a proed~ure for making

acoustic pressure responses at the the matricse sy.metric withouu .tntroduoint
fluid-structure interface is observed Lagangs multipltartil therefore, you don't pay
as a result of fluid-structure any penalty for inorsasing the number of degrees
interaction, of freudom In the system. I think he publiihed

it in the 7ournal *f sound Vibration a few
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months ago.

Mr. shint I know about his work. It was done

1, 0. C, Zienkiewicz and R. E, Newton, las year.

"Coupled Vibrations of a Structure Mr. Xalinowvki, I just thought I'd bring the
Submarged in a Compressible Fluid", point up. A second point is people who use this
"International Symp. on Finite Element method soIuld be aware of a problem with cONMIC-
Technique, Stuttgart, W. Oermany, NMATRANI whenever you have the number
June 1 69 internal degrees of freedom geater than 21

Cwhich is wouqh.y 33,000, there is i bug in the
2. R. H, MacNal, R. L. Citerly and progsaa that puts the entries in the cards for
M. K. Chargin, "New Method for Analyzing assigning mass and st.LfAneas for fluid structure
Fluid-Structure Interaction Uaing coupling in the wrong places on the inside of
NASTRAN", paper presented at 5th SHMiRT the program. even though you put them in
Conference, Berlin, W. Germany, August correctly on the data cards, it still puts them
1979 in the wrong places inside. We fixed this up In
. Rthe latest version that will be oaoming out in

3. M . H. MacKeel, R. L. Citerly and the next issue. It only happens on a VAX
M. K. Chargin, "A Symmetric Modal computer, or any computer that. hae a 32 bit
Formulation of Fluid-Structure Inter- word. It won't happen on CDC or UNIVAC
action Including a Static Approximation computere.
to Higher Order Fluid Modes", paper
presented at the NASTRAN User's ýonfer- Mr. Shini I used NBC MASTMAN, and I am not sure

4.' once, Pasadena, Calif., March 1980 whether exactly the saams bug is in there or not,
but I doubt it. Another bad option in NANTRAN

4. Y. S. Shin, "User's Guide to NASTRAN to it you have 1,000 or 2,000 degrees of
FSI Analysis", NEDE-25338, General freedom, which are constrained out of 5,000
Electric Company, Nuclear Division, degrees of freedom, you need storage bpaoo for a
San Jose, Calif., December 1980 6,000 degrbe of freedom system. Something has

to be done about thatt othmrwise, you can't run
5. Y. S, Shin, "Fluid.-Structure Inter- it. My largest problem site was a 24,000 degree
action Analysis of Full-Scale JAERI CRT of freedom system for a suppression pool
Facilities", NEDE-25351, General Electric anaelyis which had about 16,000 degrees of
Company, Nuclear Division, San Jose, freedom that should be constrained bioause the
Calif., July 1981 pressure mode had only one degree of freedom per

node. We discovered that later. We found the
6. R. H. MacNeal, "A Hybrid Method of way to get rid of that from the beginning so I
Component Mode Synthesia" Computer & didn't have to deal with the a size and use muoh
,tructures, Vol. 1, (pp58 1 -601), 1971 more core than I actually needed.
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FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION BY THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS

Franklin 0. Hains
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland

•'- Linearized formulations for the pressure loading on submerged structures are
inadequate when applied to impulsive loads from strong underwater shock waves. The
limitations are discussed briefly, and a new approach based on the method of
characteristics is presented. A non-linear, exact relation is obtained for the
pressure loading on a compliant structure produced by a plane shock wave. The
characteristics In the physical and state planes are described for the interaction
of three-dimensional, curved shock fronts with a structure. An approximate,
non-linear relatlon ts obtained for impulsive shock loading on compliant surfaces
by curved shocks. This relation can be used to Improve the accuracy of computer
codes that currently use linearized interaction formulations.

INTRODUCTION history of the motion. This approximation
can be used to Improve the accuracy of

Tho reflection of an underwater shock fluid-structure interaction computer codes.
from & submerged structure leads to a complex
fluitd3tructure interaction problem. The A MODIFIED EQUATION OF STATE FOR WATER
approach that is generally used to solve this
problem Is to decouple the fluid mechanics The reflection of a shock from an
from the structural mechanics (1). The underwater structure compresses the water in
pressure loading Is expressed as a function contact with the wall. As the increased
of two variables: lhe pressure field on a prensure begins to move the wall, the water
rigid structure, and the velocity of the also moves with it, but the volume of a
surfacu of the structure. For relatively moving element of water also increases, This
weak shocks moving just. above the spoed of volumstric change leads to a reduction in thesound, this linearized approximation msay be density of the water which, in turn, leads to
adequate as long as the structural velocity a reduction in pressure. Very often, the
does not Increase to such an extent that the pressure will fall below atmospheric, and
theory predicts unrealistic negative values cavitation will occur. In this paper, the
of pressure that pull back on the movin water is treated as a continuum evon if
surface. Some computer codes that handle cavitation occurs.

fluid-structure Interaction problems appear
to have no restrictions on the macnitude of The Tait equation of state for water is
tension the water can sustain. T outpWt
from these codes often do not include plots p* a a [0*39 - b (1)
of the computed pressure loading on the
moving surface of the structure. Without where a a 3001, b a 3000, and g a 7.15. The
knowing the actual pressire loading that pressure in atmospheres is related to the
produces the deformation of the structure, it dimensionless pressure p* by
is difficult to place much confidence in the
numerical results generated by such codes. P - PoP* (2)

In general, the fluid-structure where p is the pressure at a reference

interaction problem is non-linear, and the state which is chosen here as one
pressure loading at any Instant in time Is a atmosphere. Similarly, the water density in
function of the previous history of the grams per cubic centimeter is related to the
motion of the structure. In this papor, the dimensionless density o* by
method of characteristics is used to obtain a
non-linear approximation for the pressure 0 pop* (3)
loading which Is independent of the previous

PRKIVIOUý
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where Pots the water density at the initial reflected pressure loading, expansion
reference state. In this aper, all waves will be emitted by the moving welI as
uantities with in asterisk (*) are shown In Figure 4. A train of these
dmonsionless quantities, expansion waves is shown at the top of the

figure, and the corresponding pressure
As indicated in Figure 1, the pressure distribution Is shown at the bottom. The

can go negative if the density is reduced actual pressure exerted on the wall whtch
sufficiently. With the standard Tait produces the motion, which is detonated by
equation, the pressure drops to -3000 Pw, is the combined result of the motion
atosp heres when the density reaches zero. shock waves and expansion waves.
Such high values of tension are not
realistic. The Tait equation can be modified The trajectory of the wall is shown in
by resetting the coefficients a, b, and g to the physical plane presented on the left side
a new set of values A, 8, and 0 when pressure of Figure 5. After the reflected shock
p* drops below 1.0. The constant B (or b in produces a peak pressure P in region 1 which
the case of the Tait equation) is equal to starts the wall moving, expansion waves move
the absolute value of p* when the density back into the water along the I1 family of
vanishes. As shown in Figure 1, the values characteristics. Along the characteristics,
of the constants A and Q are chosen so that the compatibility conditions given in
the dashed curves merge into the solid Tait Reference 2 require
equation curve so that the slopes and values
are continuous at point J. In this way, the dp - ±ocdu (5)
state of the water i I represented by a
continuous curve so that the sound speed is where the plus and minus signs apply to the
also continuous. It and I families of characteristics in the

state plane, respectively. In the state
The speed of sound for low pressures can plane shown on the right side of Figure 6,

be computed from the expression the characteristics are straight lines.
There Is a change In slope of the
characteristics when the coefficients in the

C (4) modifil state equation change their values
_ • dp abruptly It the point where the pressure

drops below atmospheric.
Since the slope of the state equation plotted
in Figure I approaches zero as the water The density, sound speed, water
density Is reduced, the speed of sound also velocity, and peak pressure are related to
approaches zero with the density. With this their dimensionless values, indicated by an
modification of the Tait equation, water can asterisk, through the expressions
be treated as a continuum with continuous
changes In pressure, density, and sound c
speed, even though cavitation may occur. * c•=* -

REFLECTION OF A PLANE SHOCK WAVE (6)

The dynamics of shock wave-structure u* uP*
Interaction can best be understood by first Co Po
treating a simple problem in a number of
logical steps. To accomplish this, we have where Po. 0o and co are the reference
chosen the configuration shown in F1 ure 2 values of pressure, density and sound
where a plane shock approaches a wall. The velocity, respectively. In terms of these
conditions behind the shock are assumed to be variables, the integration of Equation (B)
uniform, leading to the step function along the I family characteristic in the
distribution in pressure shown at the bottom state plane leads to
of the figure. The pressure Is raised from
the ambient level p& to the level pi
behind the incident shock. / dp* g- o P*c*du* (7)

The pressure loading after shock
reflection is derendent on the physical If the acoustic impedance P*c* • 1,
characteristics of the structure. If the Equation (7) reduces to the familiar
structure Is perfectly rigid so that It linearized expression
cannot move, as shown In Figure 3, a
reflected pressure denoted by P is produced p* a P* - agu* (8)
in the region between the shock and the
wall. On the other hand, if the structure Is given In Reference 1. In this acoustic
compliant and begins to move under the approximation, the density and sound speed of
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the water will change &crows a shock, but velocity will produce cavitation and unload
will remain constant after the shock passes. the structure. This exact solution for a
Also, all expansion and compression waves plane shock In water shows that only a
will move at the sawe sound speed, and the limited amount of energy can be transferred
water velocity adjacent to a moving well must to an underwater structure because of the
always be small compared to the sound speed. pressure release produced by the motion of

the structure.
With the aid of Equations (1) and (4).

the exact expression for the acoustic A comparison of the numerical results
impoadnce i 3 using the non-linear and linear

*C* 0*3n(9)fluid-structure interaction relations is
* *n 9 shown in Figure 6. The linearized solutions

(dashed lines) ware obtained from Equation
where (8). and the non-linear solutions (solid

curves) were obtained from Equation (11).
g I The curves were computed for P* spanning the

a m range from 4 to 40,000 atmospheres. If the
2g (10) two curves that correspond to a particular

vale o P*areelocndit ih s clnear theory t
Substitution of Equation (0) intn Equation :the ~ : eamswlveoined it lisncear thatoat
(7) leads to the exact, non-linear prerflire predicts a higher pressurv on the structure
relation than the exact theory, This means that, In

the bsees f wgative pressure loadings,
p* sb + a Ccoll/n (11) the linearixed theory will redict a larger

maximum d1splacameft of. a X uctura than
where actually' 'occurs.

g- 1 The msaximum volocity.of the wall is
m * reached wkil,ethe wall pr#*gvr* P* vanishes.

Case ~

= Aution '11) veldates thi presoire ancti ng on46 P.the -elocity 0 tho wall. k-ts
tainMSCabo the Pr.ieaIe at anj in~tsnt non-linear o

wal prmibJ iotor wer + isbA E t 2 h ai

Refoerring to figure 5, the shock wave aR
emites c* f"a 1.0 in region A, to 2.0 In
region .Bcueu ssilzrtewee sg~v yEuto 1) h ai

hwate" In contact with the wall has beex of those Riaximum velocity values is defined as
Instantaneously coopretiaad by the shock, but r*
has not hen sot Wkt mptfoe., As thewel
oegins to movej the pvessurs Doeding wel Lmax] lI near

aeorea~se. in actordance with Etluition (01). Ru (OP
t'~pwslon waw~s are emitted bythe W4,l1 as
shown f n the physkica plane Of Figures6. Th LUx]non-linvar

¾' ~water t,*t is in con'.ct with the well
rewaat. 4,n contact %Ath tht wall as it Using values of a,. b, and g corresponding to
moves. Anty chLAVO In pressur~e is always the Tait equation, the values of R shriwn in
accoipanisd by a change In water density as Figure 7 were computed. The error associated
preecribed by EquotioN (1). with the linearized theory increases with

shock strength as non-linear effects
The 'atericol values of points I through predominate.

4, shown I I the state P1lane of Figure 5, are
obtained from Equation 013). The points fall REFLECTION OF A CURVED SHOCK
on a characteristic of the I f'amily. If the
,pressure drops below an 4tmosphere, the slope Most shocks of practical interest car
of the characteristic increases dramatitilly three-dimensional in nature, aind therefore,
so 'that~ any further small increase in wal. have a curved shape. The surface area of a



curved shock tends to increase with time, and history of the motion of the wall. The
i ts strength tends to decrease with time. As pressure loading can be computed step-wise In
shown in Figure 8, a curved shock is weakened time by the computational technique described
by a train of oxpansion waves emitted by the in Reference 3.
shock as it moves through the water. Thse
waves p roduce the impulsive pressure A NON-LINEAR APPROXIMATIONd FOR FLUID-
distribution shown at the bottom of the STRUCTURE INTERACTION
figure. The reflection, of a curved shock
from a rigid wall is illustrated in Figure It is desireable to have a fluid-
9. After roflect-:on, the surface area of the structure Interaction model that has grester

* .shock front continues to Increase, and the accuracy than the linearized theory, but is
shock Is weakened further by the emitted not as complicated as the exact method of
exansamion waves. Theise waves move toward the characteristics. This can be accomplished by
well and serve to reduce the increase In wall a modification of the exact solution
pressure Initially imparted by the reflected presented earlier for a plane shock wave.
shock. The resultant pressure loading on the When a rigid wall is struck by a plane shock,
wall Is Impulsive, and decays rapidly with the p ressure loading has the constant value
time. P*. If a rigid wall is struck by a curved

s hock the pressure loadi gg has an impulsive
If the wall is coqliant so that it 4istributiondenoted by pA * In Equation

begins to move under the applied impulsive (11), the flId-structure Interaction
Iloadi ,It will also emit its own train of equation for a plane shock, the pressure
expans on waves as shown In Figure 10. These loading Is a function of the local sound
waves tend to reduce the wall Pressure speed of the water in contact with the wall.
further so that the loading becomes even more As indicated by Equation (13), the sound
impulsive. This can be seen from the spaed for the plane shock case, is a function
~ressur* distributions shown in Figures 9 and of P*, the rigid wall presur loading In
?0' the curved shock case, it is reaonable to

replace P* In Equation (1 3) by p~so
An overall view of the shock-structure that Equation (13) becomes

Interaction is shown in Figure 11. The
deceleration of the incident and reflected p~ + b 1'
shocks by the emitted expansion waves R I
produces the curved paths shown in the c* * - - u* (17)

*1 curved, no expansion waves would be emitted
byI the shocks and the paths would be straight Now the sound speed c* on the wall Islines. The pressu re loading produced by the influenced by expansion waves from the shock
reflected shock isI modified by expansion as well as by expansion waves emitted from
waves emitted from the reflected shock and by the moving wall. Substitution of Equation

exansIon waves emitted from the moving (17) into Equation (13) leads to thewl. When the wall has reached Its maximum nnlna li-tutr neato oml
we vlocity and begins to decelerate, it starts O- t uisrcu#Ineaiofrml
to: emit compression waes& Instead of
expansion waves. These compression waves+
will eventually overcome the influence of the [p
expansion waves from the shock so that the P * -b +g -
pressure loading reaches a minimum and begins
to Increase, producing a secondary pressure
peak. 2g

mI

Th pysical and state p lanes for curved gl g
shock reflection from a compliant will are -( Ju I (18
shown in Figure 12. Because waves of both \ 2 f
families of characteristics impinge on the
wall, the path of conditions In the state where a, b and g are coefficients In the
plane for reg ions 1 through 7 follow a zigzag Tait equation of state for water. These
path. The simple integration of Equation (65 coefficients are replaced by A, 0, and G
used for plane shocks is no lnger possible where the prsuefll Teo n
because of the continual cohinge In sign of atmosphere if the changes In u* are small,
the right-hand side of the equation as the Equa tion (18) reduces to the linearized
solution juimps from one family of formula given by Equation (8).
characteristics to the other. This means the
wall pressure at any Instant in time is The physical and state planes that
dependent not only on the current wall correspond to 1:01is approximation are shown in
velocity, but is a function of the previous Figure 13. Across the dashed horizontal
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lines shown in the physical plane, there is An exact expression was obtained for the
an Instantaneous drop in c* as indicated by pressure loading from a plane shock wave
the vertical dashed lines in the state which is modified by wall motion. Comparisons
plane. Because this drop occurs without any with the corresponding expression from
change in wall velocity u*, Equation (17) linearized theory shows that for the same
showl that the drop is a result of the decay wall velocity, linearized theory predicts a
of pf with time. The change across the higher pressure loading then the exact
1 i fatly of characteristics in the physical theory. This means that linearized
pl s along the I family of expressions for fluid-structure interaction
characteristics In the state plant. Thus, tend to overpredict the deformation of
the path from region 1 to region 7 in the submerged structures from underwater shocks.
state plane is comprised of segments alo I
family characteristics separated by vertical An approximate, non-linter fluid
JU s between characteristics. Since the structure Interaction relation was obtained
path is only along one fill of for the cael of I ulsive pressure loading
charactartistics, Equation y) can be from a curved shock wave acting on a
integrated as before usin only the negative compliant structure. In the limit of weak
sign of the right-hand sila of the equation. shocks this expression reduces to the
The final result of this integration Is lineirtzed expression obtained by acoustic
Equation (18). theory.

A comparison of the paths In the state REFERENCES
planes of Figures (10) and (13) suggests that
this non linear approximation should give 1. Bloich, H. H., "Dynamic Interaction
results in close agOasment with the exact between Structures and Fluid,'
solution by the method of characteristics. Structural Mechanics, Proceedings of the
The use of the non-linear formulation in First Symposium on Naval Mechanics (New
structural codes can be Implemented in two York: Perrgmon Press, 1360), p. 273.
ways. The satisfaction of Equation (18) at
any time step can be met through an 2. Stanyukovich, K P." 'Unsteady Motion of
interation procedure, or Equation (18) can be Continuous Media," (New York: Pergamon
satisfied one time step liter. Press, 1960), pp. 64-76.

CONCLUSIONS 3. Heans F. D., Yoler, Y. A., and Ehliers,
U., -Axially Symmetric Hydromagnetic

Underwater fluid-structure interaction Channel Flow," Dynamics of Conducting
for ressure loadi s from lane and curved Gases (Evanston: Northwestern
shocks has been studied with the method of University Press, 1960), pp. 86-103.characteristics. The Tait equaiton of state
for water was modified to handle the low
pressure and negative pressure regime where
cavtaItion can occur. With the modified
equation of state, the water can be treated
asqa continuum over the entire pressure
loading regime.
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Mr. Xa2.±nowski jNavul Vnd~rvatEr_ Sypt.emi
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A Solution to the Axisymmetric Bulk Cavitation Problem

Frederick A. Costanzo and John D. Gordon
David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Underwater Explosions Research Division
Portsmouth, Virginia

Physicat considerations are applied to the analysis of bulk
cavitation in order to derive an existing method for deter-
mining the upper and lower cavitation boundaries. Then, a
closure model is developed which uses the upper and lower
cavitation boundaries as input and computes the time and
depth of bulk cavitation closure, as well as the magnitude
of the pressure pulse generated by the water hammer.
Finally, an illustration is given on how to predict pressure
and water particle velocity histories associated with the
bulk cavitation phercmwnon.

" INTRODUCTION OBJECTIVES

, Due to the recent shock tests of the nuclear The objectives of this investigation are:
guided missile cruiser, USS ARKANSAS (CGN-41), first, to develop a method for determining the
there has been a rapid growth of interest sur- times and depths of closure of the bulk cavita-
rounding the phenomenon of bulk cavitation. tion region which is consistent with the calcu-
Bulk cavitation occurs when compression waves, lations for the cavitation envelope; and second,
which are generated by the underwater detona- to use these computed closure times and depths
tion of an explosive charge, propagate to the in predicting the pressure and water particle
surface and are reflected back into the water velocity histories at any location within the

* as rarefaction waves. 'These rarefaction waves range of bulk cavitation.
. cause a state of tension to occur within a

"large region of water. Since water cannot APPROACH
ordinarily sustain a significant amount of ten-

sion, it cavitates and the surrounding pressure In this study, the method of Arons [2] for
rises to the vapor pressure of water. The determining the bulk cavitation boundaries is
region in which this occurs is known as the derived from physical considerations, Next, a
bulk cavitation region, and it includes all new model for determining the depths and times
water which cavitates at any time after the of cavitation closure is developed using the

• detonation of the explosive charge. The upper cavitation boundaries found by the method of
and lower boundarieswhich show the ma:.inz Arons as input. Finally, the results obtained
extent of the cavitated region, form what is from this new model are used in conjunctiou,
referred to as the bulk cavitation envelope, with plane wave acoustics to predict pressure
It is the extent of the cavitated region and and water particle velocity histories. Through-

* the effects brought about by the contraction or out this entire study, the effects of a reflect-
closure of this region which is currently of ing bottom are neglected and a free field
major concern, condition is assumed,

The existing ,ethod by Walker and Gordon STATHAEIN OF THE PROBLDI
"(1] for calculating the bulk cavitation closure
depths and times has been shown to be iin-onsist- An explosive charge of weight, W, detonated
ent with calculations for the cavitation in water at a depth, D, is considered. The
boundaries. As a result of this, a new bulk water in the vicinity of the charge is assumed
cavitation closure theory which will be consist- to be Infinitely deep. Attention is focused on
ent with these cavitation boundaries must be a pressure gage located at a point (X, Y) as
developed, shown in Fig. 1. Upon detonation, a compres-

sive shock wave is generated and radiates
spherically away from the source. Before this

• ,,., ... .. . '- -"........... •. . .. .. . ......a....
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compressive wave reaches the gage locatiin by Substi-CUtiOn Of this expression in Eq. (1) gives
traveling along line 0-1, the gage, assiuming1/ Bfor illustration purposes that it is an abso- P(a,-.) - 1/3 /r) 0 (2)
lute pressure gage, measures a pressure denoted
by line A-B in Fig. 2. This pressure is simply
the sum of the atmospheric and hydrostatic pres- Here A and B are constants particular to the

srsat the gage location. When the shock wave type of explosive. pesrb~ :~s3
arrives at the point (X, Y), the pressure jumps
to point Cand te easepnnilyaogBfr h aiainbudr sdsusd

a particular path of the shock wave which tray- breaking pressure is the magnitude of the rare -
eli to the surface. Since the specific acous- faction wave (or relief wave, ah it is commnonly
tic ipdicofarimuhlsthntaof termed) which reduces the absolute pressure at
water, a rarefaction wave is reflected back a point to the cavitation pressure. In other
into the water along segment 2-1, The arrival words, since the cavitation pressure is taken
of this reflected wave at the gage location is to be 0 psi absolute, the breaking pressure has
termed surface cutoff and is illustrated in a magnitude equal to the absolute pressure at a
Rig. 2 by a sudden drop in the ebsolute pressure. pont prior to the occurrence of cavitation at
TIs* concept of surface cutoff is made ciearer that point. The equation of the lower cavita-

by depicting the rarefaction wave as emanating tion boundary is derived from consideration of

the a image charge' W and propagating along the poation of this breakig ~pressure into

mehdof images for computing surface cutoff Lot Pr -P~a,R) bo the breaking presslire for sic ttelwrcvtto on ary
tedistance 0-2-1. Fig.* 2 illustrates that At this lower boundary, P((%,R) must propagate

*the rarefaction wave tries to lower the abso- into uncavitated water with sphe-rical attenua-
lute pressure at the gage location to one of tion resulting in Pr * PNa R) x (R/r) . This is
three levels; greater than the vapor pressure represented in Fig.~3 Th s pressure expression,
of water (E), less than the vapor pressure of Pr - PC4,R) x CR/r)B,'muzst have a faster decay
water but greater than the cavitation pressuro rate than the general expression for absolute
.(F), or less thaii the cavitation pressure (G). pressure, P a P(air), or the water located along
Hre% the cavitation pressure is defined as the the dashed line extending below the lower cavi.-

pressure at which the water breaks. The next tation boundary will continue to cavitate.
section describes how the method of Axons (2] Thus, at a point on the lower cavitation bound-
is used to map out the bounds oý the cavitated ary, the decay rate of both of these pressure
region that forms when surface cutoff tries to expressions is the same. Therefore:
lower the absolute pressure below the covita-.
tion pressure. r CP (a, R) - R I r.R - ~ P(,r) R
DERI VAT ION OF THEW METHOD OF ARONS AND THE

TANGENT hRULE If all terms of this equation are shifted to
one k&id: of the equal sign and r-O is factored

Let P be the absolute pressure (overprussure out, theii application of the chain rule to
+ atmospheric + hydrostatic) at a point '(X, Y) differentiation of a product results in:

% ~in the water at an instanit prior to the arrival
I''of the reflected wave from the surface, Then [BxP r)-PaRx Bi 0let P be a function of the coordinates a and r .jfr Pcir-PcR *0

as shown in Fig. 1, i.e., P - P(ai,r). Accord- lirR
Ing to Axons r2], the upper cavitation boundary
is defined as'the locus of points at. which the This expression may be simplified further by
absolute pressure drops to the cavitation pres- recognizing that the product, PC6,Il) x Ru, per.
sure Ca negative pressure of a few psi) uon tames to a spucific point and thus may be
arrival of the rarefaction wave. Water W ich tratdaacosatwedferniig
is in cavitation will remain cavitated as long Therefore, this equation becomes:
as the absolute pressure does not rise above
the vapor pressure of water (about 0.3 psi). d B
In the method of Aroni [2], both the vapor Tr [r x P(a, r)] 0 (3)
pressure of water and the cavitation pressure

'A are taken to be zero. Thus, the equation def in-
ing the upper cavitation boundary is where r -R, thci point at the lower cavitation

boundary for a given ai. Eq. (3) is the method
P~ar) ~r- 0(1) of Arons [2] for determining the lower 'cavita-
P(M~r + P - 0tion boundary. It Is equivalent to thoe qua-

I.., tion presented for this mothod in the report by
if Pr ,the reflected wave, is expressed in Caspin and Price [3],
terms of the charge weight and standof using
the method of images, then Pr - -ACWTf/r)B, In Fig. 4 the general sý.apo of the bulk cav -

itation oneiwcoIe as detcniilned by the method of

:°°,33°
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Arone (2] is given. It is of fundamental inter- column of water which lies between the surface
est to the bulk cavitation problem to locate the and the upper cavitation boundary. Since this
point at which a line drawn from the image water does not cavitate, it is assumed that all
charge is tangent to the upper cavitation water partlclos contained in this vertical col-
boundary. For the derivation of this tangent umn are kicked off simultaneously with the kick-
"p[int, both sides of Eq. (2) are multiplied by off velocity of the water particle located at
r•ai;d the resulting equation and its total the upper cavitation boundary, This is illus-
derivative with respect to r are written below trated in Fig. 6. This surface layer, which is
as Eqs. (4) and (S), respectively, kicked off at the time of relief wave arrival

at the upper cavitation boundary with an initial
B 1/3 B 0 velocity, Vo, is decelerated by atmospheric

rwP(i,r) - A /' 0 (4) pressure and gravity. At a short time later,
the water particle lying directly beneath this
sUrface layer ip kicked off with an initial

velocity, to. Sinct this particle lies within
•[rB x P(a,r) - A(Wl/3)B] the cavitated region and is kicked off after the

surface layer, it becomes separated from the
I B surface layer and therefore has no atmospheric

-jjdr pressure acting upon it. Thus, only gravity
decelerates this particle. Eventually, this

+ * rB P(or) do 0 C() water particle will collide with the surface
layer above it. In the development of the clos-
ure model, it is assumed (as was done in the

For a given value of da/dr, the simultaneous work by Waldo [4])that this is a perfectly

solution of these two equations gives the corre- inelastic collision, Thus, this particle and
spending values of ix and r, When the ray the surface layer above it now form an augmented
extending from the image charge is tangent to surface layer which has a velocity derived from

the upper cavitation boundary, a is a maximum a conservation of momentum consideration. As

and daidr - 0. When this value for da/dr is with the original surface layer, this augmented
substituted into Eq. (S), the following is surface layer has atmospheric pressure and
obtaind: gravity acting to decelerate it.

B 0(Since the particles lying below the original
- rr•P(ar)] - 0 (6) surface layer are all kicked off at differentor

times with different vertical kickoff velocities,
Therefore, the simultaneous solution of Bqs. (4) inelastic collisions will occuar oane at a time
and (6) gives the values of a and r at the tan- between the growing surface layer and the parti-
gent point. Eq, (6) also happens to be squiva- cles directly below it. This process is known
lent to Eq. (3), the equation whose solution as accretion, If the surface layer displacement
determines the lower ravitation boundary. This history at a horizontal range, X, is plotted
indicates that the l±uer and upper cavitation with t m 0 referring to the time of explosive
boundaries intersect at the point at which a charge detonation, the curve in Fig. 7 is
line dr6h...L from the image charge is tangent to obLained. This ctrve is not quite a perfect
the er boundary. Th a rule of tangency is parabola due to the fact that the surface layer
slso0illustrated in Fig, 4. mass is changing. Also note that this curve

accounts for the initial displacement of the
surface layer due to the incident shock wave

[•EVEU) OF THE CLOSMRE MODEL prior to relief wave arrival at the upper cavi.
tation boundary.

General Description The vertical component of the water particle

In . the genral representation of. a velocity for the point which lies at the lower

point which lies within the cavitated %ogion is cavitation boundary at this same horizontal
given. Upon the arrival of the relief wave at range, X, also must be determined. Since cavi-
this point, the vertical couponent of the tation does not extend below this point, separa-

instantaneous water particle velocity ii the tion will not occ.r between the underlying water

vector %im of the vertical components of the particles. Hence, the water which lies below
two velocity vectors shown in Fig. 5. This this point at the lower cavitation boundary will

vector sum is termed the vertical water particle have a vertical velocity component which 1s
kickoff velocity at point (X, Y) and is depend- dependent upon the time varying velocities Vr
ent solely upon the magnituýes and directions of and Vi and their corresponding afterflow terms.
the incident and reflectud acoustic water par- This is depicted for the poir;t (X, Y1.) in Fig. 8,
ticle velocities, The directions of these . A3 this lower cavitation bouncary moves upward,
velocities are definoe by the unit vectors, I it catches Lp with free falling water particles
war ' 3', as shown in the figure. and an accretion similar to that which occurs

with the surface layer takes place. However,
At evary horizontal ran e within the Atxtent in this development, it is assumed that parti-

of the bulk cavitation envelope, there exists a cles which huve accreted with the moving lower

'I,•
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boundary move with the same velocity an the layer is derived by considering dynamic equili-
point which lies at this lower bouidary. If the brim in the vertical direction. 1rom this
displacement of a water parti;l at the lower equation of motion we obtain the expression for
cavitation boundary is plotted with time, tho the motion of the turface layer given in Bq. (7).
curve in Fig. 9 is obtained, Note that, as in
the displacement curve for the surface layer, a.. '~
the displacement prior to relief wave arrival S +V 0 t +so4.S (7)
"is included.

* The time of bulk cavitation closure is In this expression, the terms Vo and So are the
defined as the time at which the lower boundary velocity and displacement of thi surface layer
displacement equals the surface layer displace- after the most recent collision with an element
ment. It is at this time that the accretinrg below it, Prior to the occurrence of the first
surface layer and the accreting lower boundary collision, Vo and So represent the kickoff
collide and generate the water hammer pressure velocity and the initial displacmont, respec-
pulse. If the curves of Figs. 7 and 9 are tively, of the initial surface layer. PA and g
plotted on the same axes, the time,Tc, at which represent the atmospheric pressure and accelera-
the two curves intersect denotes the time of tion due to Oravity, respectively, while YSL
closure. This is illustrated in Fig, 10, represents the current thickness of the accret-

Ing surface la)er. P is the nast density of
*awn the surface layer thickness versus time vater, Also,.the independent variable, t, rep-

is plotted for this same horizontal range, the resents the time elapsed sLice the mot recent
curve in Pig. 11 1s obtainad. The surface layer collision,
thickness, Yc, corresponding to the time of
closure, Tc, from PFig. 1, is the depth of first In a similar fashion, the expression describ-
bulk cavitation closure. Thus, the amount of ing the motion of the water element directly
surface layer growth which has taken place at below the surface layer is obtained. This
the instant the lower boundary displacement expression is liven in Sq. (8).
equals the surface layer displacemnt determines
directly the depth of cavitation closure for .g(t-td)2
this particular horizontal range. Similarly, Z - * Zo(t-td) +
the amount of accretion which has taken pluce at
the lower boundary also determines the depth of
cavitation closure. In this development, how- Herer Z and Zo are the kickoff velocity and

4 ever, only the surface layer accretion is initial displacement, respectively, of the
-€ calculated, water element directly below the surface layer.

The independent variable,t, is the sam as thatS&Surface Layer Motion in Eq. (7), while the td term represents the
time delay between the new motion of the surface

The mothods diseussed in the previous sec- layer after the most recent collision and the
tions for determining the upper and lower cavi- kickoff of the water element directly below this
tation boundaries and the kickoff velocities accreting surface layer. When Sqs. (7) and (8)
for points lying in the cavitated region were are equated, the tin elapsed between two suc-
all developed from a continuum approach. In cessive collisions, denoted ti, can be determined,
the development of a model which characterizes At this point, the surface layer thickness is
surface layer motion and surface layer accre- incremented and the initial conditions for the
tion, it is convenient to depart from the con- motion of the accreting surface layer NV aid
tinuum approach and to apply a segmentation So) are updated. Since the closure mode? con-
technique, siders all collisions to be perfectly inelastic,

,,' the resulting velocity of the accreting surface
"The first step in determining the surface layer immediately after the present collision

layer motion at a horizontal range, X, is to (Vo) can be determined by a conservation of
. divide the water at this range into a discrete moinntum consideration.

bnuesr of elements ranging from the upper cavi-
tation boundary to the lower cavitation boundary. The entire process stated above is repeated
Each of these elements has an incremental cross for successive collisions and the incremental
sectional area, AA, and an incremental depth, collision times, ti, are aiamed up to give the
&Y. This segented column of water, along with total t.me elapsed .ince relief wave arrival at
the column of water above it which exterds to the upper cavitation Noundary. From this, a
"the surface, is shown in Fig. 12 and is conaid- surface layer displacement history, such as
"ered to be in its quiescent state prior to the that shown in Fig. 7, can be plottod, In addi-
a-rival of any disturbance. Dirini the time tion, the suface layer thickness is incrementod

. between shock wave arrival and rel ief wave by one water element thickness after each colli-
arrival, the surface layer and each element in sion thus giving an accrettion versus time curve,
this column is displaced an initial amount. such as the one shown in Fig. 11, Surface layer
'-.en the relief wave arrives at the point at motion mad surface layer accretion are conmuted

t,o upper cavitation boundary, the surface in this manner for this particular horizontal
"layer is kicked off with an Initial velocity, range until closure occurs. At this time the"Vo, The equation of motion for this surface surface 1ayer disglucenent and the lower 6ound-

ary owspia ement are equal.
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Lower Boundary Motion FQ~t-t, ~ 2-
S :nc v separation between water particles r +" - (for t>t (12)

does not occur below the lower cavitation bound- r+ 2r (
ary, for a given horizontal range, X, the dis-Sp~lacement of this boundary is determined by the
iinear superposition of the dtsplacemnts due to
the incident and relief waves for the water par- Finally, the total displacement of the
ticle which lies at this lower boundary, Forces lower cavitation boundary in the vertical direc-
due to gravity are completely offset by the tion for the horizontal range, X, is determined
buoyant forces since the water beneath this by the linear superposition of the vertical com-
lower boundary remains homogeneous. However, ponents of the displacement vectors in Eqs, (10)
the displacment of the lower boundary prior to and (12),
the arrival of the relief wave is included.

The equation of the water particle volocIty, BULK CAVITATION CLOSUR PULSH
including afterflow as produced by the incident
pressure wave is (S]: The magnitude of the pressure pulse genera-

ted by the collision of the accreting surface
e~t/e -"I layer with the accreting lower cavitation bound-

St8 fP et tJ (9) ary at closure will now be determined. Since in
jVi [ PC or, do - ( the closure model, the vertical components or
0 the velocities of both the surface layer and the

1/3 lower cavitation boundary for a particular hori-where Po a ANl/r%)l and t - 0 refers to shock zontal rmage, X, are known at the time of clos-
wave arrival at the lower cavitation boundary ure, the closure pressure pulse magnitude, Pc,
for this particular horizontal rann, X. The can be calculated by multiplying one half the
ray length, rl, and the direction, i, are relative velocity of impact of these two water
defined in FR4. 8. To find the lower boundary asses by the characteristic impeLance of the
displacment duL to the incident wave, we inte. medi m That is:

'* grate Eq. (9) to obtain:
" I.VL-VU)

PC.V
where V is positive upward and VU and VL refor
to the vertical velocity components at closure

This expression does of course, include the of the surface layer and the lower cavitation
displaemient of the lower boundary which occurs boundary, respectively, The closure pressure
prior to relief wave arrival, pulse consists of two compressive waves of ma-

nitude, PC; one that travels upward and one that
The equation for the water particle velocity travels downward, These closure pressures are

including afterflow as produced by the relief most readily superimposed upon the incident
wave is: shock wave and reflected pressures at the hori-

t zontal range at which closure first occurs,
~r [O_.-•fldtJ since at this range, the direction of propaga-Vr " d t11 tion of the closure pulse is vertical. At other

horizontal ranges, the direction of propagation
to of the closure pulse varies from the vertical

where Q is the relief wave pressure whose magni- direction by an angle ý, as shown in Pio, 13,
tude equals the absolute pressure at the lower According to the work done by Cushing [1], if c
cavitation boundary just .rior to relAlef wave is the sound speed in water and Vc is the speed
arrival. Thus, q * A(/W•/rl)Bit wtc *+i+PA- at which the cavitated region is closing at som,
wheret H is the hydrostatic pressure and t, is horizontal range, X, then:
the tim between shock wave arrival and relief
wave arrival. The ray length, r 2 , and the sin i - (14)
direction, 3, are defined in Fig. 8. As in c
Bqs. (9) and (10), t - 0 refers to shock wave
arrival at the lower cavitation boundary for Thus, the magnitude of the pressure pulse which
this particular horizontal range, X. In this propagates along a path uriented at this angle
development, the relief wave is treated as a * is determined by dividing the expresslon of
"constant pressure drop which propagates into the Eq. (13) by cos , That is:

* uncavitated water; i.e., it has no time depend-
ence. To find the displacement of the lower Pc(V-V
cavitation boundary due to the relief wave, Eq. P c(= V)15)
(11) is integrated to obtain: 2 cos

".''
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The duration time of the closure pulse at the time histories will be made at the horizontal
depth of closure is determined by the method of range corresponding to first closure. Here the
images and is expressed by: velocity of closure propagation is infinite and

".1 thus the path of the resulting closure pulse is'!• De cs • 15} vertical.
t• tduration C Cos(6

In this example, a 50,000 lb HBX-i explo-
e rdsi)e compact charge is detonated at a doath of

where Dc is the depth ot closure at the horizon- 300 l t in sea water which is assumed to he•, tal range of interest, X. Thus, regardless of infinitely deep. A summary of all numerical•i!the angle of propagation of the closure pulse, values used in this example case is given in
the tipuse (pressure X duration) associated Table 1. When the method of Arons [2] and the

wihcavitaion closure at a particular horizon- closure model are applied to this case, the

tal range is the same and may be expressed as bulk cavitation bounds and closure depths shown
shown In Bq. (17). in Fig. 15 are obtained. The depths of the
_ upper and lower cavitation boundaries, as well

Impulse M DCVL-VU))C (17) as the depth and time of cavitation closure for
various horizontal ranges, are given in Table 2.
In Pig, 16 is a cross plot of the surface layer

N The above method of determining cavitation clos- and lower boundary displacement histories for
•. ure pressures and durations is valid only at the horizontal range of first closure. A plot

horizontal ranges where the speed of closure of surface layer accretion versus time for this
.4 propagation is greater than the sound speed in same range is given in Pig. 17,

water (supersonic). At horizontal ranges where
the closure propagation is subsonic, the deter- The remaining time history plots generated
mination of closure pressures and durations for this e.xamplo case are each the result of a
becomes rather complicated and will not be piecewise construction from linear shock wave
treated here, Pig. 14 shows the general form theory and the nonlinear cavitation theory out-
of the speed of closure propagation plotted lined above. In Fig. 18 is a plot of the verti-
against percent of extent of the cavitated cal component of the surface layer velocity for
region. Such a curve is characteristic of the horizontal range of first closure (8$0 it),
nearly all free field bulk cavitation problems, The vertical component of the water particle

velocity is calculated for an arbitrary depth
of 25 ft at this same range and is plotted in

CALCULATION OF PRESSURB AND WATER PARTICLE Pig, 19. Also, the calculated pressure history
VELOCITY HIISTORIES for a depth of 25 ft at a horizontal range of

850 ft is given in Fig, 20, Similar plots and
The use of the foregoing development in cal- tabulated values can be compiled for other hori-

culating pressure and water particle velocity zontal ranges within the extent of the cavitated
histories will now be illustrated with an exam- region by virtue of Ref. 6 and the discussion
ple problem. For convenience, calculations of above.

CAVITATION CLOWS IltM D

P9ICMIT OF MAX•IU CAVITATION RAM

I 4

am -------------- -------- --------------------------

>,. ANOK OF FIRST CLOSURE

"PEROV4T OF MAXIMUM CAVITATION MNW

Fig. 14 - Speed of Closure Propagation Plotted Aairnst
Percent of Nkximum Cavitation Range

•i 4
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TAiLE I
Summary of Nimerical Values Usel in Exanple Problem

CHARGE WEIGHT OWO 1b HBX-i

DEPTH OF BURST 300 ft

SHOCK WAVE CONSTANTIi

A 23970

U 1.13

K 0•84

L -0.18

ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY 32.2 ft/wl

WEED OF BOUND IN WATER WOO ft/ue

MAN DENSITY OF WATER 1.9076 wulu/ft

P PAK PAIMUEI, PO . AW/b/t,)1

0EOAY CONITANT, IU iWl14*1/8bt L

CAITTONBOUfNDARIES•O A NDC.r) EPH

I-

V,, Si N 1b HISiX-I OWITH OFr Kf "T W&O MI FT

V" Fig. 15 -Bulk Cavitation Boundsi and Closure Depths

1,46
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TABLE 2
Bulk Cavitation Calculations

(with W - 50000 lb -BX-l
and Depth of Burst - 300 ft)

HORIZONTRAL DEPTH OF UPPER DEPTH OF DEPTH OF LOWER I7lE OF
RANGE (it) BOUNDARY (ft) CLOSURE (it) BOUNDARY (ft% CLOSURE (mec5

o.e0 8.86 14.16 53.75 569.99
100.00 0.07 14.92 55.91 542.58
200.08 0.09 16.89 61.45 460.06
300.90 0.14 19.49 F8.67 413,92
40000 0.20 22.30 76.23 061.21
d0.00 0.28 25.13 83.43 324.59
" .0e.e 0. 39 27.94 89.93 301.78

700 .230.62 95.6e ~ 28E.90
MOB,.00 0.69 33.19 100.41 203,4?

* 850.00 0,78 34.39 102.50 202.80
900.00 1,88 35.63 104.37 283.53

1000.00 1.10 37.95 107.53 287,6$
1100.00 1.36 40.16 109.93 294.90
1200.00 1.66 42.26 111.61 304.4C
1300.00 1,99 44.29 112,63 315.91
1400.00 2.39 46.18 113,04 323.70
1500800 2:00 48.00 112,80 34W,69
606.01 31229 49..24 t 0•,2 357.58
1700.00 3.R2 51.17 111.04 373.2Z
1809.08 4.42 52.92 109,44 389.47
1900.00 5.09 54.39 1T7.44 46.24
2000.00 5.84 55.69 107,0? 423.40
2108.00 6.69 56.99 )02.36 440 92
2200.00 7,62 57.97 99.35 45b.73
2300.0• 8.67 56.62 96.6• 476.71

',' 2400.00 9.85 59.20 92.53 495.08
2500.00 11,18 59.43 88.778 513.54
2600. e 12.7e 59.35 e4.8$4 532.17
2;00.00 14,42 58.87 80.72 5•0.93
2800.00 16,41 58.01 76.45 569.3ý.
2900.00 18.72 56.77 72.05 58.pli
3000.00 21.44 55.09 67.515 607.92
3100.08 24.69 53.09 62.95 627.10
3200.01" 28.66 50.76 58.28 I 46.33
3300.00 33.66 48.36 53.56 6615.58
3400.00 40,29 46.34 40.79 684.73

* HORI2ONTAL RANGE OF FIRST CLOSURE

NOTE; CLOSURE TIMES DATED TO TIME OF EXPLOSIVE CHARGE [IETO1ATIO1N
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1.6 HORIZONTAL RANGE - U FT

4URFACE LAYER
1 1.2

ILO0.8
I AT CLOSURE

0.0 I
S1O 180 200 220 240 260 230 300 320

TIME-MILUSECONDS
FiS. 16 - Surface WLaer and Lower Boundary Displaceoent

H~istories (Vertical Coqmi nent)

40 1 " 1 1 1 1
DEPTH OF CLOSURE HORIZONTAL RANDE - 0 FT

30- I

20

IT CLOSURE
0 I
160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320

TIME-MILLISECONDS
Fig. 17 - Surface Layer Accretion
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I HORIZONTAL RANGE - 1 FT

_,.', 4

-4

Ida ' 10 zoo 220 140 260 280 300 320

TIMCE-OILLISECONDS
P12 18 - 'irface Layer Valcity History (.Vortical (nCo~nent)

-RItMNTAL RANGE-U FT

0 4 -. I

II

-2
--4 -4- IL1..J L .L Ll

160 162 IOu 220 240 260 260 300 320
TIME-MILLI8ECONDS

Fig. 19 Water Particle Velocity History at 25-ft Gage Denth CVertical Component)
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HORIZONTAL RANGE - 0 FT
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160 10 to0 Ito 140 go0 260 300 320
TIME-MLUSECONDS

Fig. 20 Pressure History at 2S-ft Gage Depth
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Voic:t Will this be more applicable to surface
h- e than to su bmarin e@? second, can you apply

thil to nuclear an well am conventional
weapon? MLght it be more significant for a
nuclear buret as opposed to a conventional
burst?

.S The answer to your first question
I t applicable to submarines am welj
as to surEuoe ships. As I stated earlier, the
eolution of ou intere-t in bulk cavitation was
dae to thufeoesurfac ship aok Test riogrtm.

wovowr a it is j'ust aw applitable to tny
submarine problem that you might encounter. To

ansr the seeond queesion, there i1sh no wewlon
why we can't extend this analysis method to

F'lincorporate the nuclear type of preadure
history, alnd weI haven't done that yet. As soon
am we are satle~lied wit.h that we did for the
spherical builk charges* t.hen I -t.hink€ we will

move on to look at the nuclear type of pressure
signature.
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A SOWITION TO IME CiN DtMI3SIONAL
BULK CAVITATION4 PROBLEM

Benjamin M. Stow, and John D. Gordon
David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Developm~ent Center

Underwater Explosions Research Division
Portsmouth, Virginia

The bulk cavitation analysis method presented in this paper
oliminnates the need to segment water for the purpoase of
solving simple equations of motion between water olenwits.
The one dimensional problem analyzed in detail demonstrates
the ease of application of the method. Plots of cavitation
closure, water pressure, and water particle velocity are
provided from the analysis. The results of the one dimen-
sional analysis can be caqpared with results from other
analysis methods to see what the differences are.

IfIWJJADU ION term in the lower cavitation boundary displace-

Because of the lamediate analytical needs of mn qain
the surface shiý shock test prograa,, the axisym-

metic ulkcavtation solution provided by APPR~OAC
Costanso and Gordon [I] emphasized quick results
Over optimal mathematical description of the A m entwi equation similar to that employod
problem. The method used substitutes the labor by Waldo (2) is used to describe the surface
of the computer solving a multiplicity of colli- water layer velocity; however, this nmontum
sions between segmented water elements for the equation is free of Waldo's assumption that
insight of the analyst determining and integrat. water particle velocity kickoff occurs simulta-
ing the appropriate equations describing the neously along a vertical water colum. This
accretion of thes surface water layer. in keep- momentumn equation is then integrated to yield

% ing with the philosophy that the computer should the dimplacoeent of the surf ace water layer.
be presented with the problem in the form best T1he equation describing the displacement of a
conditioned for solution, additional effort has water particle in the cavitated state along

*been expended seeking an improved mathematical with the equation describing the displacement of
description based on the same physical a water particle at the lower boundary of cavi -
assumptions. tation provide the remainting relationships

necessary to support a solution for homogeneous
The rimry ojecivewater l&a accretion above and below the closuire

* from the collision velocities of the two water
Theprmay bjctveof the analysis given layers at closure.

in this paper is to eliminate the need for as-t
menting water for the purpose of solvin slope UFAEWTE AERDSLAIýequations of motion between water elements by UIEWTRLYRDSLC'lN
providing an equation governing the displacement*Ljof the surface water layer which is already A surface reflected shock wave produces
integrated with respert to the water elements. cavitation between two depths below the water
This equation is to be eoneralaenough to apply surface by propelling free water particles ver-
to the axisyruitric bulk cavitation problem. tically between these depths. Starting at the
A secondary objective is to demonstrate an upper cavitation boundary depth, the action of
application of the new mathematical description atmo~spheric pressure and gravity causes a thick-
by olving for the cavitation parameters result- ening of the surface layer of uncavitated water
ing from a plane exponential shock wave moving while at the same time the growing layer of
along a line perpendicular to the water surface, uncavitated water is displaced with respect to
and a tertiary objIective of the analysis is to the earth. To describe this motion mathemat-

investigate the effect of dropping a complicating ically the water particles lying along a
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vertical column of undisturbed water are identi- with the dot nyraning differentiution with
fied by a coordinate y equal to their 4epth respect to time. Diff•,rentiat~nt fq. (3) with
below the water surface, and the motion of water respect to time and solving for results in

rticles is refen*d to inertial coordinates.
ince the initial surface layer of uncavitated

water starts accreting free water particles from D - P' + t (1gT) - '-gt2 (4)
underneath at the time of arrival of the relief
wave at the upper cavitation boundary y - a, the
tim variable t in the equations is taxen as where the prim mans differentiation with
zero at arrival of the relief wave at y a. act to y. Recognizing that D is also the
Water particles underneath y - a are kicked off resph vertical no velcity U with displacement of a free water particle at thewisth a vertical c nant oftm Tv When tiwt it Joins the surface layer nf uncavitated
repc to ~ n upwar oat tatmet-T hne waeagdiinlqainfrDigravity is accounted for as an upward one gadditionl equation for is
acceleration of the earth, a water particle
kicked off at tim t - T can be represented as
having been kicked off with a velocity U + gTwith resmect to the stars. Treating the surface 21 n '4 (t-T)U- '4gt-T)2  (5)layer of unsa\,itated water is a rigid body hav-
ing a velocity V with respect to the earth the
*Mntm per unit area of a water colum ok den-
sity p is apy(V+t) with respect to the stars, When D is eliminated from Bqs. (4) and (5) and F
This momentum is equal to the sum of the kick is solved for and integrated with respect to y,
off momntums of the * ter particles reduced by the result is
atwsopheric pressure $a as shown in Eq, (1).

Py(V*gt)m 1PaUCa) 4+ P (U+T)dy - Pat (1)

Por a given depth y, eqs. (2) and (5) solved simUl-
taneouly for t and D give the time it takes for
the surface layer of uneavitated water to growIn the mel of the proble described by Sq. (1), fr a deth "a" to a depth y and the displace-th Initial layer of uncavitated water of thick- ment of ge surface layer at t,

aee "a" is represented as being kicked off with
a velocity equal to the water particle velocity
at its wuder surface rather then the averae ClWSURE 1RO BELOW
velocity of the particles in the layer, This
asaueption is made to insure that final cavita- Cavitation closure from below starts at the
tion closure lies between the upper and lower lower cavitation boundary y a b at relief wave
boundaries even when these boundaries coincide, arrival t - T(b) and proceeds upward until the
When q. (1) is divided by P and integrated with surface layer of uncavitated water is met. The
respect to time E. (2) describing the displace- forces involved in closure from below are the
ment D of the surface water layer is obtained, elastic forces in the water below the lower cav-

t itation boundary, tht force of gravity acting on
yD *al3(a) +.tau(&)+ +S+T)&/ free water particles above the lower cavitation

yD boundary and the force on the lower boundary due
to the acceleration of the free articles as

(2 they are accrated. The elastic iorce In the
13t2 - + F (2) water below y - b causes a water particle atyy • b to be displaced upward, packing the water

particles falling from above ýnto homogeneous
ater. When a free wuter particle is accreted

by the lower homogeneous water, ýts velocity is
where Di is the vertical component of the dis- increased from U - g (t - T) to b the velocity
placement of the water particle at depth y at of the water particle at y - b, and the pressure
the time of arrival of the relief wave at y, P on the lower boundary due to the packing
and aDi(a) is a constant of integration chosen a ove is the time rate of change of momentum per
such thitat t a 0 and y a a, D - Di , F is the unit area given by l1q. (7).
sum of the remaining parts of the integration of
S . (1) - t Pp [1 - g(t-T) - Vb]P' (7)

0
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Tle displacement Db of the water at the lower
_ boundary of cavitation is the same as the dis-

lacement of a free water particle at the time
t is accreted by the lower homogeneous water,

therefore, pe- 2a/ce + a+Pa o (11)

'~~~~~ a 0i,(-TO StTa{8
Db Di +,(t..T)U--g(t-T) 2  (8) is the equation governing the upper boundary.

The lower cavitation boundary is the shallow-
est depth %slow the upper boundary at which the
pressure discontinuity at relief wave arrival

When Dbfrom Eq. (8) is substituted for Vb in can propagate downward without ca&using additional
Bq. (7) it is seen that the term in the paren- cavitation, This propagation becomes possible
theses is the difference between the time deriv- at the depth at which the absolute pressure Ui
ative of Do treating y as constant and the time the water just prior ') relief wavq arrival
derivative of Db treating y as a function of stops decreasing with depth and stai ts increas-
timm, ing with depth, Therefore,

A second equation for Db can be determined
from the pressure-time history at y - b includ- d (Peo-2y/coPgy pa) a (12)
ing the pressure on the lower boundary due to
packing particles above given in Eq. (7), The
two equations for Dh solved simultaneously give 2P
the depth-tin. relationship of the cavitation at y s b, and b ln inclosure from below,

ONE DIMEMIONAL SOLUTION

The general equations previously given will At the lower cavitation boundary the relief wave
be illustrated by solving for the bulk cavita- pressure drop is equal to the absolute pressure
tion parameters caused by a plane exponential in the water at y - b just prior to rel ef wave
shock wave moving perpendicular to the water arrival less the racking pressure Pp given by

--9 surface, This case was chosen because the inte- Sq. (7). This re ief wave pro pagates downward
gruis of the exponentials appearing in the aqua- linearly, and the water particle velocity and
tionis can be evaluated in closed form and dIsplacement at the lower boundary of cavitation
attention can be concentrated on the method of in the linear superposition of the incident and
solution rather than the labor of solution. The relief velocities aid displacements. The equa-
shock wave under coasideration travels upward tions for Vb and Db will be written with time
with a velocity c and a pressure-time hintory starting at relief wave arrival at the upper
given by the equation cavitation boundary so as to be consistent with

the general equations previously discussed.

' 0 " reo.•/8 (9) Po - 0+-eb3c Poe-bc 4 Psb + Ps
SVb • PC PC

'Ic

where P is the peak pressure above hydrostatic, e o

0 is •he shock wave time onstant and T is
the time after shock arrival nt any depth y. At . 216(tT) Di+CtT)U" g(tT)]
a given depth y, the time To between shock wave -O (1P)arrival and the arrival of the relief wave from
the surface is

t>b-0

-. C

T c C (10.)

The depth of the upper cavitation boundary-b
may be found by solving for the shallowest depth B Vbdt
at which the surface reflected wave reduces t8e
"absolute pressure in the water to zero. 'hib i
occurs when the absnlute pressure Just prior to
arrival of the reflection is equal to the peuk t > b-a
pressure of the reflected Wave. Accordingly, C

,'I
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For the one dimensional case under considera- of the water humier due to cavitation closure.
tion, the functions appearing in the equations This water hammer is a square pulse of pressure
are equal to oc times half the relative velocity

at closure of the surface water layer and theDi .PO (l -2y/ce) lower boundary and has a duration equal to theDi (1- travel time to the surface and back. Plots of
surface water layer velocity and lower boundary
velocity are given in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively.

2Po_"__/ce pay_+_Pa Fig. 3 is from 8q. (1) and Fig. 4 is from
U SEq. (13) with the addition of the velocity due

to the shock wave from arrival to surface cutoff.
The remaining figures shown in this paper are

T = X piecewise constructions from linear shock wave
C theory and the cavitation theory already

outlined. Fig. S is the pressure history at
Da !closure depth and shows the shock wave exponen-
PC tial reduced by surface reflection to absolute

Di(a) (lpc °'l'e ) zero pressure until closure when the inpact of
the two columns of homogeneous water produces

U 2--Z~e / the closure pressure which is also cutoff by
F,2ac 0surface reflection. The corresponding water

U(A) a oc particle velocity at closure depth is show in
rig. 6. The straight line portion of the plot
between relief wave arrival and cavitation

o0 closure is the particle in free fall. The pres-
Di(b) sure and water particle velocity at mid-dopth

are shown in Fiss, 7 and 8 respectively. K
salient feature of the water particle velocity
in Fig. 8 is the sudden drop in velocity when

The analysis will be illustrated by solving the particle is accreted by the surface water
layer. Before accretion, the particle is in

for the cavization produced by a 700 psi - 4 free fall. After accretion, the particle is
macc shock wave. For this shock wave, moving with the surface water layer.

Po  " 700 x 144 pounds plr square foot ANLYSIS NEGLECTING TM PACKING PRESM P
0 - .004 second

A second cavitation analysis for the same
P& - 14.7 x 144 pounds per square foot shock wave was made neglecting the packing preu-

sure liven by Eq. (7). This eliminates the last
P. a 1.9399 slugs per foot 3  term in Sq. (13) for the lower boundary velocity.

All other equations remain the sam. A compari-
son of results from the two analyses with and

g 32.2 feet per second2  without Pp is given in Table 1.

c - bOOO feet per second

,,nd from Eqv. (1) nnd (12) TALM 1
.21359feet ffect of Pp on Results

Closure Closure Pressureb •50.83705 foot. Depth Time Pulse
(UOt (nmec) (psas)

Resuits of the analysis are plotted with time ' "
starting with shock wave arrival at the water With Pp 18,0607 199.57 306,84
surface. This means that a/c has been added to
the time variable t appearing in the equationsbefore plotting. Without P p 18.0011 198.92 306.53

Fi I is the cavitation closure as a func-
tion oh time and Pig., 2 is the surface water
layer displacemnt and lowr boundary displace
ment as a function of time. The upper curves ci The compar:son shown in Table 1 illustrates
these figures come from the simultaneous solu- that including the force on the lower cavita-
tion of Hlqs, (2) and (5) and the lower curves tion boundary due to the accretion of water
come from the simultaneous solution of fNos. (8) particles from above is probably not worth the
and (14). The time and depth at which the iteration effort rOqired to solve Vqs. (8)
curves of Fig. 1 come together are thw orillin and (14), simultaneously.
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CONCLUSIONS

The bulk cavitation analysis method pre-
sented in this paper eliminates the need to seg-
merit water for the purpose of solving simple
equations of motion between water elements.
The one dimensional problem analyzed in detail
demonstrates the ease of application of the
method particularly when a negligible tem in
the lower cavitation boundary displacement equa-
tion is dropped. The method should be used to
rework the axisymuetric bulk cavitation problem
in order to save computation time. The results
of one dimensional analysis should be compared
with results from other analysis methods to see
what the differences are.
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OZICUIUION!

V4 Dikatop (Umiwrity of Pratrl) Can we use
the finite element method? What about boundary
conditions using the finite element method?

M:r. ftOel Mr. CoetanmOle solution of the
ZarYumetgL bulk cavitation problela, which was
presented yeater4ay, was also zm for the one-
dimensional cae. The results can be compared
out to many decimal planes with this method, and
the answers are the same.
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

WITH ISOLATED NONLINEAR COMPONENTS
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Tran3ient analysis of complex structural systems that contain both
linear and nonlinear elements often prosents a formidable compu-
tational problem. Nonlinear constitutive relationships in one or
more of the structural elements necessitate a time-history
integration of the equations of motion for the entire structure.
Time-history analysis is usually carried out in terms of a limited
number of generalized modal coordinates for the elastic sub-
structure. However, a limited modal content is not sufficient to
simulate the detailed structural response. To overcome this draw-
back a neow hybrid method in formulated for the detailed dynamic
analysis of complex structures. The new tolution procedure
incorporates a time-history analysis of the nonlinear response
with a frequency domain analyais of the linear modes. The
frequency domain analysis uses a larger number of modal coordi-
nates to realistically simulate the details of structural response.
The basic modal decoupling assumption of the hybrid method is
studied by numarical application of the method to a simple elastic
vhicle with nonlinear suspension properties, taxiing over an

irregular prcfile.

INTRODUCTION structure, Typically, nonlinear ele-
ments are connected to the remaining

A new hybrid method is developed linear elastic substructure at a small
for the complete simulation of the number of nodes. Furthermore, the
transient response of certain response of the nonlinear elements is
structural systems with specially primarily affected by the lowest or
designed nonlinear energy absorption most fundamental frequencies and modes
and attitude control devices. Mawy of vibration of the linear sub-

*r'omplex systems contain both linear and structures.
nonlinear structural componenits. The
types of structures that are particu- The most immediate and relevant
larly address6d in this paper are those axample of such a dynamic system is an
with mostly linear characteristics. aircraft taxiing over an irregular
However, significant nonlinearitiec surface. Dynamic simulation of air-
exist in some li.mited regions of the craft taxiing behavior requires a time-

history integration of the equations of
m otion because of the typically non-

" R r p r y A Flinear nature of the suspension strutiResearch sponsored by the Air Forceproperties. Nevertheless, the vehicle"Office of Scintific Research, Air superstructure can be aserumed toGrant Number USAF, The respond linearly for most aircraft. Int N e theory, it is possible to simulate theUnited States Government is authorized t' fattal structural behavior by a direct _
to reproduce and distribute reprints dynwiic analysis of a finite element
for Governmental purposes notwithstand- mic aoalysr of anie eent
ing any copyr'ght notation thereon. model. However, the transient response
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analysis of the full finite element frequency vibration modes with numerical
model in prohibitively expensive, reliability within the constraints of
Also, past experience has shown that time-domain discretization. It would bG
such analyses of complex structures can necessary to decrease the time increment
be numerically unreliable. The by several orders of magnitude to simu--
alternative to a direct finite element late the higher frequency modes con-
analysis is modal decomposition with sistently. Such refinement of the time
substructuring that is being widely step with the addition of a greater
used at present for the simulation of number of modal coordinates makes the
aircraft taxiing response. Nonlinear time-history analysis approach prohibi-
terms are oxciuded from the dynamic tiv.ly expensive for design calcu-
equations by subatructuring. For the lations. A reliable and efficient
linear substructures the vibrdtion method is needed to simulate total
eigenvalue problem need be formulated structural 4esponse for comparison with
only once at the beginning of the time- criticul ut-us limits or to establish
history colution. The modal super- relevant design criteria.
position method is used for a change of
baLim from n nodal to p modal coordi- To accomplish this task, a hybrid
nates, p < n, prior to the time-history analytic..l method is formulatedl aimed
solution. The contributions of the at dnfining an optimal solution path
nonlinear terms are treated ac coordi,- that will reliably predict dynamic
nate forces that are evaluated during response. The method incorporates a
the numerical integration of the time-history analysis for the nonlinear
equations of motion. If the objective response with a frequency domain
of the time-history simulation im to analysis of the linear modes. First the
predict the nonlinear suspension strut time-history analysis including the non-
forcus, the modal superposition series linear components and a small number of
can be truncated after a few modes linear modes is conducted. Partial
since the higher frequency vibrations decoupling of the nonlinearities from
do not affect the suspension renponee. the rest of the structure constitutes
Nevertheless, the dynamic response of th6 second step. The remaining linear
some of the critical structural dynamic subsystem is analyzed through
components may be significantly the frequency domain under external
affected by high frequency modes. The forces and interactions from the non-
necessity of including higher frequency linear components.
vibration modes is especially relevant
when force-related quantities such as The numerical objective of this
internal loads are being estimated. paper is to validate the fundamental.
Structural coordinate displacements can assumption made in the new hybrid formu-
be expressed as the product of the mode lation. The numerical results presented
shape matrix and the modal amplitude are chosen to corroborate partial do-
vector. On the other hand, th1 coupling as a riatih, procedure. Not-
structure elastic forces can be written w.tht•,diwa with the fact that the naw
as the triple matrix product of the method is envisioned as a means or
structurc mass matrix, mode shape s*.Lwiti :ynamic simulatixn f r conflux
matrix, and a vector of modal die- structures, the first ntuerical appJ -
placements that are multiplied by the cation is made to a rather simple two-
square of the corresponding modal. dimensJonal beam vehicle that in taxiinq
frequencies. Since each modal contrl.- over an irregular profile. The choice
bution is multiplied by the square of of a simple beam to repreaiont an elaatic
its natural frequincy, the higher vehicle is to have c. mpleta assurance

, frequency vibration modes are more and control on the finite 'lement model
important in simulating forces than during this first stage validation of
displacements. if the transient the hybrid method. Thc results show a
behavior of such high frequency r*asonable justification of the modal
response quartities is to be predicted decoupiing ansumption and indicate
the originul physical model must be pousible directions of reqearch for che
sufficiently refinud to yield meaning- improvement and developmenrt of the
ful vibration in~ormat.on on the high method.
frequency modem which must be included
in the modal superposition series. Althouqh the hy'r.aw simulation
Howiver, even if the high frequency method is examined -irimarily with
vibration date is available to the reference to the ta,.iihg vehicle
required accuracy, tha time-history problem, it should be ,ooted that other
analysis I.s not a uieful technique to examples of physical systems cai. also be
simulate the dynamic response of found In the same dynamic category. In
structural components that are affected general any combiuation of l "ear
by the high frequency modes. It is not elastic substructures couplod together
practical to include the higher by nonlinear energy absorption and
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dissipation devices can be analyzud The nonlinear effects can be expressed
with the developed method. Specific as additional cc.rdinate load.s
examples include earthquake resistant
buildings incorporating nonlinear (P [kNL] {u) (4)
"Safety Fuse" elements and space NL
structures that are composed of linear
elastic substructures assembled to- the equations of dynamic equilibrium are
gather by means of nonlinear couplers written as
that absorb vibration energy and are
used for attitude control adjustments. [m]{(}+[c]({}+[k°]{u)-iP)-{PNL}

FORMULATION OF THE NONLIN~EAR PROBLEM The effective {PNL) loads are determined

In general, the structure nodal at each time step from nonlinear
coordinate dynamic equilibrium component properties.
equations can be written as (1f To change the solution basis from

n nodal to p modal coordinates, p < no
[mi] {u) + Cc] ( + (k] (u) w (P)(1) an orthogonal transformation is wrftten

where (u) [*] (n (6)

(m) - structure nodal coordinate nxl nxp pxl
mass matrix where r are the generalizad modal co-

fu = list of nodal coordinate dis- ordinates and [(] is the mode shape
placement& matrix whose columns ave the orthogonal

eigenvocto•s {() of the vibration

[o) - structure damping matrix problem defined by

Ik]- structure piscewise linear (ii] W 2 [ ] {(l (7)
tangent stiffness matrix
(includes both constant and where w is -the natural frequency corre-
variable stiffness sponding to {*1. The vibration problem
coefficients) need be formulated only once at the.

beginning of time-history analysis due
WP) a list of extarnal loads to the exclusion of the variable

components from the stiffnrsis matrix

Eq. (1) in not convenient for [0k]. The equations of motion oan be
representation in teors of an orthogo- written in modal coordinates
nql modal basit. When the structure T
otiffuess matrix in reassembled at eacli [M]{i(c]{i)+[K(n)r[*]T{ P-• (1n)
solution step, it boomoes also pxpp~l pxppxl pxppxl pxn nli
necessary to redefine and reanalyze tne
vibr'hionai genvaluo problem. where

The Lransformation to modal aM n - ceneralized mans matrixi
co~ordinates becomes prautical only if IM] - (OJT (m] [$]
the nonlinearities are accounted for in
terms of additional. cffeati.ve loads. (C] - modal damping matrix)
To achieve this, the tutal stiffnris e i* 2t JWJMir C, ' 0
matrix [k) in Eq. Il) .:4s separated into
its linear and nonlinear uomponenta [K] = modul %ffness matrMlM

4 ij " W
[k) - [kO] + [kNL] (2) u Jth modal damping Latio

where The time-history inteaqrvtion of the

[k°' - const&nt. linear elastic equations Qf motion can now bn
stiffi..Via matrix accomplished more efficient)y in term,

of the modal coordinatos. It should be
(kNL] • notlinear .tiffneses which noted that although time-hist~ry into-

depend on the state of gration is performed using the mnoelal
deformation coordinates, some nodal displacements

must be calculated at each time step tu
Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) evaluate the effective load vector {PNL)

in Ea. (8). Genera).ly this does not
[(m]U{}1[c]Ji{+[kI]{u1+[kNl]{u}-{P} (3) pose & problem since the effective loads

usually act only at a small number of
nodal coordinates.
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It is relevant to take note of the structure coordinates due

inodeling requirements for the free to a unit displacement of
vibration problem of a linear sub- the corresponding rigid
structure within the context of the body coordinate.
orthogonal formulation Viven by Eq. (8).
In Eq. (8), each linear substructure is - mode shape matrix of the
considered separately from the flexible mode@. Each
surrounding nonlinear components. The column of [OF) represents
interactive forces between a sub- a mode shape vector.
structure and its surroundings are
considered as external loads at the sub- {q} - flexible mode amplitudes
structure boundaries.

The linear elastic substructure ir The superposition equations, Eq.
represented by a finite element model (9) may be combined into a single
that consists of a number of nodes matrix of rigid body plus flexible modal
connmeted by idealized discrete ele- influence coefficients
ments. The required refinement of the
finite element model depends upon uR
structural geometry, boundary con- {u} - [ *r] {(- (10)
ditions and applied loading. The q
vibration sigenvalue problem for the nxl nxp pxl
linear substructure is defined by Eq. defining new symbols for the combined
(7). In order that the modal equations, matrices
Eq. (8), be entirely orthogonal includ-
ing the rigid body modes, the stiffness
[)c0 and mass (m) matrices in Eq. (7) {u} - [•] {n} (11)
are defined for the unconstrained which is the mama as Eq. (6). it
structure. In. Eq. (7) the mass matrix should be noted that the (6g)d bodyis positive definite, the stiffness shudb oe httergdbd

modes must have the specific scales tomatrix is semi-definite. Another render the generalized mass equal to
requirement for tha orthogonality of the0 asic ibrtio mnfep'o te rgidthe physical mass or inertia of thoblastio vibration modea'to the rigid correnpon4ing rigid body mode.
spbody modes is the d()inition o( the mode Accordingly, in Eq. (9) if ui is in the
shape vectors ce} in t e (7) relative to m direction as the jth rigid bodyq the dynamic center of n~ea of uhe•

mode u~., then is the moment arm,]flexible substructurw. Thle dynamic of Ui from the J•.irigid, body rotation
center of mass can be defined an the xe. ti2n.
instantaneous center of structural mass
during dynamic response. The bahavior COMPUTATION OF STRUCTURAL RESPONSEof the dynamic center of nhams is
described by the rigid body Yodes o The first step in the comyltatioii
motion. Thus, the. dynamic €:enter of of time-history response of nonlinearmams will romain stationary during free components. A time-hiitory integration
vibrations of an itucunstrained of the modal aquationm of motion, Eq.
structure [21J. (8), in performed including a small

number of modes that are sufficient toIn general# any structure represent the flexible deformation. ofcoordinate displacement car' b, exprossed the elautic structure for thn purpose
as the sum of rigid body displacemant of estimating the behavior of the non-
contributions plus the effect of elasticstructural deformations. The elastic linear components. Although the mass,deformationscan be espressed 4n terimi of dampinu and stiffness matricei are
the amplitudes of flexJble vibration diagonal in Eq. (8), the tinme-histoy
modqs. If we write the modal super- integretion of the oquations must
position equations for all structure progress simultaneously rinca the
coordinates in matrix form then equations are couplad with rNL nonlinear

t.rma on the right hand side.
(u R - ($R] {un} + [F] } () After the time-hiatory

determination ot the nonlinear forces
where tLhe total structural rnaponse i-:

evaluated through the frequency dompin.
{uR} -vector of rigid body The basic requirements for a frequency

displacements domain a||alysis are that thu nonlinear
interaction forces axt knowr and the

[ORJ - vector or rigid body modal linear systems are rerre.ented by ortho-influence coefficients. goral generalized coordinates. Ai thisEach column of ([R] list$ stage a much gretter- nntaber of modes can
the disp.acements at be included to raipresent the linear
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substructure in detail for the determi- given by [1]
nation of its internal response due to int
the numerical stability and efficiency (t w Ni1 H ( )C M )e Mn (15)of frequenoy domain analysis. 2n) n 0 Hjlnlj n

The time-history dynamic forces, or since M a nAM and AM - W /N 1 (16)
including the nonlinear interaction
forces, acting on the linear sub- A;Nl 2nint
structure are first converted to the ni(t) *',n 0 H iH(n+l)C4 (n+l)e (17)
frequenoy domain by Discrete Fourier
Transformation (DfT). The DFT caof- Both the DFT harmonic amplitude coef-
fioents are defined as (1] ficients of the generalized forces, Eq.

N-1 (12), and the IFT to solve for
Cnl() - At Z rwe-2vint/N generalized displacements, Eq. (17),n n twO can be rapidly generatod by modern Fast

nuO, ... ,p N-1 (12) Fourier Transform (PFT) algorithms.

Modal accelerations can be avalu-where ated from the second time derivative of
i =Eq. (17)

At -T/N A N Hi (n+l) Cj (n+l)

T w total time period
considered (includes an .4r 2 n2  21tint/N
attached period of F(t) - 12 t/N(18)
0 to take into account the Nperiodic nature of DFT) The structure nodal coordinate

N w number of discrete time displaoements canbe obtained from the
intervals in T modal superposition equations

Wn a forcing frequency (u0t)} - (f] (n(t)} (19)

C(:n) - coefficients defining the nxl nxp pxl
dtaorettzed harmonic Other resonse parameters such as
amplitude function stresses or loads developed in various

structural components can be evaluated
The Complex-Freguenoy-Response- directly from the displacements. For

Function (CFRF), Hi(wn), for each jth example, the elastic fores {f) which
gener&)-ised struotore1 mode under the resist the deformation of the structure
forcing frequency wn is defined as (1] are given directly by the displacements

and the structure stiffness coef-
n 1 ficients.

i + i n Cjj + {f(t)) - [k 0l(u(t)} - (k= 0 j[tj(t))(20)

where An alternative expression for the
elastic forces can be written in terms

i -V of the structure mass matrix and
natural frequencies. Expanding Eq. (20)

MjCjKjj - ith generalized modal in terms of the modal contributions
*4 mass, damping, and

stiffness, {f(t)} - [kl)01 })nl(t) 4 (k°]{02 ]t½(t)respectively (2r2t

For the rigid body modes C K+4. + tk1(flpihlp(t) (21)
* 0, and J Substituting Eq. (7) in each term of

Hi(in) - •14) Eq. (21)

_W n Mjj (f(t)' - w2Cm]{41 ) 1 (t)+W2 Cn]{4,2n (t)

It can be shown that the total response + . 2 ml'ý }q ,;) (22)
of a system to any forcing input can be p p p
written by means of Inverse Fourier
Transformations (IFT). The displace- Combining back into matrix form
ments of the Jth modal coordinate are
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2 + ships are usel to represent the
f(it)) [ Cm] [$t) (23) suspension gear properties. Each

suspension strut force is represented
where (1 n•(t)) represents a vector of as the sum of pneumatic spring force,
modal ampli udes, each multiplied by hydraulic damping force and strut
the square of its modal frequency. friction force. The procedures in the

existing FDL-TAXI program are used to
In Eq. (20), if (k°] is the sub- model the suspension system similar to

structure stiffness matrix and {u(t)) that of a typical fighter aircraft [4].
is the list of substructure coordinate
displacements then f(t) are the total Prior to the transient analysis it
elastic forces at the substructure nodal is necessary to define the vibration
coordinates. To obtain the internal problem and to determine the unoon-
stresmes at particular locations in the strained vibration modes and the
substructure, the elemental #tiffness natural frequencies of the linear
matrices and the corresponding element vehicle substructure. The vibration
vertex displacements are used. problem for the unconstrained vehicle

is solvad by an eigensolution algorithm
{f (t)} - [k'] (uWit)) (24) based on the generalised Jacobi method

with elgenvalue shifts [(1. The so-
where prime indicates the quantities lution of the olgenproblem supplies the
that are defined with respect to vibration mode shape, natural frequency
elemental vertex coordinates, and generalisad mass data which is

needed both in time-history and
APPLICATION TO TAXIING VEHICLE frequency domain analyses. Once the

free vibration properties are
The basic premise of the formu- determined, nonlinear time-history simu-

lated hybrid methodi that the response latior are made using various dimensions
of the nonlinear components is intlu- for the modal basis as defined by Eq.
eaced primarily by the most fundamental (8). Two percent modal damping is
vibration modes and frequencies must be assumed for each flexible mode. For the
verified by numerical Application of simple vehicle model with 12 elements
the method to a model problem. A simple aaod 26 geometric coordinates a maximum
taxiing vehicle model is used to compare of 14 modes are considered including 2
the new method with time-history rigid body modes and 12 flexible modes.
analysis and to validate the practi- In theory it would be possible to
cality of partial modal decoupling. The include the entire set of 26 modes.
physical model consists of a two- However, it has been found that the
dimensional simple beam vehicle taxiing vibration problem solution for the
over an irregular profile. The choice higher modes is susceptible to numerical
of a taxiing vehicle example at this inaccuracies. It has been observed that
first stage of numerical verification only the first half of the vibration
is due to the availability of the FDL- modal data is numerically reliable (51.
TAXI program that is used for time- Accordingly, time-history simulations
history analysis. The FDL-TAXI program are made using 4, 8 and 14 orthogonal
is a relatively simple program, yet it modes. The vehicle is assumed to travel
has been validated by compaxison to at a constant velocity of 44 ft/sec.
extensive testing. Details of the TAXI The total runway length traveled is 230
program are well documented in reference ft. with a standard 78 ft. AM-2 mat

3]). beginning at 106 ft. The AM-2 mat is
1.5 in. high and includes 4 ft. linear

The choice of a simple beam to ramps at both ends. The saae time
represent an elastic vehicle is to have discretisation interval of 0.00025
complete assurance and control on the seconds is used in all time-history
finite element model. The vehicle analyses. This is the maximum dim-
model used is depicted in Fig. 1. The oretisation interval which can be used
vehicle is represented by twelve beam to secure numerical convergence with
elements. Individual beam elements are time-history integration when the
taken to be 100 in. long and weigh 4608 maximum number of 14 modes are included.
lbs each with2 a bending rigidity of With the 14..mode time-history analysis
29x105 lbs-in . Theme elemental the vehicle structure geometric
properties are selected to render the coordinate response is also computed for
overall weight of the vehicle compatible later comparison with the hybrid
with the suspension properties that are results. Internal loads are chosen as
designid for a vehicle of about 55,000 controlling test cases because of the
lbs. The supension system consists of inherent difficulty of predicting them
nonlinear, oleo-pneumatic energy on the basis of a small number of modes.
absorption devices. Typical nonlinear Specifically, the internal bending
landing gear load-deflection relation- moment at coordinate 4 and the shear
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forces at coordinates 5 and 9, as discrepancy seen in these comparisons.
referenced by Fig. 1, are presented incomparative results in Fig. 2 through Fig. 3 shows the dynamic response
Fig. 10. In these figures the time of the same internal bending moment at
increment is 0.002 seconds which is the coordinate 4 as in Fig. 2. However, in
same as the discretisation interval in the hybrid method the number of modes
frequency domain analysis and the included in the determination of the
horisontal axis spans 5.2 seconds. The nonlinear strut forces has been reduced
broken lines represent the time-history to 9 from the reference value of 14.
simulations and the solid lines The time-history integration plot
reprosent the hybrid simulations using remains the same as in Fig. 2, contain-
the time-history nonlinear suspension ing 14 modes. Comparison of the two
forces combined with frequency domain curves in Fig. 3 again shows that the
analysis. All time-history curves dynamic response as predicted by the
(broken lines) are computed on the two methods is characteristically in
basis of 14 orthogonal generalized good agreement. Comparing Figs. 2 and
modes used in the TAXI program. All 3, it is seen that the reduction of the
hybrid curves also use 14 modes in the number of modes in the hybrid analysis
frequency domain analysis. However, in has had very little effect on the
the hybrid method the time-history non- response simulation. A preliminary
linear forces that are converted to the conclusion may thus be drawn that
frequency domain are computed on the apparently the nonlinear suspension
basis of various number of modes. The response can be represented with negli-
different hybrid solutions are dis- gible error on the basis of 8 modes an
tinzuished from one another on the in Pig. 3, compared to a basis of 14boa a of the modal content represented modem as in Fi. 2. Thus, the compari-in their nonlineatr force time-history son of the solid line plots of the

inputs, hybrid method from Figs. 2 and 3
demonstrate the validity of partial

In Figs. 2, 3, and 4 comparisons modal deocupling assumption for this
between the hybrid method and time- example.
history integration for the dynamic
response of the internal bending moment Fig. 4 again shows the banding
at coordinate 4 is presented. In Fig. moment response at coordinate 4. The
2 both the hybrid method and the time- time-history integration with 14 modes
history integration are based on 14 and the hybrid solution with only 4
modes. The initial phase of the modes including two rigid body and two
response, which is seen ms the rele- flexible modes are plotted for compari-
tively flat portion of the plot, corre- son, It is immediately obvious that
spnds to the perfectly flat portion of the hybrid simulation in Fig. 4 differs
thrunway. Theoretioally, the dynamic greatly in character and magnitude from
response n this region ould not be the time-history solution. It is
different from sero. However, both the concluded that 2 flexible modes arehybrid and time-history integration simply too few to adequately represent
schemes as implemented in this first the vehicle elastic behavior in the
study are vulnerable to small numerical computation of the dynamic response of
perturbations, seon here as a deviation the nonlinearmuspens on struts.
from a zero response. The previously
described AM-2 mat is encountered by Figs. 5, 6, and 7 are analogous to
the taxiing vehicle at time increment Fig. 2, 3, and 4, respectively in
1205. The dynamic response of interest comparing the hybrid simulations with
appears after the mat is encountered, time-history analysis. The dynamic
The hybrid method simulation (solid response of the internal shear force at
line) is seen to follow the character of vehicle coordinate 5, as referenced by
the response as calculated by complete Fig. 1, is plotted in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.
time-hsatory integration quite closely. Fig. 5 shows the hybrid solution on the
There are differences, however, in the basis of 14 modes. Figs. 6 and 7 showpeak values as predicted by the two the hybrid solution on the basis of 8
methods. It is not known at this time and 4 modes, respectively, included in
which solution gives a better estimate the determination of the nonlinear
of the peak values. However, it is suspension forces, The numerical
expected that the time-history solution perturbations discussed in Figs. 2, 3,
will overshoot the peaks because of and 4 are similarly present in Figs. 5,
numerical constraints and the hybrid 6, and 7. Nevertheless, comparing Figs.
solution may flatten them out. It is 5 and 6 it is again observed that the 8
expected that improvement in the mode simulation give as good an approxi-
numerical algorithms used to obtain both mation as does the 14 mode simulation.
the time-history and frequency domain Also, the 4 mode simulation is again
analysis will eliminate much of the inadequate as can be seen from Fig. 7.
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The dynamic response of the in- and efficient analysis tool. Specifi-
tornal shear force at coordinate 9 is cally, more information must be
shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. obtained ,.! numerical requirements such
Coordinmte 9 is of special interest us the maximum time-step siai
because it is the attachment point for conutraint to achieve reasonable
the main suspension gear strut. Fig. 8 accuracy and the modal content needed
shows the hybrid solution with 14 modes, for a realistic solution for large and
Figs. 9 and 10 show the hybrid solution complex systems. Studies must be done
with 8 and 4 modes, rempectively. From to better understand the nature of
theme three figures it is seen that the partial decoupling of the nonlinear
numerical perturbations in the initial component response from the higher
smooth profile differ significantly frequency vibration modes of the linear
from zero. However, comparison of this substructure. In this regard the extent
response as predicted by the hybrid of decoupling which could be expected
method in each of the Pigs. 8, 9 and 10 to occur in actual complex structures
shows that these non zero perturbations must be determined in a realistic way.
are most likely contained in only the In the study presented in this paper
lowest modes, possibly the rigid body the modol structure was a simple 26
modes. Even though the response degree-of-freedom system and the non-
differs from the expected zero response linear component response was
in the initial phase, the character of adequately represented by one quarter
the hybrid response curve still follows of the flexible modes. However, in
the general character of time-history larger and more complex systeme, the
simulation plot. As before, there is required number of modem for simulation
virtually no difference between the of the nonlinear forces is not expected
hybrid simulations containing 14 and 8 to invreams in proportion to the degree
modes, as depicted in Figs. a and 9, of complexity of the problem. The non-
respectively. Again, however, the 4 linear response is expected to be
mode hybrid response of Fig. 10 is contained within the lowest 12 modea
inadequate for predicting the dynamic even for very large systems. This
behavior, assumption must be verified through

extensive testing of the now hybrid
CONCLUSION method.

The basic premise of the hybrid Finally, as a result of the
method, that the nonlinear response in a particular numerical insight gained in
structure with discrete nonlinear this paper, it seems appropriate to
components is influence primarily by the contemplate the reorgani mation of the

. low frequency vibration modem of the hybrid method to act more interactively
linear substructure, has been verified with time-history integration. Namely,
in a preliminary way. In the came of a piecewise linear hybrid iterative
the vehicle model which has been the method is envisioned in future work in
subject of numerical work in this paper, which nonlinear time-history integration
the nonlinear component response was and linear structural analysis proceed
successfully modeled by including only in parallel with mutual checking and
six flexible modes or one quarter of corrections.
the total number of flexible modes of
the linear substructure. It is thus REFERENCES
concluded that the postulated partial
modal decoupling of the nonlinear I. Clough, R.W., and Penzien, J.
components from the linear structure Dynamics of Structures, McGraw-Hill
actually occurs, making the hybrid okCompany, 1975.
solution method a viable approach for
the analysis of structures with distinct 2. Minnetyan, L., Tranient Anal ysis of
nonlinearities. In practical cases Structures with -- itin t !Noi
where the total number of modem which linearitiea, 19• 1 USAPr-CI--ummer
must be included to adequately represent Faeulty Resarch Report, geptember
the dynamic response of the linear 1981.
structures is quite large, it is
expected that the hybrid method will 3. Gerardi, A.G., Digital Simulation
greatly reduce the computational effort of Flexible Aircraft fponse to
required in dynamic simulations. Symmetrical and Asymm!etr al RInway

SpoUghn8e!, AFFDL-TR-77-37, A1r Force
The promise of the hybrid method Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-

has been demonstrated, however, the Patterson AFE, Oil 45433, August
Sresults reported in this paper must be 1977.
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method can be developed into a reliable
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DISCUSSION4

Mr. Ilod (McDonnell Douglas Aircraft
Corporation)s Do you plan to acquire any data
from any PIAV BDOUNCE or 9DR teats to correlate
this analysis?

Mr. Minnetvan: The next step in this mini-grant
=s to appply thi. method to an actual aircraft.

I am glad you asked that question because I have
two choicest I can either apply it to the P4 or
to tVe FIB aircraft, whichever I can find the
data for. I know there are test data for those
aircraft, and I can compare those tost data to
see how the simulation will work. Without beinq
able to compare this with actual temt data, I
can't really say uoh. And even if I compare it
with the actual data, an you know, the actual
test data for tested aircraft can have certain
shortcomings. Perhaps a contro!.ed loading
environment type of toot woul.d be more

appropriate to verify and validate this method
of analyuis,

*1
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EXPERIMENTAL. ANT ANWV'TVW!L INVE:STI(ATION

OF ACTIVE LOADS CONTROL FOR AIRCRAFT LANDING GEAR

David L, Morris
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratorias

Wright-Patterson Air Force Bass, Ohio

and

John R. McGehee
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

Experimental and analytical investigations of a series-hydrau-
lic, active loads control main landing gear from a light,
twin-engine civil aircraft have been conducted. The experi-
mental tests were conducted both at the NASA Langley Research
Center Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility and at the Air Force
Wright Aeronautical Laboratory Landing Gear Development
Facility. Those tests included landing impact and traversal
of simulated runway roughness. The results of these investi-
gations show that the active gear is feasible and very effec-
tive in reducing the force transmitted to the airframe. Pre-
liminary validation of a multi-degree-of-freedom Active Gear
Flexible Airframe Takeoff and Landing analysis computer pro-
gram, which may be used as a design tool for active gear sys-
tems, has been accomplished by comparing experimental and com-
puted data for the passive and active gears.

INTRODUCTION have been conducted at the NASA Langley
Research Center Aircraft Landing

Aircraft dynamic loads and vibra- Dynamics Facility to determine the fame-
tions resulting from landing impact and ibili ty and potential of the active gear
from traversing runway and taxiway un- for reducing ground loads transmitted to
evenness are recognized as significant the airframe. These tests simulated
factors in caujing fatigue damage, ex- touchdown impact and rollout over a sur-
cassive airframe loads, crew and passen- face having discrete and long wavelength
ger discomfort, and reduction in the pi- unevenness for passive and active ver..
lot's ability to control thn aircraft on siaon of the gear.
the ground. One potential solution for
alleviating these ground operational As a result of U.S. Air Force in-
problems is the application of active- tereet in potential solutions to the
control technology to the landing gears runway denial problem, shaker tests of
to reduce ground loads applied to the the passive and active versions of the
airframe. gear were conducted at the Air Force

Wright Aeronautical Laboratories(AFWAL).
An active control system has buen These tests were made to investigate

dci ned and fabricated to remove or add possible performance limitations of the
fluil to the landing gear shock strut active gear dvring the rollout phase of
piston to regulate the shock stri.t a landing by util izing a hydraulic shak-
lorce. A main landing gear from a Piper er to provide sinusoi al and step inputs
Navajo, a light, twin-engine civil air- at various amplitudes and frequencies.
craft, was modified to accomodate the The inputs cre representative of the
control system. This approach is called traversal of runway unevenness. A niul"series-hydraulic" control because the ti-degree-of-freedom Active Gear Flexi-
control servovalve is in series with the ble Airframe Takeoff and Landing analy-
landing gear strut and the hydraulic sis rnmputer program (acronym ACFATL)
fluid ia pumped in and out of the strut has been daveloped and data from the
to effect control. tests are presently being employed to

validate the computer program.
Landing simulation tests employing

%the eries-hydraulic active control gear This paper presents results of the
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.ACCELEROMETER

ORIFICE SUPPORT TUBE -HAND VALVE
SCASS ...................

ANNULAR
TUBE RS R ASEPVO VALVE

LANDING ELECTRONIC
GEAR F CONTtROLLER c..t.o. SPOOLSTRUT

-HYDRAULIC
PRESSURE

'TRANSDUCER
SRESERVOI R ACCUMULATOR

Figure 1. Schematic of active control landing gear.

experimental and analytical investiga- hydraulic pump, a high-pressure accumu-
tions to demonstrate the feasibility and lator, an electronic controller, and
potentia. of this type of active loads feedback transducers. The hand valve
control gear. The landing simulation shown permitted isolation of the geartests were conducted with a mass on the from the control hardware, thus allowing

. gear of 104 slugs (one-half the mass of the conduction of passive gear tests.
*• Navajo airplane), pitch attitudes from

00 to 130, touchdown sink rates from 3 The electronic controller amplifies
to 5.5 ft/sec, and ground speeds from 8 and shapes feedback transducer signals,
to 80 knots. The shaker tests were con- determines the operating mode (takeoff
ducted with a mass on the gear of 93 or landing), and implements control
slugs, sinusoidal inputs of 0.5 to 2.0 laws. The control lawe programmed into
inches double amplitude at frequencies the controller are based on the follow-
from 1 to 20 Hz. The amplitudes of the ing logic. Assuming the airplane mass
step in utes investigated were varied at remains constant during a landing, the
0.5 inc intervals from 0.5 to 4.5 controller employs the touchdown sink
inches. rate to compute the touchdown energy.

During gear compression the shock strut
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVE CONTROL GEAR hydraulic force increases, and the con-

troller computes and compares the re-
A schematic of the active control mairing work capability of the shock

landing gear is shown $.n Figure 1. The strut (determined from the accelerometer
landing gear strut was modified by re- and linear potentiometer rignals) with
placint the single-wall orifice sugport the touchdown energy. When the shock
tube w th a doubled-walled tube. This strut work capability equals or exceeds
annular tube exposes the fluid in the the touchdown energy, the controller
strut piston, through the cylinder head stores the instantaneous value of the
adapter, to the servovalve. The control acceleration (wing-gear interface force)
hardware required for the active gear for use as the control limit force.
test program was o 200 gallon-per-minute This force is maintained by the removal/

A servovalve, a low-pressure reservoir, a addition of hydraulic fluid from/to the
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Waft

'IElevattor force

- Nose ger

momenum leel9 fr a secifc airp lan- rottion and mass center eult h

gea esigthicgure 1. Artiie nconr o lyndintanea thes ainpgaratis.lctdato

transitions :ý control-limit force to the center-of-gravity on the Navajo air-
zero for rollout. During rollout, the plane. The elements of the active con-
controller maintains the wing-gear in- trol hydravlic power unit which would
terface force within a apec i~ed toler- be required on boardanarplewih n
ance about zero force. After control active ga sstmare the high-pressure
initiation, thn controller continuously reservoir and the servovalve.
operates with aL long tine-constant con-
trol to returnl the gear shock-strut to Figure 3 'Thows the elevation pro-
the designed static position. file of the runwa unevenness investi-

gatcd. Two step bumps were installed on
LANDING SIMULATION TESTS the surface at spacing distances, doter-

Test Aparatus mined by the carriage forward speed, to
produce ei~counter frequenciep of 2 to 4

Figure ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U 2sosteatv cotl .In a recently repaired section oflaningguearshw test apprtuse ionstaolle the runway ourfce long-wave-length
oadng the tsarriaes atparthe inAstalle chan ~es in surface elevation of approxi-

on he o 1 t arrageat he AS TheR mately the same magnitude (1..25 inches)Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility, h as that of the step bumps were measured,essential elements of the apparatus arc
a drop frame, a pitching beam, the modi- This unevenness is referred to as natu-

fied oavajo main gear, a lift force sim- lhmsitisppr
ulator, an elevator force simulator, and o ho Ipc
a nose-gear force simulator. The land- TuhonIpc
ing gear is attached to the pitching Tetuhonipc hs ~

The tocdw matpaei9



Profile of Stop SUMPS

Elevation.
In. 1.0 -

Runway Distance, It

Profile of Natural Bumps

Elevation,

946.5 969 9"1.5 1014 103665 1059 i10.0 1104
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Figure 3. Runway unevenness investigated.

Touchdown Impact
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Figure 4. Experimental data obcained during touchdown imipact.
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Traversing Step Bumps at 40 knots

. ------ Active gear

-Z4 5% Reduction
-. 31% Reduction 14% Reducti on

-1.to- 3 -I Ru t% R_

000 39,2 Reduction

1. 2 -7% Reduction 15% RoduaI d 9 Rdcto
ft I ,r I I "t bump u , bump

7.0 7,2 7.4 1.6 7.8 80 .2 &4 &6 8.8 9,0
Time after touchdown, sic

Figure 5. Experimental data obtained during traverse of step bumps.

defined as that portion of the landing Figure 5 shows mass-center force
which includes initial impact, rebouna, data as a function of time after touch-
and secondary impact to essentially $ta- down for the passive and active gears
tic equilibrium for rollout, Data ob- traversing the stop bumps, which were
tained from the passive and active gars 5spaced to provide an encounter frequency
during the touchdown im pact phase or a o 2 H at the 401knot ground :peed
uimulated landing are shown in Figure 4. The time related location, duration, and
Mass-center forces are presented as a spacing of the two step bumps are indi-
function of time after touchdown which cated along the time scale. For encoun-
occurs at time aero. The initial impact tar with the first stop bump, the active
for the passive gear requires approxi- gear reduced the decelerating, mass-
mately 0.2 seconds; but the active gear, center force (negative force) by 31%
because of the approximatley 31% lower relative to that of the passive gear.
force, requires appruximately 0.4 eec- The reduction in accelerating force was
onds to dissipate the touchdown energy. 7% during rebound. Following rebound
Subsequent to the initial impact, the and prior to encounter qith the second
mass rebounds and both passive and ac- bump, the active gear exhibited damped
tivu goers fully extend and lose contact force oscillations due to control re-
with the surface as indicated by the ac- sponse. The magnitude of these oscilla-
celerative mass-center force of approxi- tions did not exceed that which occurred
mately 3300 pounds-force. Logic pro- initially. At encounter with the second
I ranued into the electronic controller step bump, the active gear was effective
deactivates control when the shock strut in reducing the decelerating force by
is fully extended, hence the active gear 55% relative to that generated by the
was not under control during rebound passive gear. This increased effective-
from initial impact. During secondary noss of the active gear may be attribu-
impact, the deceleration force of the ted, since the active gear force level
active gear is limited by the controller is about the same as that which occurred
to approximately 800 pounds-force, which during encounter with the first bump, to
results in a 58% reduction relative to tho fact that the 2 Hz apacing of the
that generated with the passive gear. bumps resulted in a rein orcement of the
During rebound from the secondary im- passive gear mass-center force. During
pact, the accelerative force of the ac. rebound the active gear resulted in a
tive gear was reduced 67% relative to reduction of accelern'•ing mass-center
that of the passive gear. force of 15%. Subsequent to rebound

from the second step bump, the active
Traverse of Step Bumps gear was effective in r educing the mass-

ccnter decelerating and acce 1.erating

"Ii8



Traversing Natural Bumps at I knots

- -- Active pear

-3.

44 o (D0
-1.8- 62% Reduction

"Mas-centr 0% Reduction 24% Reduction

.' Tf',., '...

ft% Reduction 45% Reduction

L S - ,I I I I I . .. i I tI.

6.3 7.0 7.2 7.4 7,6 7.8 8.0 &.2 &84 8.6 L8
Time after touchdown, sec

Figure 6. b;xperimental data obtained during traverse of natural bumps.

forces by approximately 40% as the gears veloped by the shook strut) as a func-
recurned to static equilibrium. tion of the shock strut velocity,

Therefore, the series-hydraulic control
Traverse of Natural Bumps system, assuming adequate control system

response and similar strut binding fric-
Typical mass-center force data ob- tion effects, should be more effective

tained from active and passive gear during traversal of bumps with steeper
teste during traverse of the natural slopes., This is shown in Figure 6
bumps at a ground speed of 80 knots are where the active gear reduced the decel-
presented in Figure 6. Mass-center crating force by 62% during traverse of

, force is shown plotted as a function of the second bump and by only 13% during
time after touchdown. The numbers as- traverse of the first bump, The active
signed to the mass-center decelerating gear also reduced the accelerating for-
force peaks correspond to those shown ces during traverse of the first and
on the track surface (Figure 3) and are second bumps by 51 and 45%, respectively.
used to correlate mass-center forces During traversal of the third bump the
with the changes in surface profile. To active gear reduced the decelerating
illustrate the effects of bump ampli- force by 24%.
tudes and the rate of change of these
amplitudes on gear forces, hence mass- Shaker Tests
canter forces, the data obtained during
the traversal of bumps 1 and 2 are die- The test apparatus setup for the
cussed. The track surface profile of conduct of the shaker tests is shown in
Figure 3 shows that bump 1 has an gmpli- Figure 7. The modified Navajo gear is
tude almost twice that of bump 2, but shown attached to the drop tower bucket
has a shallower slope than bump 2. The and resting on the shaker table. The
mass-center force for the passive gear gear is supporting the 93 slug drop tow-
during traversal of bump 2 is pproxi- er bucket in static equilibrium with the
mately twice that developed dur ng tra- ear stroked approximately 5 inches,
verse of bump 1. Thus, the rate of go flexibl home which connects the
change of surface elevations has a great- cylinder head adapter of the modified
er influence on the force developed by gear to the hydraulic power unit is also
the gear than the amplitude of Lhe le.- shown. Testing was conducted on both
vation changes. Thise agrees with oleo- the passive and active gears by program-
neumatic shock strut theory that de- min the shaker to provide various hay-
ines the hydralic force (which accounts ersene and stop inputs.for about 90% of the dynamic force de-
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IN., TOWE UCT VAJO ACTIVE GEAR

SHAKER TABLE

FLSIIIILK 4011 TOIl

Figure 7. Test apparatus for shaker tmets,

Forcing Functlonj 5 Cycles at 1. 3 Hz with Double Amplitude of 2 Inches
Strut Resonance Frequency *1. 25 Hz

-2. C) ...... Passive gear

-2.0 I ,~ - Active pear
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g-unlts ..$ ~a . 1

Time, sec

Figure 8. Acceleration response near resonance frequency.
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Forcing Functions 5 Cycles at 1.3 Hz with Double Amplitude of 2 Inches

Strut Resonance Frequency = 1. 25 Hz

4D -) Pessivegear
*,2) f; r2 i'; !| , -- Activeo er

Stru 2A 1,1,

eiIII Ig I
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Figure 9. Stroke response near resonance frequency.

Acceleration Response Goar Stroke Iespons
Near Resonnce Frequency Near Resonance Frequency

The responses of the passive and The stroke responses of the passive
t~ve tari to a. forcing frequency near and active gears to a forcing frequency

strut resonance frequency are shown in near passive strut resonance frequency
Figure 8. The strut resonance frequency are shown in Figure 9. The data are
is approximately 1.25 He and the forcing presented as variations of strut stroke
function applied consisted of five cycles about the static equilibrium stroke (ap-
ate frequencyofl.3Hzwithadouble ampli- proximately five inches) shown as zero
tude of two inches. The data are presen- stroke on the figure. The circled num-
ted as upper mass acceleration as a bers on the figure indicate the colopres-
function of time. Negative acceleration aive peaks of the five excitation cy-
"represents load applied upward on the cles. The passive gear stroke date more
mass by the gear. The circled numbers graphically illustrate the effect of
indicate the compressive peaks of the resonance. After approximately two ox-
five cycles of excitation, The effect citation cycles, the strut is stroking
of resonance on the passive gear accel- between the stroke limits of maximum
erations is very pronounced, The accel- compression and maximum extension, with
erations increase to maximum values of the tire leaving the shaker table. The
approximately -2.25 and I g-units after strut continues to operate in this mode
three excitation cycles. Subsequent to for approximately two cycles after ces-
the five excitation cycles, the passive sation of the input excitation and be-
gear continues to generate the maximum fore significant damping becomes appar-
accelerations for approximately two cy- ent. The antive gear stroke indicates
clae before appreciable damping occurs, no resonant response since the stroke
In contrast, the active gear is very ef- approximates the amplitude of the input
fective in l1.miting the accelerations of excitation with the exception of the
the mass, The accelerations are co - response to the first compressive peak
trolled to values of approximatety -•0.1 of the input excitation. During the
g-unit% during the five excitation cy- first compressive peak, the stroke is
cles. Subsequent to the five excitation greater than that which occurs during
cycles, the active gear returns to eta- subsequent compressive peaks and is
tic equilibrium in approximately one twice as great as the stroke which oc-
cycle. curred with the passive gear. This
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Forcing Function: Step Input with Amplitude of 2.5 inches

-. s5- Step UP A ..... Passive ear

S--Active gear

-. 250 , II

UPPER
.2- -I- A

Acceleration, 0 f ...- "',- , , .,
g-units ; V, . t; , , , , . , ,

t %: - I , l I I * I "

I i . s I I
fA V I tV.2 1 V

.50 Step down

.7. . I I I i i I I- I A
2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Time. sIc

Figure 10. Acceleration response to a step input.

illustrate. the basic principle of the shock strut data revealed the presence
active gear, which is the dissipation of of large binding friction forces in the
the energy input to the mass, over gear and the test apparatus, For exam-
greater stroke at a lower force level. ple, during the initial and secondary

impact phases when the gear was compres-
Acceleration Response to a Step Input sing at its maximum stroking rate, the

stroke data showed that the gear stopped
The acceleration responses of the stroking for a short period and then re-

tmass to a step input with an amplitude sumed compressive stroking, This ph*-
of 2.5 inches are shown for the passive nomenon was observed during tests of
and active Sears in Figure 10. Mass ac- both the passive and active g*ars with
celerations are plotted as a function of multiple cycles occuring during gear
time. A step bump is simulated by an compression, particularly during secon-
initial compressive (step up) input and dary impact where maximum gear stroke
a step down input after the pas i,,) s:ear was encountered. During initial compu-
had returned to static equilibrium, &om- ter (AGFATL) simulations of the test da-
parison of the active and passive gear to, it became obvious that thoem binding
data illutrate two significant advan- friction effects would have to be in-
tLSei of the active Sgar. First, the cluded to obtain acceptable agreement
mass accelerations experienced with the between the computed and experimental
active gear during the step up and step data.
down inputs were approximately one half
of those generated by the passive gear. A comparison of experimental and
Secondly, the active gear was very of- computed data is presented in Figure 11
fective in attenuating the response fol- for the active and passive gears during
lowing the step up and step down inputs. the touchdown impact phase of a landing.
This capability virtually eliminates the Mass-center forces are plotted as a
possibility of mutual reinforcement of function of time from touchdown which
responses from consecutive inputs and occurs at time zero. The maximum values
thus avoids the detrimental effects as- of the experimental and computed mass-
sociated with such reinforcement of re- center forces for both the active and
spones. pasive gears are in good agreement.

however, the computed values of-these
Preliminary Validation of ACFATL forces occur at a later time that the

experimental values. This difference is
An examination of the experimental attributed to the difficulty of including
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Figure 11. Comparison of experimental and computed data for touchdown impact.

in the computer simulations the binding tests show that the active gear was very
friction forces in the timing sequence effective in reducing mass-center forces
that occurred in the experiment. Sub- relative to forces generated by the
sequent to the initial impact, the agree- passive gear during touchdown impact,
ment between computed and experimental traversal of step bumps, and traversal
data for the rebound and secondary im- of natural bumps. Results of the shaker

* pact phases is good for both the passive tests also showed that the active gear
and active gears. provided large reductions in upper mass

'I accelerations throughout the range of
Concluding Remarks test parameters. No responses indicative

of active system resonant frequency ware
Experimental and analytical investi- obtained during the tasting, and the

gations of passive and active loads con- active gear was very effective in the
trol versions of a main landing gear elimination of resonance effects which
from a light, twin-engine civil aircraft occurred at 1.3 Hz with the passive gear.
have been conducted to determine the Another benefit of the active gear re-
feasibility and potential of the active sults from the rapid attenuation of
gear in reducing ground loads applied strut response which eliminates the possi-
through the gear to the airframe. The bility of mutual reinforcement of
potential of the active gear was evalu- responses over consecutive runway rough-
ated by employing landing simulation ness profiles, Preliminary validation
tests and shaker tests of both passive of a computer program call ACFATL which
and active versions of the gear, The is usefu1 in analy.is and design of
performance of the gear was determined active gear sybtems was accomplished.
during touchdown impact and traverse of
two types of surface unevennesst abrupt
discontinuities representative of uneven
settlement of runway sections, and long-
er wave length variations in runway ele-
vation.

Results of the landing simulation
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ODICUSSION

Mr. Calapodas (U.S. Ar&M Applied Toohnology
jab)t Have you projected the weight penalty for

such an optifhsed version of that system?

Mr. Morris3 We want through a full iteration
with Pairohild. They are doing some work for us
on an A-1O rough soft field landing gear. They
went through and calculated all of the penalties
asmociated with the active landing gear versus
other alternatives for improving our

capability. We have numbers as far as
everything that is involved, all the way down
through life cycle cost and reliability and
mintainability. We can aee right nov there are
some penalties. We see that the active gear
system •asically offers us about the best
improvement that we have today for increasing
our capability. But at the same time, there are
penalties that have to be weighed against
that. We hope this now active system that I
talked about, on the P4, might allevLate ome of
these penalties

Mr. Calapodas t What about meeting thecrashworthiness specifications? I think it is
about 20 G's, or something similar, for
helicopters.

Mr. Morrisi In landing impact* you are still
lmited by the sink speed the gear can take, and
your strut stroke. Sasically, we can't get a
large inorase in actual sink speed of the
aircraft# so we reduce the loads at the dosage

sink speeds.

Vosee %s the device fail-safe? How does it
work when it is not working quite right?

0 Mr. Motrifs it fails passively. It just

reverts back to a passive mode. The valve will
cloes, end then it will be beck into a passive
strut.

Lt. Co1. Allen (Air torso Offiue of Scientific
rsearch)I Are there any plans to take this
modified V4 over some actual crater repairs,
such as they dad with the passive gear P47

K.re Harriet We oaly have a single modified
gear, so we don't have a full set of gear to
actually mount On the aircraft. We would like
to have both the main gear and the tiose gear.
We have an upcoming program Lit the Air force to
look at a 1TOL aircraft technology demonstrator,
and it will incorpozete a rough soft field gear
system. If the rontractor that gets selected
goes through the iteration, and if he determrnos
that the active gear is the best solution, at
that time we will probably go towar4 full scale
development and actually flight test this geat.

;N
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ON THE MODAL IDENTIFICATION OF MULTIPLE DEGREE OFFREEDOM SY' TEMS FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

by

David I. G. Jones

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

and

Agnieszka Muszy~ska
Bently Nevada Corporation

P.O. Box 157, Ninden, NV 89423

In this paper the authors discuss the relative merits of frequency domain modal identi-
fication procedures using receptance (response/excitation) and structural dynamic stiff-
ness (excitation/response) representations of measured structural response data. It is
shown that, while the receptance representation leads to adequate and easily obtained
parameters for systems having low damping and stiffness characteristics which vary
slowly with frequency, the dynamic stiffness representation has distinct advantages when
the system is nonconservative and/or has characteristics which vary rapidly with frequency.

1. INTRODUCTION to perform these calculations, developed over
the past several years, is sophisticated and

Present day modal identification techniques effective, and is readily available for
and/or software most frequently utilize mea- routine applications by users having access to
sured values of the ratios of response at one the appropriate test and analysis equipment
set of points of a system to the dynamic exci- and related software. Each combination of
tation at another set of points. Depending on software and equipment, properly and equally
the pickup technique, the rsponse quantity useO, gives essentially the sme values for
could be amplitude of acceleration, velocity, the parameters needed to fit the data, though
displacement or strain, and the excitation some differences will always arise because of
quantity could be a force or a moment. The scatter, errors, slight nonlinearities, inter-
measurements can be obtained using digitally ference of additional degrees of freedom, non-
controlled Sine-Sweep tests, as is quite com- reproductibility of tests and so forth. Even
mon in Europe, or the Fast Fourier Transform for those individuals who need apply modal
(FFT) applied to impulsively excited systems, identification techniques only occasionally,
as is common in the U.S.A. Each approach has hand calculations on a mode-by-mode basis can
its practical advantages and disadvantages but readily be accomplished using at most a pro-,
ideally (i.e., for linear systems and for suf- grammable calculator, provided that the modes
ficiently fine frequency incremants) they are well separated, For closely spaced modes,
should yield identical plots in the frequency iterative methods are vaquired for hand calcu-
domain, lation as well as for the more sophisticated

commercial software. Accuracy and convenience
The identification process applied to the are thereby reduced. No totally Insurmountable

"' measured response and excitation data Is obstacles arise, however, unless the number of
essentially that of determining estimates of very closely spaced modes is very great.
the various modal parameters (such as resonant
frequencies, modal damping, modal stiffness, Present day modal '4nntification techniques are
modal mass, modal shape functions and number less able to give gooG representations of the

of modes) needed to best fit the measured date true system properties for strongly nonconserva- w

by a finite series of standard linear response tive systems such as those containing high
solutions, in the frequency domain [1-15],or damping polymeric materials, or for rotating

by complex exponential response solutions, in machinery systems with continuous flow and

the time domain [16-18], The software needed transfer of energy within the system. In these
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cases, an alternative approach, which has no TABLE 1
such special advantages for low damped systems,
becomes much more attractive. This approach MOBILITY AND IMPEDANCE DEFINITIONS
is the dynamic stiffness technique, for which:1 one examines, and fits parameters to, the
measured dynamic stiffness, or ratio of excita- ~ I£~??0 IUt01IIOS

tion to response, For well separated modes,- -_ ____

the modal mass or stiffness can be directly O~lchiIO~ ocfI1lc~L*On~C(paet

read of f the graph of dynamic stiffness vs-sue o iy/prs-1"lt Wt/Vlct ohiici
frequency squared even for high damping levels, OIt/PC*MAIIpIr /VIy*

* ~~~or for rapid variation of properties with -____

frequency. Table 1 illustrates some of the AccIeratioA I Force * tjrtMlan Fo,!U/AcceItrsi,,8. *o.1c l~iAppe.,n
main variations of the mobility and impedance Hill
concepts, as discussed by Ewins (14, 153.-_ _______

Allemang (183 gives a very useful bibliography ,,,,, No m"~ * i Force ~IStrain. Kae *

of recent contributions on modal analysis.

In view of the extensive work done by many the real part of a is plotted against the
investigators in the area of modal identifi- imaginary part. TN circular shapes near each
cation during the past several years, attested resonance allow one to estimate the modal pa- 4

*to in part by the aforementioned references, it rameters unless the modes are too closely
is the purpose of the authors in this paper to spaced. The modal representation of mobility,
concentrate attention on a single aspect only, particularized to receptance (displacement/force)
namely that of better establishing, as far as is-

*possible, the advantages and disadvantages uf N 0 NMA I (x
the dynamic stiffness approach as compared with at (W) 0 n±.A) .,.n (1
the receptance approach [19, 20]. We &hall A£.i Z m n~wa;(+iIIIn
illustrate the relative effectiveness of these
two modal Identification techniques as applied where 0n (xe) is the n-th modal responseto (a) a one degree of freedom system and (b)n
a multiple degree of freedom system, using function at point x ,w is the n-th resonant
both., a made-un problem (initially prescribed frequency, n the nithnmode loss factor, and Is
parameters with observation of effectiveness the n-th mod~l mass. The goal of modal identil?
in recovering these parameters) and some actual fication is to obtain the best estimate of
experimental results for systems with one, two 0 C~xf ) 0 Cx ). Isa w for a finite number
and several degrees of freedom. N nof flc ed Llods F~r well separated modes,
2. RMCEPIM;E AND DYNAMIC STIFFNESS CONCET equation (1) gives the value of juAil at wown

* ~2.1. Freoueogy Domin Raceptancl Conceott

If a structure S, as illustrated in Fig.
1(a), is excited byea force S exp (iwt) at Spoint A, the response 1W exp tiwt) at any (a)V
point j (including A a* will depend on the
structure geometry, materials and boundary
conditions. From any given test, the transfer(c
receptance a ,defined as W /S , is a comploxt1
quantity hav%~i both amplitude Ind phase rel -I_ --
ative to that of 5S Typically. the variation
Ofof. with frequeftcy will be as illustrated N QUWIST DIAMI
in F4jure 1(b). The peaks correspond to reso-
nant modes of the system and between the reso- 1TcNX (d
anant peaks lie either sharp antiresonances or Aki_. _ w4
shallow troughs. Point receptances (a or

)will always have antiresonances bitween Ty
rjnances but transfer receptances (Aijd J1) may TIME DMAIN

or may not. The phase angles change by about
1800 at each resonance. The variation of a
with frequency can also be plotted as an Arlind Figure 1. Structural response behavior of an
or Nyquist diagram, as in Figure 1c, in which ideal structure.
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On(xd) n (x)
0a M(w)I i.n . (2)

n 1

Hence, if nn is determined from the half-power x

TABLE_ 2

Results for One Degree of Freedom Syste
Identificatirn (Analytical)

CAU k.•0 W•.....

IJL)'0e140¢ lilC.9llne 7000 0,.80717 0,.i41 000

W p) lly eo 1000 0.0013U 0.010 100

i y) . ItIff.i. t00 0l.00.... -0 1
M 64 :. "10 0.0013, lU 00 -

0,l . Slifve uu 20910 0.00711 100 lO-

100 00.00 0.0073160 0.110 1000

V8140. It309torn 1 00 111 00,M0 0.14 100
D1. tt81"I 1 .01 .10

(04 9,3 2000 19 0 .0 2.3t.0' 0 0 100 200
TllflTl 00

_2_ , FREQUENCY Hz
Oo.Itfo . 2010 10.00381 2.1.0 , ~ 00o

Figure 3. Single degree of freedom system:
Graph of direct receptance versus frequency,
for cases (a) to (d) (see Table 2).
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Figure 2. Single degree of freedom system: Figure 4. Single degree of freedom syst.m:
Graphs of phase W and receptence amplitude Graph of quadrature receptance a versus
( vl) versus frequency, for cAse Ca) to (d) frequency for tases (a) to (d) (tee Table 2).
(se Table 2).
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bandwidth approach, and w from the frequency
at which la I is a maximom, one can estimate

mn/On(x ) /10x ) and if I and j correspond to
t9 ~ntfnodgl ýoint for the given mode, On (x 1)

" 2 = () 1P = J = antinodal point), then
nj

at that point Mn is determined, and from

the transfer recept~nces relating response at
this point to that at all others, 0 (x ) Is
determined, 0 •(x) remaining 1.0.

nj
0 •2.2. time Domain Receptances

• .- k m w 22
k Figure 1(d) illustrates the time-domain

receptancet, which is the inverse Fourier trans-
291 mw form of Figure 1(b), and corresponds to the

-2 2unit impulse response of the system, for
S Ct) M S 6(t) The inverse Fourier transform

5of' equattiln (1)', for ql << 1, gives to a suffi- .
ceint degree of approx~mation:

CQQ . 1 00 "3 ;

-4i

(FREOJENCy)2 (Hz)2 x 104 2 --- W€ ,

Figure 5. Single degree of freedom system:

Graph of direct dynamic stiffness K versus
frequency squared for calse (a) to ed). (See
Table 2).

x-2 -2 1 2 1o-

It Figure 7. Single degree of freedom system:
/ - - Graphs of a versus n (Nyquist diagram) for

cases (a) to (e) (See Table 2).

f / "

-(D) 200

2 ........ (i) OF ALE,.,

--. -- (D) --- Ic) 0 ./

1 0 ' ~ ~~(FREQUENCY)2  (Hz) 2  
- 10 00 20

Figure 6. Single degree of freedom system:
Graph of quadrature dynamic stiffness .cn Figure 8. Single degree of freedom system:
versus frequency squared for cases (a)toGrpso nvsuK orces()t()

(e) (Se Tabl 2, )(see Table )
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N 0 (x )0 (x )Four cases are considered, corresponding to (a)
an(.9)n j -nWn t/ t a low damping hysteretic system, (b) a high

a~j(t) { en S n( damping hysteretic system, (c) a typical
silicone isolator material having stiffness(3) varying with frequency and (d) a classical

Again, by choosing m, , |9(xi) and viscously damped system. The case parameters
_(x), one can obta n 9 b~st Ft avail- k, m, n, and w, (natural frequency) are summar-

aBleJdata. We shall not pursue this particular ized in Table 2, in the first row. The recap-
approach further, since it has received consid- tance a W/S is given by:
arable attention in the literature [16-183. a = aD 4 iaq -ala1t

2.3. Dynamic Stiffness Concept M(k - RU2 , ik k)" (9)

where Jul is the amplitude of the raceptance,
The dynamic stiffness of the system at the is the phase, a is the direct (in-phase) recap-

points A,J is obtained by inverting the equation tance and a is the quadrature (90 degrees out
(1): of phase) roceptance and:

a(n( X) 1n(.1 (4)
-(A) 1 - mn~;( * 1%) -,) Jual - 1 / 4(k - mi)z"+ (kn)

Away from resonance, this expression is (0 = tan' 1 [iu/(k "
complicated, but near the n-th resonance (n * (10)
1,2, 3,..,N), only the n-th term of the series a0 a (k-mn)/[(kfmuli) 2 +(krl)2]
in equation (4) is important, so that: * Q -- knl[(k-mw2)2÷(kjl)2]

Kjj(W) mn[n( ln n A n j Figure 2 shows the variation of lja and e with

K .Kic M frequency for a typical case, while Figures 3
jD INQ and 4 show the variation of a and a

where K is the direct dynamic stiffness and respectively with frequency. 9he impeoance
iv1,Re quadrature dynamic stiffness, and: (dynamic stiffness) K Is given by:

" mn('wS)l[In(X|n(xi)] (6) 1/0 M K + iKQ k -INJ + ikl (11)

K JQ a Vnmn'/[n()n(X )0 (x 7) where KD is the direct dynamic stiffness and

We see that K 0 when w w and that: K is the quadrature dynamic stiffness and:

8K j /8 s - "m n /[0 n(x ) 0 n(x A] (a) K D • k " yl (12)

s o that w tand IS can be determined from the K= i
Sleauree~t f te beavir ofthedirect dy-meaistifre" of nbehavor t zero crossing Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the variation of K0n ami st f f n s s KAJ D M n a r h e z r o ro s i nga n d K, re sp e ct ive ly , w it h f r eq u e ncy sq ua r ed ?

n n. and Fiures 7 and 8 show the variation of a
lookin atn Wt respectively.ThNote that, iii this analysis, we are looking at witph Of and r KD w it ' Iespectiely. know NYus

the/ s the well known Nyquist
[ I a [1/ and not the more generaTicon- diagram, aBdscanube*Bsed to measure the damping

The graph Of KQraus K seems to have nocSpt [Kj (0 [a1-1' special use.QD

3. ANLYTICAL EVALUATION$ OF IDENTIFICATION 3.1.1, Identification from Receptance
TECHNIQUES

Now that the analytically derived
3.1 Single Degree of Freedom System receptances have been plotted for each case,

the next step is to reverse the process and
To illustrate the various approaches to observe how faithfully the initial values of

modal identification, consider first an ideal m, k, and n are recovered. For cases (a), (c)
single degree of freedom system, as illustra- and (d), it is easiest to measure n using the
ted in Figure 2. customary half power bandwidth method:
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&., (13) 3.1.2. Identifiration from Dynamic Stiffness

From the graph of K, versus frequency
where w is the separation of the two fro squared, in Figure 5, it is seen that k is
quencies for which the amplitude lJl is 1/42 given by the Intercept on the K0 axis and m is
tims the peak amplitude. For case (d), it is given by the slope near w = w1 . The value of
not possible to determine q in this way, but n is given by the value of x Ak at all freo-
one can use the quadrature receptance a quencles, as in Figure 6. 19 k varies with
instead, through the relationship: frequency, one can estimate its value at any

frequency from the relationship k = Kn ÷ ho2,
provided that the estimate of mis acIurate,

Q 41 + 0.6436. - 41 - 0.64361 (14) The values of k and m determined in this way

are summarized for cases (a), (b) and (d) in
here ho is the separation of the two Table 2, row 3, since k and m are constant.

Similarly, the values of n for cases (a) and
frequencies where a is 1/r2times the peak (b), determined from q R KQ/k, are sumarized,
value of a (SoePAppendix I for details.) For case (c), n is still qual to x /k but itTable 2 shls the values of n obtained in this Fo case to vary with equetKo. ActtWay ot ech cse. o ettut k ed/ormis clearly seen to very with frequa~cy. Act-

ually, a plot of Kc versus frequency, instead

one may examine the value of lal at w = WL, of frequency squarld, would be more useful for
and note from equation (1) that: this particular case since it would graphically

illustrate the fact that n is proportional to
lMUM a 1/kn. (15) frequency. Nevortihless, it is easily shown

that q w 2.39 x 10 w, a fact which is very
For cases (a) through (d), we can reed off the difficult to derive from the receptance plots.
value of lJl at w a w, and hence, with n Table 2 shows that, for cases (a), (c) and (d),

already determined, find k. m is then found the dynamic stiffness and receptanca approaches
from the relationship k a w4 . The results give comparable accuracy in recovering the
are agatn sumarczed in Table 2, hhcond row. dncteal dati, apart from the frequency depen-
Note thag , for case (b), the high loss factor dince of k in case (c) and of n f n case Md.
hysteretic case, considerable error occurs in In case (b), meaningful data is obtainable only
the estimate of q and this is reflected as a through the dynamic stiffness approach.
comparable error in k and m. Notr also that
for case (c), we have determined k only at
w a wl, and have no clear indication of Its 3.2. Nultiple Degree of Freedom System
value at other frequencies. Also, for case
(d), q has been determined only at w a w, and Consider a four degree of freedom system,
again no clear indication is given that n is having two well separated modes and two close
actually proportional to w for this case. ly spaced modes, typical of many practical

TABLE 3 systems, such as a turbine blade, and having
the modal parameters summarized in Table 3,

Results of Four Degree of Freedom the first column,in accordance with equation
System Identification (Anlyttical) (1). Again, the purpose of this example is to

illustratv how well, or how badly, one can
recover the original parameters from the

n4 1VN ¢A AT calculated values of a or K.j.OU•Y ALU0 S

067 050? 0,0603 3.2.1. Identification from Receptances
S0.0443 0,04? 0.04•00.33 o o4v•r s Figure 9 gives the plot of I0 t

- " 0.0 "98 versus frequency obtained by substitutiAithe
2 o0o1 0.00 o.2 above parameters in equation (1), and figures

3 0.0 0.01 0.0099"4 0.o01 0.0. 10 and 11 show the variation oaJD and aejQ with
- -frequency squared.

Wn I 222 1 5 In this example, the modes are not so closely
2 4123 43423. 1

3 4 1s 45$z.8 spaced that damping cannot be measured by the
4 13 I I half power bandwidth method. For each peak in

(.2) 1 0.06 o 0.0o0 -0.0605 .0.16033 ,o06 Figure 9, q bandwidth rn (45%), even for the
t -0.15 -0.152 .0.6 . closely spaced modes, as the expanded insert* .40 08 .0.38 in Figure 9 shows-the values of rl, so determined
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On n nJ) ±4 mennnnlajjImax (19)

' ...... with the signs again corresponding to the
1Q 0 -' phases of a The values of 0 (x214-b• determined 4•thts way are summoriled in Table

w10 3, column 3, and are seen to agree quite well

"•s4no304 with the initial values. On the whole, it is
IC 1I 40 a I clear that all the parameters have beenHam f •recovered with quite modest errors and without

/4 ' I •.very great effort. This reflects the general
-. ~~ . . .,success with which present day software can

1r4 "2 1  identify these parameters by curve-fitting
procedures.

o m 40 m a I mo iU Returning to Figure 9, for modes 2 and 3, we"Mmy V see that it becomes difficult to obtain an

accurate estimate of n, and nl separately, byFigure 9. Multiple degree of freedom system the bandwidth method, when n>O.05. This iswith hysteretic damping: Graphs of receptance because thv modal separation ratio definedIa.JI ver sus frequency (Se e Table 3) . h ere as ( W3 " i)/W. with w % (N 3 + W 2)/2, is
equal to 0.07 and wren n approaches this

are summarized in Table 3, column 2. Now at value, separate estimation of the modal
each resonance peak, equation (1) gives:

10. -i lxa Inx ) /n ox Vmenn (16
so that,. for the point receptance where A j, J,

and Nn(x) n(X) 1:

mn -innla Io (17) -

The four values ofm. (n a 1,2,3,4), obtained 0 •usIng equation (16) nd the peak values of1

la I from Figure 9, are given in Table 3,
coilln 2. The greatest discrepancy betweenthese values and the given initial values is .I.5X for *4. 117 120 125

PRECUENCV Hz
The modal functions 0 (x ), with 0 ) -1F

are obtainable from eoualion (10),"foýI , =J:
_n(x) " lolaxm~~ n (18) • 2/~

nX) Itj max Mn In2
with the signs chosen to correspond to the
phase of a o: "plus" for angles near zero and /
"minus" foIJangles near 180°. Since m and 1 /

n 11
and 'n have been determined, I (x ) is deter- ..1m . = -

mined. Table 3, column 2, sumlrzes the .'
results. It is seen that the largeot error is ---......

5.7% for mode 4. While the error could 117 120 125
doubtless be reduced by noore careful plotting,
in practice one does iot have comparisons with FREQUENCY Hz
an ideal case to make, so this gives us some
indication of the errors which may be expected
In practical cases.

Figure 10, Multiple degree of freedom system
Another, indepondent, estimate of I (x ) may with hysteretic damping: Graphs of direct
be obtained from laI 1 ,and It is u1efIl to receptance (an ) quadrature receptance
compare the results•biained in this way with (a ) and rell~tance amplitude laotI versus
those given above. From equation (15): fri 9 ency (mode 1), (See Table 3).
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Figure 11. Multiple degree of freedom system
with hysteretic damping. Graphs of direct Figure 12. Multiple degree of freedom system
receptances (an), quadrature receptance for two cases of hysteretic damping: Graphs(al) an~dsr~c A•lceamp•litude I* lversusfo ocaeofhsrt€dmpn Oph

(rIAI.y ) (mnde 2ec and amplitude versus 3)of direct dynamic stiffness (K 0) and
frl•8 ency (modes 2 end 3), (See TaS~e 3). quadrature dynamic stiffness ) versus

frequency squared (Mode 1, n u and

parameters becomes impossible and simultaneous 0.05) (See Table 3).
solutions for the two modes must be obtained
by an iterative method. This has not been
attempted here. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate squared near each crossing point w give the
the variation of OD, al,, andlallwith values of m directly. Then k d; determined

from the relationship kI - m w The values
frequency for modes 1, 2, and 3. In this of m and w so determlfed a ,e summarlzed in
particular example, no information can be Tablg 3, coumn 4. The maximum error in
obtained from these plots that has not already determining m Is 3.8 percent for m2. The
been obtainnd from Figure 9. modal loss faetors are determined from:

3.2.2. Identification from Dynamic Stiffness A n (20)

Figure 12 shows the variation of 1n A 11Q/

K J0 and K IN (A,J a 1,2) with ws, for mode 1, for each mode, and are again sumnarized in
Table 3, column 4, The maximum error in

for nj w 0.01 and 0.05, Figure 13 shows determining the loss factors is 8.6 percent
the variation of these quantities with WO for for n2. This is partly due to the close

modes 2 and 3, for rl = 0.01, and Figure 14 proximity of modes 2 and 3.
shows the corresponding plots for n a 0.02.
These plots were derived using equation (3) So far, to determine m and nn. we have
with the parameters defined in Table 3, column concentrated onx1 1  d K - since U (xi)
1. 1 at this point. 118 deteo A e the model
The intercepts of the graphs of K versus values A0(x2), we can use the previously

frequency squared with the freque:N9 squared determ nAd values of w and m , along with the

axis give the values of Wn (n u 1,2,3,4). The slopes of versus frequenPy squared at w =

slopes of the graphs of KllD versus frequency W•n accordifl to equation (7):
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0 NO, Z -M /(Oi /owt) (21) 3n n 12D '2 l 00

The values of 0 (xa) so obtained are summarized 2
in Table 3, coillmn 4. The maximum error is

*4.4 percent for 03(xa). Similarly, from the1D
Plot$ Of K versus frequency squared, we can
obtain an fflimate of 0 (xa) since:

The vaue ofur 0s~ 2p : ; ; ,.

of K near w a 1  Figure 14 illustrates (A )

curve of K versus frequency squared does system: Graphs of direct dynamic stiffness
V;not evn Nilrcept the frequency squared axis (K o2) (Seru Tabluenc sqae).ods23

at all, making It impossible to estimate n1 0)(e al )
0,(Xg) from K .In summary, the receptence
and dynamic s~9fnoss approaches both gave _ _ _ _ _ _ _

good recovery of the initial data, but neither 4.1 Single Dogree of Freedom System
method gave a simple means of overcoming
effects of closely spaced modes. Iterative The system considered is illustrated in Figure
methods remain necessary for either approach. 15. It consists of a mass m (5.355 kg)

attached to a large block of polymeric damping
material E213 having the dimensions indicated.
Th pcmnwsipce yafregghammer system, and the response of the mass m

-2 00 was measured by an accelerometer. The time
domain measureeiots were converted to frequency

K domain by state of the art Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) software, Table 4 gives some of the

* - -.measured data and Figure 15 gives a plot of theI measured receptance as a function of frequency.

K 2 TABLE 4

.3 (p3:MEASURED DATA FOR SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM SYSTEM

@10 )I "o 1C 4ASURCD RECCPTANCE CALCULATCD DYNAMIC SltrFNCSS

Fr"q. lit i&I11nhIbf Ph,%@ ff, ¶ Colf/I-IN/M fro. S~n4fljh1R

4.Figure 13. Multiple degree of freedom system - ___

with hysteretic damping. Graphs of direct is 2. 1 3 z 3 ~
dynamic stiffness (K O) versus frequency 76 36C. 6 *30 O *.4t
squared (Modes 2, 3;4-. 0.01) (See Table 3). its 3.3 . at 62 3.7I6 r 4.51 E6

303.6 r .5 73 + 1.43 C6 A .7 16y(

4. OIDNTIFICATION OF MODAL PARAMETERS FROM 16 3.6 E .5 91 1,.6 5 4 4 4.A8 F6
TA33t E0 3 .7. 1lW ?..00 r6 4.93 !6

____1~05 Z.7 C .5 '118 4.0W316 S. 1.3 16

250 2.1 r.6 143 - .6 C? E6 5.04 E&

In order to compare the effectiveness of 2 1.6 r .5 i 5 4.61 16 5 .32 10

the various modal Identification techniques, a 8.o 31 .6 164 U 11.6 [ ~ 6
number of tests were conducted on various :00 6 41 C 5 11 2R1
structural systems, including a single degree Soo 3.2 E .ý 3 77 S.4810

of freedom system with variable stiffness and G^ 2.3 .6 69 8. 211 7 I I1]1

loss factor, a two degree of freedom system, 100 I.' .6 16 1 031 In 1.97 E1I

and a turbine blade having several degrees of 8000 3 11.6 374 .1 43 [a .4 IA I

freudoni. .
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It is seen that the damping is so high that it DERIVED DATA

would be very difficult to obtain estimates of 1C

stiffness and loss factor from a study of the
receptance. Figure 16 illustrates the plots of
the measured values of the direct dynamic stif-
fness K and the quadrature dynamic stiffness ---- -- --

K versus frequency squared. Also shown is a .

plot of the derived specimen stiffness k, given amII& *..

by:
k + ams(23)

"It Is seen that k is a function of frequency.
The loss factor n can be calculated at each W -. KD
frequency since:

qn Kq/k (24)

The values of the Young's Modulus E of the
specimen material are derived from k and the 41 ...__-_ _

specimen dimensions: 0 2 2

k a E A/h (25) (FjUNEM) 2 (kWZ x lo1

The specimen was long enough relative to its Figure 16. Single degree of freedom test:
thickness dimensions for shape effects to be Graphs of direct dynamic stiffness (K
unimportant. E and rl are plotted against quadrature dynamic stiffness (K ) and specimen
frequency in Figure 17, and compared with data stiffness k versus frequency squared (See
from other sources [22, 233. Note that errors Table 4).
become excessive above about 300 Hz, as a
result of excessively large inertia loads nal.
This comparative data is plotted in Figure 18 top scale. The point of Intersection of the
as a function of reduced frequency and horizontal frequency line and the sloping
temperature. The reduced temperature nomogram, temperature line gives the appropriate value
[233, in Figure 18, gives us an easy way to use of faTs the reduced frequency, and one then
graphical means of reading off E and n for any simply reads vertically from this point to get
polymeric material for any chosen values of E and n.
frequency and tmperature. For example, to 4.2. T~wo Degree of Freedom System
read E and q at 100 Hz and 10O6F, we follow
the 100 Hz frequency line from the left hand 4.2.1. Identficat~on from Receptances
scale until it crosses the 1000F line from the ....

.4 The test system is illustrated in
1.39k. Figure 19, and was essentially the same as the

UB n.M. m- -one degree of freedom system except that the

A4 mm• second mass m was now free. One mass was
log impacted axially, as before, and the

./" -. " acceleration of each mass was measured by an
S. -" --- accelerometer, in the same manner as before,

. . .Figure 19 shows plots of the point and transfer
receptances la lIndla I as a function of
frequency. TyTcal meliured values are summar-
ized in Table 5. Little if anything can be
determined from the accelerance or receptance

plots, because of the very high damping.

4.2.2. Identification From Dynamic
100 iM StiffnesseiI From the measured values of a I

Figure 15. Single degree of freedom test: and phase t at each frequency, the dynai~c
Graphs of receptance amplitude Iol and phase stiffnessesgire calculated from the
(e) versus frequency (See Table 4). relationships:
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Figure 19. Two degree of freedom damped

FREOJENCY NZ system test: Gr'aphs of recept~nce amplitude

Figure 17. Graphs of Young's Modulus E end Ia I and phase angles (o)versus
loss factor rq versus frequency derived from friquency (See Table 5). "

test data for single degree of freedom system
with high damping (See Table 4). •

i am /" ... ',. •120

1 )
1tIc ,low

Figure 19. Two degree of freedom damped

Figure 1/( Graphs of 1. Cm eiodulus propertius f and _ (See Te_ 5). _ n n)

verque nacyta n dersus freruren ograved fro

the dtar s(2i6)ngFgrle 20odegree of freedom t

wthe highsifns n damiping p(Sneer Tarl 4).

not Q ae lllSind ~/aIfhelll (27 Grph ogure cstftese-Ci

W th Figure 20 v2Des rel v no d of

showsni te plotstof '- i an doiret athnd calcltn1 ,m1 dqfo •.o £,adte"

the r cepte ces a then sy ste eqIno s n stFigureut t Jm d l m..
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This matter is discussed in Appendix 2, and
leads to the following more useful
relationships:

4k
" "'-- "-" K i =/( + 1/2rp.U2)

04k(1 + lq) - 2Wn=2 (30)
SOK' 12 1/(cI12 + 1/2R.:l)

(31•"• = 4k(1 + in) + ,?.12 (31)

These redefined dynamic stiffnesses are
presented In Table 5 and plotted versus

K frequency squared in Figure 21. The slope of
the graph of K'1 0  -K'jjD for large values of
frequency equarlias equhT to -2m; the
quadrature component K' • K = is equal
to 4kA and the stiffnesi1R is deqged from the

- _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ relationships

4k R K' + 2rW (32)
or 4k - K' 12D + 2nmw

The calculated values of 4k are plotted in
Figure 21, and compare well with the values of

Figure 21. Two degree od freedom test: k obtained from the same system In a one degree
Oraphs of corrected dynamic st~ilnesses (K'Jn of freedom configuration. It is seen that, for
and Ko'h) versus frequency squared. (See "t" this type of highly damped system, only the dy.
Table"49. namic stiffness approach can give meaningful

results in a reasonably simple manner.

TABLE 5

MEASURED DATA FOR TWO DEGREE OF FREEDOM SYSTEM

MEASURED DATA CALCULATED QUANTITIES

Freq ~ j Phl aste 1~ /2%2 alJ' "01+1/2,,= ýIjD'.. -cost -SineI

C 0 1J ii-it -1 J1TVPE Lbf/in 1i m/N Mn/N '1N m/N Nkl 4 N//M N/m N/m

oi1 5z 1.71 E -5 233 - 5.86 E-8 .7.78 E-8 1.02 E-7 + 4.34 E -0 - 6.18 Ed - 8.2 E6 + 5.47 Ed - 9.80 Ed
I76 1.50 E -5 36 4.78 E-8 -7.08 E-0 7.63 E-8 + 2.8V E -8 - 6.556 E 9.71E6 + 4.89 ES - 1.22 E7
200 1.53 E -5 237 1 4.75 E-8 -7.31 E-8 5.91 E18 + 1.16 E .- - 6.25 ES 9.63E6 + 2.12 E6 - 1.33 Ey
212 1.42 E -5 227 - 6.52 E-0 .5.91 E-8 3,•72 E- - 1.80 E -&. - 8.43 Ed - 9,04E6 - 4.72 Ed - 1.55 E7
300 1.18 E -5 218 - .30 E-B -4.14 E-P 2.63 E.8 2.67 E -8 - 1.17 EV - 9.16E6 . 1.10 EP 1.71 V7
352 8.88 E -6 P.03 - 4.65 E-8 -1.98 E18 2.74 E-. 8 2.74 E -8 - 1.8? E7 - 7.73E6 - 2.40 El . 1.73 E7
400 6.64 E -6 197 3.62 E-8 -1.11 E-8 1.48 E-8 - 2.14 E -8 - 2.53 E7 - 7.76E6 3.68 E7 - 1.91 E7
452 4.90 E -6 194 - 2.71 E-8 -6.75 E-9 1.16 E-6 - 1.55 E -8 - 3.48 E7 - 8.67E6 - 5.42 E7 - 2.36 E7
500 3.96 E -6 192 - 2.21 E-8 -4.69 E-g 1.26 E-8 - 1.26 E -8 - 4.34 E; 9,22E6 6 .97 E7 2.59 EV

162 2.56 E •5 155 - 1.32 E-7 +6.16 0-8 1.02 E-7 + 3.00 E -8 - 6.22 E6 4 4.95E6 - 6.39 E6 + 1.31 £7"12 176 1.88 E -5 148 - 9.O8 E-B -5.67 L-8 7.63 E-8 + 1.45 E -8 - 7.92 ES + 4.95E6 - 4.23 ES + 1.66 E7
200 1.77 E -5 137 - 7.37 E-B 16.87 E-8 5.91 E-8 + 1.46 E -8 - 7.26 ES + 6.77E6 2.96 ES + 1.39 El
252 1.12 E -5 109 - 2.0 E-B +6.03 E-8 3.72 E-8 + 1,64 E -8 - 5.10 ES + 1,48E7 * 4.20 ES + 1.34 E?
300 6.72 E -6 8? 5.71 E-1) +3.79 E-8 2.63 E-8 + 2.69 t -8 - 3.64 ES 4 2.59E7 + 1.25 E7 + 1.75 E7
362 4.06 E -6 69 6.29 E-9 +2.16 E-8 1.91 E-8 + 2.74 E -8 + 1.55 El + 4.04E7 * 2.25 E7 + 1.77 E7
400 2.38 E -6 64 + 5.94 E-9 +1.22 E-8 1.48 E-A * 2.01 E -8 + 3.23 E7 + 6.63E7 + 3.59 £7 + 2.11 E7
452 1.42 E -6 46 + 5.62 E-9 +5.82 E-9 1.16 E-8 + 1.72 E -8 + 8.59 El + 8.9007 + 5.22 E7 + 1.77 E7
500 1.04 0 -6 45 * 4.19 E-9 +4.19 E*9 9.46 E-9 + 1.37 E -8 + 1.19 EL + 1.19E8 + 6.67 V7 + 2.04 E7
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4.3. Multiple Degree of Freedom System
(Turbine Blade) BLADE
The blade, of typically modern construc-

tion, was supported In a broach block at the

dovetail, as illustrated in Figure 22, and was
excited by impact of a small hammer/force-gage
combination. The response was measured by a
small accelerometer at several points on the
blade. Two of the points of most interest are
the tip trailing edge (point 1) and the plat- PLATFORM
form, at point 2. Measured accelerance (u
acceler-ation/force) plots are shown in Figure
23 [24]. Some of the test data is summarized in
Tables 6,7 and B, in terms of the numerical
values of the receptance amplitu nd
the phases g for several frequnei6 as ob-

tained by metls of Fast Fourier Transform data
processing. The accelerances are seen to have
four major resonances in the frequency range of
interest. The receptances are plotted versus
frequency In Figure 24, and Figure 25 shows
the receptance amplitudes in the close vicinity
of each resonance. FIXTURE
4.3.1. Identification from Receptances Figure 22. Sketch of turbine blade.

On the expanded scale of Figure 25, it
was possible to estimate q for each mode, 0--
using the values of I I R I and Ia I in
conjunction with the hilf-p~er bandwigth fill
method. Table 9, column 1, gives the averaged

very low. The resonant frequencies, estimated ilk%

from the frequencies nearest to the peak
values of la jI are also summarized. / .

From equation (17), one can estimate ma, givenW tKthat 08(XI) 1.0, which was astablish~d from ,la/,; 2 ./:

the soI survey, not reported here. With w i , 12

and %: and lilll known, m is readily
calcu ated an• t~i results aPe summarized in K , ,
Table 9, column 1. From equation (18), the
values of I (x3) can be estimated from

1021m noO that m , w and n are known.
Th1 rinllts are sumiarided in Table 9, column m ,b
1. Finally, from equation (19), an estimate
of 0 (x3) can be obtained using 9lo , The Figure 23. Measured accalerances la I versus
reuleuts are summarized in Table 9,29o8n-2. frequency for blade.

4.3.2. Identification from Dynamic stiffnesses could be obtained without using
Stiffnesses these values of qnn by equation (7), so this

is a considerable advantage. Figures 26, 27,

Table 6 gives a tabulation of the and 28 illustrate the plots of K K* o
direct and quadrature dynamic stiffnesses,. and K2 versus frequency square; Yor t;I
K• and K : in accordance with equations first No modes. The resonant frequencies

:nd ( The phase angles c are so were determined from the intersection of the
close to 0 or 180 degrees most of 0be time plot of Kr wth the frequency squared axis,
that errors in calculating K are excessive and are s ii d in Table 9, column 3. From

and no estimate of damping wiqpo:sible. The the plots Of K versus frequency squared, mn
bandwidth measurements, obtained earlier, had is determined,169ing equation (7), and

to be used. However, the modal masses and recognizing again that 0n(X 1) 1. The
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results are summarized in Table 9, column 3. using statistical techniques or otherwise, or
From the plots of K versus frequency to allow for effects of high or low frequency
squared, with a detlained, the values of residuals from modes not allowed for, the
SIn(x) are obtaYned using equation (8), with agreement with the original data in Figure 21
" n (x1 ) a 1, and the results are summarized in is very satisfactory.
ATble 9, columt 3. Finally, from the plots of
x versus frequency squared, and equation 8,
eft.mateu of I1 (x,)jare obtained, and the
results are sui~arized in Tabl 9, column 4.

The overall average values of the various
identified parameters are summarized in Table
9, column 5. It is seen that the maximum
variation in the values obtained by the 4 0

various methods are: 0 percent in mi, 8.6% in

m2, 10.7% in 11(x2) and 6.8% in 15(xg).

A graph of ja I is plotted against frequency
in Figure 29,'dn the basis of equation (1) and
the identified parameters from Table 9, column -1
5, In view of the fact that no effort was
made to ueek a minimum error iaentiflcatlon,

04MEASURED DATA
02

Ii (FREQUENCY)2  (Hz) 2  x 10

- ' Figure 26. Graph of direct dynamic stiffness
(K .) versus frequency squared for blade (See

o10-7  .I

Figure 24. Measured receptances jaoI versus
frequency for blade (See Table 6 to 6). P

IC- I , . - -1 w-

.2,*,k...

'o(FREQUEY) (Hz)2 x 106

Figure 25. Measured receptances jI I versus Figure 27. Graph of direct dynamic stiffness

frequency for blade, near each resofilnce (See (K ) versus frequency squared for blade (See

Table 6 to 8). TaM42 7).
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a wide frequency range. This is very important,
because it leads to the ability tomake accurate,
repeatable, measurements of the damping proper-

-3 ties of materials by means of a simple,
familiar, procedure. Furthermore, the modal
identification process applied to damped
structures can form the basis for further

£ calculations, such as the use of the modelled
S-1 parameters to predict effects of structural

modifications or to generate discrete models of

the identified system.

Identification of the modal parameters of a
•, 1 lightly damped system, having properties which

vary slowly with frequency, is best accomplish-
2 ed in most cases by means of current state-of-

the-art identification techniques based on mea-S74 sured receptance data.
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APPENDIX 1
t Tim

Relationship Between Half-power Bandwidth
WA,W Response at points Ij and Loss Factor

xx Coordinates of points z, j The relationship between the half-power
bandwidth measure of damping (Ai/w) and the

a Receptance of 1 DOF system actual loss factor q, or viscous damping
coefficient, depends on the fraction of the

aD Direct receptance of 1 OOF system peak amplitude which is being measured and* whether lal or aQ i. being considered,

aq Quadrature receptance of I DOF system

Normally a factor of 1/42"is used, which
ae Transfer receptance (W/S) corresponds to a 3.01 db reduction, giving theTr e c c name "3 db bandwidth". From equation (10),
AI Point receptance (WA/S ) the maximum value of lal at resonance (k u

ms) is 1/kri, and if we seek the values of w
a A0 Direct transfer receptance for which Ia! is nlal a n/kn, (where n is a

number) then equation 1M10) gives:
a sQ Quadrature transfer receptance 1/4(k - + N7 a n/ko (1.1)

a Phase between excitation and response
Squaring, cross-multiplying and solving for w,

aj Phase between excitation and response we get:

n Loss factor of 1 DOF specimen wl 2 - -[1 (1.2)
Loss factor of n-th mode

The two roots lie one above and one below the
K Dynamic stiffness of 1 DOF system
K1 system resonant frequency w, a 4G.-n, The bandwidth
KD Direct dynamic stiffness of 1 DOF A Is equal to We " W1 so:

system(.3I.~~~ Q Quadrature dynamic stiffness of D1 sytmho~-1 ____
DOF system w 0

S D mfor n * 1/4-2and n <<1, this leads at once to

equation (13). For other values of n, other
KLJD Direct dynamic stiffness relationships between n and Aw/w, can be foundand used. This is especially useful for very

K jQ Quadrature dynamic stiffness low damping: for example, nml/3 (10 db
bandwidth) gives:

S(t) Delta function a 0.3536 Aw/wi (1.4)

p DensIty On the other hand, if we examine a from
equation (10), and seek the same vluss of w

In(x ) n-th modal function at point * for which aq = noQimax, then:

w Frequency

Wn n-th resonant frequency -= + 4 -1 - .1- n

Me lan resonant frequency of twoea rclosely spfced modes from which equation (14) emerges for n = 1/42.
For viscous damping, equation (10)

gives the following expression for Jul:

ull 1/4(k " m.)2 + cuj)2  (1.3)
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so that lal must now be found by seakitg K (2.5)the minimui nllue of the denominator of + iq) "
equation (1.6). The classical expression K 4k(1 in) + 2m(.
found from this is: 12 (2.6)

These are the relationships used in Section

(1.7) ~ 4.2.2. _ _
W1 " ( I - 2 t2) (1.7) 422

where C * c/24-km is the damping ratio. Again,
seeking the values of w for which Jai -EASURID VALUES OF _11_w) FOR _LAD_

Mallmax we can show that:
(1.8) Freq .. Phase DH z 1 1N' 1 ] D 1I 1 Q

m/N Ii N/m N/m
wh g 2C - 1  n 1/4I 100 2.22E-6 -154.1 -4.33E5 -1.23E5

8 200 3.97E-7 -174.8 -2.51E6 .38E4
300 3.53E-8 -117.6 -1,27E7 -2.63E7
400 1.89E-7 - 6.7 6.25E6 -7.34E5

_ _ _ _ _ _ _8500 2.67E-7 -74.0 3.71E6 -4.76E5

600 3.61E-7 -17.6 2.75E6 -3.65E5""-2tD" 1) 6o 1"te 580 4.58E-75 8.9 2.16E6 -3.38E5
700 5.63E-7 -110.2 1.76E6 -3.15E5
750 7.94E-7 -12.1 1.23E6 -2.64E5
800 1.57E-6 - 10.9 5.25E5 -1.20E5

whgch gives 2b e At/wn for n 1/d a2nd <<1. 810 2.08E-6 - 11.0 4.72E6 -9.17E4
820 3.18E-6 - 11.7 3.08E5 -6.38E4

APPENmIX 2 830 6.85E-6 - 17.9 1.39E5 -4.49E4
840 1.87E-6 -164.7 -4.16E4 -1.41E4
810 3.69E-6 -174.0 -2.70E6 -2.83E4Dervation of Modified E-u-t-ons for Two 860 2.08E-6 -172.6 -4.77E5 -6.19E4

Degree of Frelj2l System 870 1.36E-6 -171.7 -7.33E6 -1.07E5
880 1.02E-6 -168.2 -9.60E5 -2.04E5

Th the ete s cri togthe eof f4eedom 890 8.74E-7 -164.5 -1.20E6 -3.34E5
free-free, oyntem c ha n d n Figure 19a mre 900 6.85E-7 -160.4 2.2 -4.90E5
grven by equations (28) fnd (29)t Uring 1000 3.66E-7 -135.0 -1.94E6 -1.94E6partial fractionsl, they can be put in the 1050 3.14E-7 -135.0 -2.26E6 -2.25E6

modtl form: 1100 2.41E-7 -128.7 -2.59E5 -3.24E6
1150 1.87E-7 -128.6 -3.34E5 -4.18E6

* ( 1200 1.30E-7 -126.8 -4.61E6 -6.16E6a 1 M " " I + 4 ( q m 2 1 1260 9.76E-8 - 90.0 0 -1.03E7
11 m u '+ 4k(l + in) -W ' 1300 1.13E7 - 63.1 5.31E6 -7.08E61350 1.74E-7 - 33.9 4.77E6 -3.21E6

1400 2.07E-7 - 66.8 1.90E6 -4.44E6
a 2 (2.2) 145 0  5.32E-7 - 14.9 1.82E6 -4.83E5"1"kl n 1460 7.64E-7 - 14.7 1.27E6 -3.33E5

Ifth tm /2I 1clrtd o helet1470 1.06E-6 - 13.0 9.28E5 -2.14E5
1480 1.74E-6 - 14.8 5.56E5 -1.47E5hand side, one can define a modified 1490 3.98E-6 - 24.5 2.29E5 -1.04E5

receptance which correct& for the rigid body 1500 8.71E-6 -163.3 -1.10E5 -3.30E4
motion tremsl: 1510 2.36E-6 -164.1 -4.08E5 -1.16E5

11520 1.36E-6 -169.7 .-7.23E5 -1.31E5
¢'1 °1 ''••¢- 4( +tq 2z(2.3) 1540 8.25E-7 -163.3 -1.16E6 -3.48E5
"1"1+-& k1+i)-N 1550 6.65E-7 -164.1 -1.47E6 4..418E5

1600 3.39E-7 -153.4 -2.64E6 -1.32E6
1660 2.01E-7 +180.0 -4.98E6 0

"a(24 1700 9.10E-8 +180. 0 -1.10E7 0
a '1 " °1 + 2 -• " k( 1 + q) - =2 -3 ( 2 18 00 1 .28 E - 7 1 7 1 .9 -3 .73 E 7 1 ,10E6

1900 9.40E-8 167.1 -1.04E7 2.38E6
Whle terfoeth dnaic Mas ad 2000 6,34E-8 167.1 -1.54E7 3.52E6

x d fi ed b x - 1t ian - 1 1• 2200 3 .0 2E.8 173 .9 -3 .29 E7 3 .52E6K,,, o~l~,pe Ke - 11fun,A, anhe 1/alt 2400 1.21E-8 -161.6 -7.84E729: -2.61E7
2800 1- j 29J -8,0 Ednamic stiffness, defined b -K I/a' and 2800 2.23 7 33E

YK,2•/02 certainly do, since:*• 1 3000 4.30E-8 -74.1 6.37E6 -2,24E7
12'*23200 5.60E-8 -90.0 0 -1.79E7
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TABLE 6 (Cont.) TABLE 7 (Cont.)

3420 3.53E-8 0 2.83E7 0 1460 1.06E-7 -177.8 -9.43E6 -3.62E53600 1,65E-7 0 6.06E6 0 1470 1.43E.7 -179.9 -6.99E6 -1.22E4
3700 1.43E-6 - 31.3 6.98E5 -3.63E5 1480 2.23E-7 176.1 -4.47E6 3.0525
3710 2.34E-6 - 70.0 1.46E5 -4.02E5 1490 4.82E-7 162.0 .1.97E6 6.41E5
3720 1.55E-6 -124.8 -3.68E5 -5.3015 1500 1.07E-6 38.9 7.27E5 5.87253730 9.36E-7 -129.3 -6.77E1 -8.28E5 1510 2.56E-7 16.3 3.75E6 1,10E63740 7.61E-7 -138.4 -9.83E5 -8.72E5 1520 1,47E-7 13.0 6.63E6 1.53E6
3750 6,42E-7 -143.1 I.2,q6 -9.35E5 1540 7.65E-8 9.0 1.29E7 2.04E63800 3.13E-7 -146.3 -2.66E6 -1.77E6 1550 6.10E-8 8.5 1.62E7 2,42E63900 1.23E-7 - 90.0 0 -8.13E6 1600 2.82E-8 6.0 3.53E7 3,71E63950 1.11E-7 - 90.0 0 -9.01E6 1650 1,66E-8 7.0 5.98E7 7.34163960 8.16E-7 - 90.0 0 -1.23E6 1700 1.101-8 7.7 9.01E7 1.22E73970 1.97E-7 - 63.5 2.26E6 -4.54E6 1800 4.89E-9 12.7 1.99E8 4.50E7
3980 4.06E-7 - 63.4 1.10E6 -2.2016 1900 3.29E-9 0 3.04E8 03990 1.,8E-6 -123.0 -2.9015 -4.46E5 2000 1,19E-9 26.6 7.51E8 3.76E84000 4.39E-7 166.7 -2.23E6 4.46E5 2200 6.56E-10 180.0 -1.52E9 04010 3.21E-7 '166.0 -3.02E6 7.5425 2400 1,51E-9 176.0 -6.6028 5.77E7
4020 2.24E-7 180.0 -4.46E6 0 2600 2.70E-9 170.1 -3.6518 6.37E74030 2.14E-7 180.0 -4.67E6 0 2800 3.74E-9 167.6 -2.61E8 5.74E74040 1.93E-7 180.0 -5.18H6 0 3000 5.73E-9 168.6 -1.7118 3.45674100 1. OE-7 163.5 -8.14E6 4.0616 3200 8.83E-9 165.6 -1.1018 2.82E74200 6.971E-8 161.6 -1.36E7 4.53E6 3420 1.52E-8 160.1 -6.19E7 2.24E714300 4271-8 161.7 -2.22E7 7.35E6 3600 4,46-8 51 2 7 9,44E63700 4.31E-7 114.5 -9.6225 2.11E6

3710 7.92E-7 69.5 6.41E7 1.0956CoLE 7 3720 3.72E-7 1.1 2.6926 -6.16E4

PW A~g I A LUJIf P3730 219E- - 9.7 4.50E6 -7.59E5
L a2(Hz) FOR 0LADE 3740 13578-7 16.3 6.19E6 -1.810

/ 3760 1.20E-7 19.1 7.87E6 -2.7322
3800 5.53E-8 - 21.2 1.6927 -6.04E7SOCOSC12 wStnC12 3900 3 ,19E-8 - 26.1 2 ,8227 -1.38E7F rlq la,21 Phase (tn3960 3.42E-8 - 29.9 2.53E7 -1.46E7ml m/N o 12 0 N/-•--.m N/ 3960 3.78E-8 - 31.3" 2,:25E7 -1.37E7

; N /m 3970 4.63E-8 - 33.7 1,84E7 -1.22E7
3980 6.98E-8 - 44.4 1.02C7 -I.0027100 2.53E-? -136.0 -2.79E6 -2.79E6 3990 2.12E-7 -111.6 -1.74E6 4.39E6200 6.33E-8 -116.6 -7.07H6 -1.41E7 4000 2.33E-8 158.2 -3.98E7 +1.59E7300 3.53E-8 - 98.0 -3,94E6 -2.81E7 4010 4.43E-9 159.5 -2.1118 7.91E7400 1.581-8 76.0 1.53E7 6.14E7 4020 2.45E-9 - 32.4 3.45E8 -2.19E8500 1.01E-8 21.8 9.1917 3.68E7 4030 5.61E-9 - 27.9 1.58E8 -8.34E7600 1.32E-8 36.0 6.13E7 4.4527 4040 7.23E-9 - 28.5 1.22 8 -6.60E7650 2.06E-8 37.9 3.83E7 2.98E7 4100 1.02E-8 - 30.8 8.42E7 -5.02E7700 3.40E-8 34.0 2.42E7 1.68E7 4200 9.97E-9 - 32.2 8.49E7 -5.34E7"750 5.64E-8 26.8 1.55C7 8.54E6 4300 9.86E-9 - 36.1 8.19E? -5.98E7

800 1.41E-7 24.8 6,44E6 2.97E5
810 1,97E-7 21.8 4.7116 1.89E6
820 3.07E-7 18.6 3.09E6 1.046LE
830 6.82E-7 8,7 1.45E6 2.22E5
840 2.27E-6 -133.0 -3.00E5 -3.2215 MEASURED V E F (w850 4.20E-7 -147.4 -2,01E6 -1.28E6 MEASURED VALUES OF BLADE• 860 2.41E-7 -150.7 -3.62E6 .2.03E6
870 1.70E-7 -151.9 -5.19E6 -2.77E6
880 1.32E-7 -152.4 -6.71E6 -3.51E6 Freq 10221 Phase K226COs'2 c22Q"51nc
890 1.10E-7 -153.4 .8.13E6 -4.07E6 N - 22900 9.49E-8 -153.8 -9.45E6 -4.65E6 Hz rn/N 122 11000 4.36E-8 -159.4 -2.15E7 -8.07E6 N/m N/M

1050 3.74E-8 -163.8 .2.57E7 .7.46E6:,• 1100 3.151-8 -165.8 -3.08E7 -7.79E6 100 3.97E-8 -135.0 -1,78E7 -l.78E7150 3.016-8 -167.5 -3.25E7 -7.21E6 200 6.33E-9 - 90.0 0 -1.68E81200 2.97E-8 -169.5 -3.25E7 -6.14E6 3oo 6.61E-9 -156.0 -1.39E8 -5,96E71200 3.159-8 -172.1 -3.14V7 -4.3616 400 6.19E-9 180.0 -1.6218 01250 3.52E-8 -172.1 -.3.147 -4.36E6 500 3.96E-9 180.0 -2-53E8 01350 4.22E-8 -174.7 -2.36E7 -2.19E6 600 5.SIE-9 159.8 -1.70E8 6,27071300 3.52E-8 -174.7 -2836E7 -2.19E6 600 61-9 180.0 -2.5328 0

"1450 8.36E-8 -176.3 -1.19E7 -7.72E5 750 8.45E-9 157.5 -1.09E8 4.53E7
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TABLE 8 (Cont.)

800 1.70E-8 152.5 -5.22E7 2.72E7 1700 1.37E-10 -135.0 -5.16E9 -5.16E9

810 2.05E-8 151.4 -4.28E7 2.34E7 1800 1.22E-9 172.9 -8.13E8 1,01E0

820 2.80E-8 149.1 -3.06E7 1.83E7 1900 1,43E-9 169.1 -6.87E8 1.32E,

830 4.88E-8 145.8 -1.69E7 1.15E7 2000 1.78E-9 167.3 -5.48E8 1.24E8

840 1.73E-7 129.1 -3.27E6 4.02E6 2200 2.17E-9 167.6 -4.50E8 9.9017

850 7.32E-8 - 35.4 1.11E7 -7.91E6 2400 2.71E-9 166.2 -3.58E8 8,80E7

860 2.84E-8 - 36.8 2.82E7 -2.11E7 2600 2.69E-9 164.6 -3:58E8 9.87E7

870 1.73E-8 - 38.9 4.50E7 -3.63E7 2800 3,28E-9 162.1 -3.9018 9,37E7

880 1.13E-8 - 41,4 6.64E7 -5.85E7 3000 3.85E-9 160.2 -2.44E8 8.80E7

890 8.25E-9 - 45.0 8.57E7 -8.57E7 3200 4.80E-9 156.2 -1.91E8 8,4107

900 6.361-9 - 48.1 1.05E8 -1.17E8 3420 6.85E-9 155.4 -1.33E8 6.08E7

1000 1.98E-9 -111.8 -1.88E8 -4.69E8 3600 1.39E-8 152.4 -6.38E7 3.33E7

1050 1.80E-9 -143,1 -4:44E8 -3.34E8 3700 5.10E-8 140.4 -1.51E7 1.25E7

1100 2.46E-9 -164.6 -3.92E8 -1.08E8 3710 5.02E-8 131.4 -1.10V7 1.25E7

1150 2.40E-9 180.0 -4.17E8 0 3720 8.29E-8 127.5 -7.34E6 9.57E6

1200 2.89E-9 -169.2 -3.40E8 -6.48E7 3730 1.42E-7 112.0 -2.64E6 6.53E6

1250 3.68E-9 180.0 -2.72E8 0 3740 2.57F-7 59.7 1.96E6 3.36E6

1300 4.45E-8 177.0 -2.2467 1.18E6 3750 1.21E-7 - 8.3 8.18E6 1.19E6

1360 4,78E-8 174.8 -2.08E7 1.90E6 3800 2.76E-8 - 20.6 3.97E7 1.49E7

1400 3.63E-9 137.3 -2.0818 1.92E8 3900 8.27E-9 - 23.4 1.11E8 4.80E7

1450 8,95E-9 170,6 -1.10E8 1.82E7 3950 5.89E-9 - 24.3 1.51E8 6.99E7

1460 1.081-8 170.1 -9.12E7 1.59E7 3960 5,60E-9 - 24.2 1.63E8 7.32E7

1470 1.36E-8 169.5 -7.33"7 1.34E7 3970 5.47E-9 - 24.0 1.67E8 7.44E7

1480 1.85E-8 167.2 -5.27E7 1.20E7 3980 5.13E-9 - 23.2 1,79E8 7.68E7

1490 3.01E-8 163.1 -3.1817 9.66E6 3990 5.15E-9 - 23.2 1,2868 7.65E7

1500 8.01E-8 145.1 -1.02E7 7.14E6 4000 5,79E-9 - 26.0 1,55E8 7.57E7

1510 6,98r-8 4.4 1.43E7 1.10E6 4010 8.6AE-9 - 96.5 -1.30E7 1.14E8

1520 2.34E-8 - 3.3 4.27E7 -2.46E6 4020 2.67E-9 - 32.1 3.17E8 1.99E8

1540 9.19E-9 -7.0 1,08 -1 4030 2.871-9 - 26,6 3.12E8 1.5668

1540 6.61E-9 - 8.3 1.E8 -2.22E7 4040 2.86E-9 - 26,6 3.13E8 1.5718

15600 2.11-9 158.1 4.808 -1.23E8 4100 2.24E-9 - 19.8 4.2018 1.5108
1600 2.01E-9 15.1 4.80H8 -1,3•E8 4200 1.46E-9 20.7 6.41E8 2.42E8
1650 5.10E-10 - 16.0 1.8869 .5.aES 4300 7.49E.10 0 1.34E9 0

TABLE 9

IDENTIFIED PARAMETERS FOR TURBINE BLANE

MFTHOOI RECEPTANCE DYN. STIFFNESS OVERALL
"- SuI4HARY •

Quantity n 211 oj, "j. • (average)

n 0 0.0161 . 0.0181 0.0171

0O,221 - 0031 0.0226
Kq 3 0.0195 - 0.3196

4 .00122 * 0.0172

I w in 0.0086 - + 0,0086
2 0.0051 - 0.0051

3 0.0039 - + 0.00394 0,0039 - 0 .0039

1 940 - 837 840

Hl 2 1500 - 1603 1500 
,

3 3719 - * 3719
4 3999 - • 3999

01 0.092 +0.094 +0,074 +0.091 0.088
-)1 o. no0 0.108 -0,103 -0.106 -0.104

3 -0.300 0.329 * * .0.330
4 0.0385 +0,039 +0.039

* Nnt determined
+ Not measurable
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AN APPLICATION OF THE KINETIC ENERGY CALCULATION

AS AN AID IN MODE IDENTIFICATION

J. J. Brown and G. R. Parker
Hughes Helicopters, Inc.Culver City, California

Presented at

53rd SHOCK AND VIBRATION SYMPOSIUM
Danvers, Massachusetts

October 26-28, 1982

In recent years, the ability to economically and efficiently solve
large order finite element dynamic problems has become a reality.

However, the task of modal identification has proportionately
increased. By applying the kinetic energy calculation to the modal
data, candidates for structural as well u local modes and possible
modeling errors can be quickly isolated.

This technique was applied during the analysis of the Hughes
Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH). The results show the obvious
advantages offered by this method.

INTRODUCTION By applying the kinetic energy calculation

to the modal data, this task has been greatly
Recent additions to most finite element reduced. Structural and local modes, as well as

dynamic programs have made the solution of potential model errors are quickly isolated, thus
large models a reality. These additions are in enabling more efficient use of the plotter and the
the form of fast elgenvalue extraction techniques analyst's time.
which employ a variation of subspace iteration.
The analyst is thereby freed from the task of TECHNICAL APPROACH
applying reduction methods which generally
require expertise and unavoidably introduce The use of the kinetic energy calculation,
errors and sacrifice fidelity, based on modal data, in a practical application

is not new but, up to now, has received little
The modal information obtained from the attention throughout the industry.

solution of these large problems provides the
analyst with more detailed information about The modal kinetic energy expression is
structures than ever before possible. However, quite simple and is based on a variation of cer-
"this greater detail usually results in the solution tamn orthogonal princioles as shown in
of problems having high modal densities; L. e., Equations 1 and 2.
many modes within a given frequency range. T.
Plotting routines which are available allow
thorough examination of the modes, but they are x DOF DOF x DOF DOF x NM
both time consuming sind costly to use. Identify-
ing modes from these high modal density prob- ,, mj Generalized Mass (1)
lems has become a formidable task. NM x NM
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x DOF DOFxDOFDOFx NM KEJ(TOTAL) O F KE ij 1.0 (5)

aw [w2j Generalized Stiffness (2)
NM x NM This important unity relationship is made

possible due to the unique properties of the
where orthonormalized modal matrix.

[*I is a matrix of orthonormalized APPLICATION
modes This approach was applied during the

EM] in the mass matrix dynamic analysis of the Hughes Advanced Attack
Helicopter (AAH) shown in Fig. 1. The dynamic

[K' is the stiffness matrix model used for the analysis in shown in Fig. 2.
The relatively large model contained 4357 struc-

rIJ is an identity matrix tural elements, 1l32 grid points and 02t92
degrdes-of-freedom. In this analysis, the

results of the AV06 modal test.
DOF degrees -of-freedom The AV06 test configuration was an earlier

NM • number of modes flight test vehicle on which a modal test wai
performed. Correlation with theme test data

n1 forms the modal was done to verify the analytical model.
A variation of Equation a sho in
kinetic nergy (KE) eaqreusio, as shown in The analysis was performed using the

MSC/NASTRAN Ref. (1] computer program.

E MSC/S/TRAN in a large scale general pur-
pose digital computer program which solves a

. $wide variety of engineering problems by theDO? x NM E DO? x DO? DO? x NM" finite element method. The program is used
a•Y worldwide in virtually every type of industry,S"[KE• (3) In addition, NASTRAN has a unique capability

D4xNM that allows the user to "get inside" the fixed

E programs and alter them. This in called

where * is a special element by element altering with "direct matrix abstraction pro-
E multiply. gramming" or DMAP. Using this DMAP capa-

bility, the kinetic energy program was added to
Equations 1 and 2 result in square matrices in Hughes Helicopters' verion of NASTRAN.
generalized, or modal coordinates (NM x NM),
Equation 3 results in a rectangular matrix of A thorough explanation of the DMAP pro-
discrete model coordinites by modes (DO? x gram is contained in Ref. [2]. This capabilityM), wheze detailed ino matones reandO in

can also be added to any analysis job stream
terms of physical degrees-of -freedom for each with a FORTRAN post-ptoceuing program.
mode.

During the analysis, modes and frequencies
Each element of a column of Equation 3 in were calculated to 25 Hz. A frequency sum-

Sequal to mary table of the results it shown in Table 1.
This table is part of the normal output from a

DOF NASTRAN modal run. The first column to the
mode number, the second column the extraction"KE i i Ei Mik'kj (4) order, the third the elgenvalue(w2 ), the fourth,1 k.l is the frequency in radians, the fifth is the fre-

"" quency in hertz (Hz), and the last two columns
, or the percent of the total kinetic energy of the are generalized mass and stiffness, respectively.

jth mode as a decimal, and the total kinetic Au shown, 87 modes were calculated below
energy of each column in equal to 1. 0, 1. e.: 25 Hz. Each mode contains approximately
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10, 000 values, so the job of identifying all of the modeling errors, where the grid point was not
modes is a formidable task without an aid such properly restrained in rotation.
as modal kinetic energy.

As one might expect, the amount of output
Having calculated the modal data, Equa- is a function of the filter selected. Several

tion 3 was solved for the kinetic energy matrix, filters were used on the 87 modes. Figs. 5
This matrix was then filtered such that only through 7 show partial outputs using filters of
those values greater than 3 percent of the largest 1, 5 and 10 percent for modes 33 through 35
value in each column were retained. This greatly respectively. It is highly recommended that
reduces the non-zero numbers that are printed any post-processing program allow the user to
out. The procedure can best be demonstrated choose the filter value.
through a simple example of the 3 degree-oL.
freedom problem shown in Fig. 3. The kinetic An additional aid was a maximum values
energy matrix for this example is shown in matrix. This output contains the maximum
Equation 6. Each column or mode in Equation 6 value of each column (mode) taken from the
is normalized to the largest value of unity as kinetic energy matrix. This output which it
shown in Equation 7. In Equation 7, only those shown in Fie. 8 provided quick-look data and
values equal to or greater than 1 percent of the each column represents a mode and each value,
largest value in each column are retained, again, describes the grid point, its direction
resultiig in the sparcs matrix shown in Equa- (as in the kinetic energy matrix) and the value
tion 8 which has been a' P1P back to the original is the maximum modal kinetic energy as a
values. The important Featur e is that we have decimal.
reduced out the very sma,. ijmbers and can now
concentrate on the larger contributors. A quick scan of these data can help to sepa-

rate the modes. Low values indicate large
A typical kinetic energy output for the structural motion and large values local motion.

first 39 modes from the analysis is shown in One can become quite proficient with the maxi-
Fig. 4. In this case, a filter was set at 3 per - mum values matrix such that most of the candi-
cent of the largest value. In reading the output, dates can be isolated from this matrix. Finally,
column numbers identify the mode number; the Table 2 shows a list of the fundamental struc.
point identifies the grid point number within the tural modes that were correlated with the
model and its direction, where TI, T2, T3 results of the AVO6 modal test, along with their
refer to translations in X, Y, Z, and RI, R2, percent deviation, and Table 3 shows a complete
R3 refer to rotations about the X, Y, and Z list of the structural modes identified in the
axes; and finally the value corresponds to the analysis.
kinetic energy contributor of that point as a
decimal. In reviewing Table 3, it should be noted that

particular attention had to be paid to the mode
A quick look at the matrix is all that is shape as well as frequency. Terms such as

necessary to pick out candidates for local as first and second lateral bending, although ade-
well as structural modes. A potential struc- quate for simple beam type models, are far too
tural mode is identified by a column containing general. The analyst muwt look at local cou-
many numbers, since a great deal of the struc- pling, including phase between wings, stabilator,
ture is moving and the energy is distributed -nd tail in order to describe a mode. A good
throughout the structure. Conversely, a local example of this was the second ve"tical bending
mode is identified by very few numbers, since mode at 18. 97 Hz. There were several candi-
only a localized part of the structure is moving. date modes, but after comparing the mode

shapes with the test data, the 18. 97 Hz mode
The first six columns in Fig, 4 are rigid was selected.

body modes, and as one would expect, they have
many values as the entire structure moves in a The next few figures show selected plots of
prescribed direction. Other examples can some of the modes that were identified using this
quickly be picked out, such as columns 13, 17, method. All plots were produced using McAuto's
21, 25, 33, 35, 37, 38, and possibly 28 and 31, FASTDRAW Ref. [3) inter-active graphics post-
just to name a few. In the same manner, local processing program. FASTDRAW was chosen
modes can be quickly isolated, such as columns because it allowed quick rotation of the deflected
7 through 12, 22, and 23. Two modes stand out shape in Cartesian space, Also, it should be
in particular; i. e., modes 22 and 23, where 99 noted that the detail in these plots are made
and 96 percent of the energy is contained at one possible by being able to solve the large eigen-
grid point. These modes turned out to be value problem. Fig. 9 shows a section view
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looking aft of the first torsional mode at But with this greater detail comes problems
4. 08 Hz. Fig. 10 shows the first symmetric associated with high modal density. This has
wing bending mode at 4.70 Hz (note the con- resulted in a much larger task of modal
figuration) where only the inboard pylons were identification.
loaded. Fig. 11 shows the first wing anti-
symmetric bending mode at 5.4 Hz. In this By applying the kinetic energy calculation
case, note the inboard pylons are in phase. to the modal data, candidates for structural as
Next, Fig. 12 shows the first vertical bending well as local modes can be quickly isolated.
mode at 5. 55 1iz. Figs. 13 and 14 show the This results in a tremendous savings in time and
first anti-symmetric and symmetric wing/pylon cost at the plotter. The cost of performing the
torsional modes respectively at 7. 59 and kinetic energy calculation is negligible when
7. 91 Hz. These modes are due to the forward compared to the cost of plotting each mode.
and aft motion of the inboard pylons, and as
you would .sect, the tail has much lateral REFERENCES
motion in the anti-symmetric mode and very
little in the symmetric mode. The next figure 1. NASTRAN Users and Programmers Manuals,
(15), shows the first lateral bending mode at MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation,
8. 85 Hz. And finally, Fig. 16 shows the February 1981.
second vertical bending mode at 18. 97 Hz. 2. Parker, G. R., and Brown, J. J., "Kinetic

Energy DMAP for Mode Identification", pre-
SUMMARY sented at MSC/NASTRAN Users' Conference,

March 18-19, 1980, Pasadena, California.

The ability to solve large dynamic problems 3. McAUTO FASTDRAW/3 Interactive Post-
has enabled the analyst to gain more detailed Processing Manual, McDonnell Douglas
information about a structure than ever before. Automation Company, November 1979.
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Fig. 1 - Hughes Advanced Attack Helicopter
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KEN0
POINT1 VALUE POINT VALUE POINT VALUE POINT VALUE POINT VALUE

COUM 03 1 2 2.O151Ei-03 04 12 4.81332E0-03 64 13 2.61543L-03 2499 32 3.43659E-02 2499 T3 2.032911.-02
5101 1t2 .01703E-03 5702 32 8.2N70YE-03 3702 13 4.533335-03 3709 12 3.9240&E-03 q209 I3 2.502291-03
8008 12 2.302319-03 8010 I2 :2.15921-E013 0011 12 4.:12515-E0 8023 13 2:.030E11-0 900,3 12 I.2.801-F:03
9135 72 2.124471-03 101 12 9.A2320E-3 101 3 3 3.00310 101 12 8.1344-3 102 IS 0.2074E-03

1001312 It .13244E-03 00013 t3 4.37423E-03 10031 12 3.:52011-O3 lO03. 1$ 2.56283E-93 10032 32 2.36937E-03
10302 To 2.741090-03 1030 9 12 2.092629-03 10510 12 1.93382E-03 10314 T2 3.239001-53 10514 13 2.10970E-03
11501 I2 2:123401-83 11308 T22 2.1000136-03 11321 12 1.33604E-02 11371 73 7.037200-03 12021 12 3.200831-03
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Mig. 4 -AAH kinetic energy distribution for 3 percent filter (sheet 2 of 3)
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569 2 9.2963-S 569 5 0725-5 5110T 01 3 0I 361 12 5.8960I t611 TI3 5 7.'7E0030
361 T2 9.29780-3 56111 T3 0.120500 520 02 1.30 0500 5615 12 9 56.1908090-1

COLUMN S4 EQ I tH0 20 2 SE2 5 2 .34E

15411 071 6.34953E-01 15011 03 0.660358-02 15410 R2 7.817%8-2 31I0 .098-02 15415 TI 5616001

COLUMN 35 
2418-2 145T .56F0

2099 T3 1.8067010-02 10510 T3 5.005880-05 10500 110 4.28595E-03 55001 TI 2.1522&E-02 21251 T3 53.2915E-02
20739 12 2,14260E02 24739 T3 8.-00i460-05 9240005 01 1.523700-02 9240001 T2 2.82751E-02 9240001 13 5.91,390L-02

920005 111 7.56921E-03 120003 R2 2.5432&E-02 21250 05 5.971971;-02 20758 02 1.48870Y-02 20730 1`5 9.09)79[03O
924902 01 1.4155008-0:2 920002 02 3.68S5918-E022 920002 13 5.!03687-:02 620002 III 9.4910353E-03 9240002 02 2.807200-002
35017 TO1 7.045 08-0 3 S 55 113T 3.7256t0 55 037 70 .61 963 -03 55030 so1 1 . 2850-01 35030a 1 7 .9 86 E- 3-155600 00 6.552150-05 955030 01 7.6374SE-02 52300 T3 1,21550E-02

KEICOLUMN 36
10510 1`2 8.26214E-02 18510 IS 3.62027e-01 10510 01I 4.71918E-01

COLUMN 37
2099 73 2.409589-02 5102 0S 5.512338-03 10010 13 1.065700-02 00510 III 2.226570-02 11571 02 8.066030-03
10020 111 3.640002-03 10064 03 4.63266F0-0) 25001 T3 3.56473E0- 25099 03 6.38586E0-I 5 I 75.800000E-05
00251 73 3.68911181-02 24739 1`2 2.60434E-02 24739 1`5 0.791988-02 924003 02 3.421510-02 9240005 73 2.1999A0-02

92050 .5E:-5 90030 .97002 922400 3 111 9822E0-0S 212320 1S 3.046110C-02 240730 12 1.938900-02
20738 t3 9.6058811-03 120002 12 3.445198-02 9240002 05 ,635987E- 2 924002R 01. .5635E-3 924000 2 2.053 C10-02

1240000 R3 3.57816C-03 010002 01 0.7123)60- 206002 T3 1.32954E-02 926002 03 7.32iS870- 206005 TI 1.329400-17
926003 15 7.100600-03 55017 111 4.91991E-OS 55007 73 3.707507-OS 55053 ?1 3.00410E-02 53037 11 3.199.12F-03
55050 71 1 .16502E-01 53050 13 1. 17071E-02 35800 TI 5.30615E-03 955030 01 6.200300-02 955050 T3 0 .69038E0-I
17431 02 1.28079E-02 17435 02 5,32295E-03 52500 13 1.32903E-02

IOLUMN 38
2499 72 1.034228-02 8000 02 1.167)2C-02 0401 0l16.380660-03 0003 02 1.22076E-02 8403 RI 8.81952E-03
10012 72 6.13810B-OS 10510 03 8. 0S1314-03 00500 011 8.39935E-03 11506 00 6.645900-03 115001 111 4.50070E-05
11530 T2 5.44369E-03 11570 72 1.203210-02 11571 02 1.519666E-01 10517 02 1.191171E-02 10303 12 0.18906E-02
10303 111 9.11751E-02 10305 43 9.044841E-03 15499 02 1.0550Al92 25099 02 2.(.6032E-02 M4759 02 1.105500-02
50760 12 3.11933E-02 950759 12 0.416307E01 50 02 2.58541E-02 920003 IS 6,07020-05 21230 T3 7.29269E-03
24758 03 1.375638-02 920002 12 0.92491-03 92002 02 1.06653L-02 206002 TI 6.0838E03-O 206005 11 9.19992E-OS
55050 TO 8.564091-85A 17631 02 1.155198-00 17035 02 4.95319E-02

COLUMN 39
8401 01l 5.96247C-02 0001 111 3.104780-02 11570 T1 1.24332E-02 11571 11 9.417400r-02 11571 02 9.851078-02

11571 113 9.53723t-02 14303 ?1 2.4169649-02 10303 03 4,743618-02 10303 01t 3,91521E-01 17031 02 5.030388-02

P ig. 4 - AAH kinetic energy distribution for 3 percent filter (sheet 3 of 3)

8~ 8083
POINT VALUE POINT VALUE POINT VALUE POINT VALUE POINT VALUE

386006 71 4.481550-05 92400801 TI .11771:01-21 926802 T3 1,:59318-1011 00051 3 111 221118-0:11 I06001 T3 304111,E-02
306067 TI 3.752941-63 92600 T1 .1043-0 92,803 I's 1623678-02 55050 01 :0.0189-0

COLUMN 08
10406 k3 9.496149-11

COLUMN 5788 18890 731 .0600 797 .2003 52 3 .6883 80 2 i7990
2499 TO 8.339718-G1 2499 RI 8.504728-13 3102 t2 1.300899-03 3530 00 0.760568-05 5701 02 0.587798-03

01711 It 1.01910-01 17073 Y13 1.08084908-N 1 201 02 1.32068E:0-03 12022 12 12:861208-3 120201 02 1:85.55303-05
$0801 Al 5.079160-03 10)01 S312.618978-0 14303 12 1.1224030-02 0 4303 R 15 1.06630-a95 3 14303 R3 2203230-03
15006 TO 1.959709-03 010261 3 2.7234681-03 05499 2 f.:11670-0 1 11002 T1 4:.979710-01 000201 112 I:.011:78-O

18682517 3-N 85899 78 2.760900-02 150386T 72 ,5 94 1080 150318 22 0.20700-03S 53013 02 130300E-3
5073 Is I.0986 5 a3 12 .281680 547,48 02 3.8217428-03 3075 13 0.60003 203 TI 1.0106011-12

60 03 1 1.99 0 9200 11 I.9 t80 1*00 .523-5 940 120 T 5.0264-012602TI 1.:5780
186902 03 3.56480 802I.393058-05 1060501 T1.790EH' 40 T 1008-2 20600 3 021 2.8348-03C 926005 01 R 2.23690E-053

55050 03 1.10881108-31 83 0 1 1.1035-0 55033 25 1.131210928-17E03 555 2 1268-2 30502 02 6841378-:043
5500 041 1. 31:70-0 a5400q02 3.45880 5508102 1.:14082..-03 3505 02 0 1-0 5400 1 3.82T)-I

56920 ~ ~ ~ '!" 03o, 1.23000 1803 3) 3.0680 4320 . 00 163 72 1.00013-03 5632 11 3.00340

56 71 1. 039 10-0 5807 0 5 :1.1 7 0 - 3 5 0 4 7 . 9 3 0 0 6 8 2 1 6 2 5 - 3 5 0 7 0 . 0 8 0
5687 3 TO 1 1088:8- 1 4098 00 0.831!-0 54094 123:5.891508-3 54109 05 3.07118'-03 56099T 1 .7201076E-02
58090, .9480 49 is13 .5180 1561 0 1 0.12803 56000 I 12 .5.8715- 032 I 459000 03 3. 01675-IS
5610 015.419941--03 56400 1 08 .29188-05 215601 It 1.150203E-03 564021 t2 1.302508-03 5061021 02 1.382330-05

5410602 Tat 3.35064-03 826400 T1 43.8008-05 364002 01 1.524008-05 5604,3 02 2.25304E-03 526003 02 5.27194E-03
5610 1 a8 .138838-05 17:30 1 03 3.20189[-0111301 785 0 1 1.2108-E03 116023 0 25.092958-I032 52500 02 1306058-02:

11S1 To1 .388-91 101105 4.45580 0 92: 5501 08 a1,817888-82 150030TI 2.90.-0 151 01 .61 00-0
0550 10 3 6,9)14S0158-93 151007 T3 7.493758-03 150191 05 1.59128-051 1553011 011 8.185608-03 1 01 .ý011,-

040 007 01 .839311-0 1703 36 I 8.130773E-03 5709q 75 1.593000-03 10011 70 1.65145E-03 156001 T3 5.003088-03
051 09 4.8918-3 :1501*I 3.5280 01 75 1 .1380 1501 02 1.62 07-1 5030 I. 0-0

2500 0 3 1501-3 3391 03 .5321-3 0236 10) 3 S ' 1.2,580 505000 a3 2. 000 503I6 T3 3 .203170- 03
5,311 TI 307008-03 50I 01 3.091986-03 21125 0S 4.18209t-03 211231 13 5.392158-02 12073 T2 2.38253E-03
930003 t 3 .8710-03 936043 T5 1.94)9-0240 03-0 06 1 7 .3624118-03 920003 02 2.540320-02 920005 T3 0.26186F0-O
21350 It1 8.1091803 30250 T2 8.001068.03 20250 ?a .91: 978-02 20758601 ?1 .10050S-03 26730 t2 1.368070-02

10731 TI .037983-01 30708 08 8.06008S-03 93000 2 Y161765318-02 1924002 1 023.6390&-02 9M000 03 5.003660-02

50017 113 !7.093015-03 155017 113 7.65935E-03 155010 91 0933078-05 55025 TI 2.93975E0-I 52 1 .9710

149 7 1.048-3 15 0 .786-02 55017 .4S - 3057I 010.896380-03 100038 03 1.000408-05 150510 00 .1.0283E00-

5508T 314 9-3 34 01 1.60898-3 550551 t51517809E-03 92780 1 23 .376913E-02 55800 1 2632574E-03

ROS .98180341-03 811 2 :1,9928:-03 229101 032.010198-03 524300 1 1.215508-02 43 2 1.68E0
2850 10RI;:I 7.373t-0 kiei enrg altiuio for. 0 _ 4 R A ,10 1: 2ecn filter0 13
311 174061@ 1 T K-,E9 551 .3, _ '9M 0
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K003
POINT VALUE POINT VALUE POINT VALUE POI06 VALUE POINT VALUE

"COLUMN 31
5722 03 6.904300-02 15406 RE $.1953|E-02 206002 T1 2.63161E-01 206002 13 3.95623F-07 026002 T) 8 2171CE-7

926002 T3 1.93931E-02 206003 11 2.271156-o0 206003 73 3.49117E-02 926003 71 7.10483E-C2 926003 T3 1.62362-02
"' ,COLUMN 32

15406 R3 9.49624E-01

COLUMN 33
2499 T2 6.32971E-02 2499 RE ,0.5 0 5 5702 T2 1.56999E-02 8401 72 1.78909E-02 8401 RI 3.87151E-03
£403 T2 1.769006-02 11370 Ta 8.204000-03 11571 T2 1.079160-01 11572 Ta 1.08086E-02 14303 12 1.12203E-02"15406 03 7.395970-03 13499 T2 a.5L26,E-la 10020 T2 6.979670-03 25899 12 2.468900-02 56,50 12 .60696_-03
25473 T2 1.690916e02 54 1T.0007- 02 54759 t .217t-2 54760 T2 3.72471e-02 936730 12 4.290700-02

, 924008 t2 5,411641-03 206002 71 1.30 337-02 208005 TL 1.79,000-02 55030 T2 1.2388-02 35000 El N.024100-03
955050 TI 8.011310-03 96098 12 3.89150E-03 36099 TI 5.72247E-03 56099 T2 9.29263E-03 96110 12 5.89167t-03
56111 TI 5.709069-03 06111 T2 9.2N1786-03 52500 12 1.30605E-02

COLUMN 34
15611 Ti 6.340538-01 15611 I3 4.649533"02 15611 R2 7.817686-02 15615 TI 5.63I61E-029IjCOLUMN 3$
704U 9 T3 1.8067S0-02 15411 TI 2.1522&E-02 21251 13 3.329130-00 24739 72 2.162608-02 04739 13 8.004646-03

926013 TI 1.525781-02 926003 t2 2.827510-02 924003 73 5.94390[E.02 926003 RE 7.569218-03 926003 02 2.5432&0-0221230 13 5.97197E-02 26734 T2 1.487WE-09 24138 13 9.09379E-03 924002 7i 1.103318-02 914002 12 3.66359[-02
924002 T3 S.603669-01 924002 El 9.91853E-03 924002 R2 2.80720E-02 55017 TI 7.430850-03 55033 71 3.752540-02

S0503 TI 1.42630E-01 5350 T3 7.981669-03 955050 TI 7.63743E-02 52500 73 1.21050-02

COLUMN 36
10510 It 8.2601090-5 10510 T3 1.620278-01 11510 RI 4.71918&-01

COLUMN 37
1499 73 2,609810-00 10510 T$ 1,665740-02 10510 1 2.22657[-02 11571 to 8.066630-03 03899 13 6.58360-03

'21251 73 3.680960-02 06739 TO 2.618360-02 26739 13 1.791980-02 926001 78 3.421510-01 984000 13 '.19900-02S926003 El 7.06060-03 926003 02 2.696790-02 21200 13 3.66110-02 26138 78 1.931900-00 06730 13 3.60080-03.•' 924002 12 3. 46 519 0-|8 904002 13 2. 65 0 -8- 9260 92 61 9. 65635 0-03 9 2a00 f 24.09731 0-0 0 80 62 13 1.3295 6 -02S626002 13 7,3 07870-0 3 29680 3 13 2. 32 9 6006- 0 6260 03 73 7 .10 46 0 0- 03 15033 71 3 .0 0610 0-0 8 55 0 30 1 1 1 . 163 02 1-01

33030 T3 1.171710-02 905030 TI 6.24030"-02 17631 It 1.260790-02 $5250 T3 1.39638-01

COLUMN 36
2499 71 1,034220-02 1401 1t 1.167320-02 8603 1t 1.220760-02 8603 N1 8.4115 -01-3 10510 13 6.03316t-03

10310 EI 0.399350-03 11070 TI 1.21321-02 11571 7T 1.596660-01 11572 It 1.890730-01 14303 t2 4.169860-02"14303 RI 9.11736E-02 16303 83 9.460410-05 15%99 12 1.035000-02 25999 T9 1.660321-09 54759 12 1.105500-0236760 12 1.199331-02 954759 12 01863076-03 . 1 26710 T3 1.373608-02 924002 RE 1.06433t-02S206063 71 9.1999t1-03 5$0v T1 0.56609I-03 17631 T s 1.155198-01 17635 10 1 .982195-03 1

COLUMN 39
1!101 ••1" 1.9614,1-01 0491 03 1. 1 E478-02 11311 T1 9.41:40-02, 115711 0 9.801070-1 21570 83 1.53238-02
14303 TI 0.009640-08 143 3 T3 4.743610-82 14303 E1 3.915230-81 17631 a2 3 130368-0 1

COLUMN 60

Fig. 6 - AAH kinetic energy distribution for 5 percent filter

K110POINT VALUE POINT VALUE POINT VALUE PON1T VALUE POINT VALUE
24739 7 3.509630-02 924003 TI 4.41600E-02 924003 T72 0621809-03 926003 T3 6.71629"-02 926003 Nl 1.311600-02

924003 02 3.417700-02 924003 03 4.27310[-02 21250 T1 1.60522E-02 21250 T2 4.550090-02 21250 13 7.69219P-02
424738 TI 1.139380102 26738 12 6.933110-02 24738 13 3.60406P-02 926002 TI 6.262010-02 926002 73 3.60039t-*2
92400J a1 1.641213-02 924002 02 5.51053-002 924002 RI 5.73030-02

COLU 0316 1.098850-01 10516 01 2.006180-01 15426 03 .6.493671-01

COLUMN 1 700514 1 2 4.641931-02 10314 T3 2.17796E-01 10316 El 3.870090-01 15426 N3 3.359398-01

COLUMN 2I
204002 11 2.556843-01 926002 T7 6,490018-02 206003 TI 2.960250-01 126003 TI 9.70028E-02

COLUMN 29
5722 03 4.707000-01 11508 02 3.69•8660-1 11371 02 5.543630-02

COLUMN 30
722•s83 3.964830-01 11508 E2 4.069A99.01

-..COLUMN 30
3722 03 1.04300-02 19406 03 3.199310-02 206087 TI 2.6316|t-01 206002 TO 3.651250-02 926002 11 4.277108-02

20,003 11 2.0150-01 206003 13 3.491170-02 026003 7. 7104030-02

COLUMN 32
13%06 E3 9.49624E-01

COLUMN 33""249 12 8.329710-02 5702 12 1.0H6990-02 8401 12 1.&909E-02 8403 12 1.874000-02 10571 12 1.079106-0101172 2 HS. 0SE0-02 14303 12 1.122030-17 25.99 72 2.668000-08 56797 02 I.00060-02 54708 12 1,090070-02
56759 12 9.72111E-02 54760 1 5.72471E-02 156759 12 T .29071E-12 206002 11 1.30537M-02 206003 11 1.796000-02
55000 12 1.23636E-02 52500 12 1.306051-02

COLUMN 39
13611 11 6.360533-01 15411 R2 7.017689-02

COLUMN 3i
24919 3 1.806700-02 15411 11 2.15200-02 21291 T3 5.3291S3-02 24659 12 2.14260E-02 924003 11 1.52578H-02* 92,003 T2 2.427•1E-02 924003 t3 5.943901-02 924003 P2 2.5332 -0-02 21230 03 3.971970-02 24738 12 1.467871-02,, 9240012 02 3.61 39E-002 924002 13 5.103606-02 929001 K2 2.007200-02 33003 01 3.73056E-02 53030 TI 1.423300-01

'55935a00 II 7.637430-02

COLUMN 36
10510 72 0.262100-02 10510 13 3.020270-01 10310 R1 4.7191S0-01

COLUMN 37
2699 73 2.409906-02 10510 13 1.465740-02 00510 N1 2.22657t-02 21251 13 S.68096E-g 294739 02 2.688346-02

24739 13 1.791908-02 924003 12 3.7,2|10E-02 929003 73 2.19989E-02 924003 RZ 2.696790-02 21230 03 3.64811E-0224738 12 1.930•900-02 929092 12 3.94531E-02 924002 T1 2.65587E-02 924002 R2 2.505011-02 206002 03 1.3293F4-02206003 13 1.32160E-02 53033 11 3.0040DE-02 55050 TI 1.163020-01 55350 03 1.17IYI7-02 9530350 T 6.24030r-02

F Pig. 7 - AAH kinetic energy distribution for 10 percent filter
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MAX MAX

POINT VALUE PC POINT VALUE

24739 T2 9.71793E-02
COLUMN 1

54 T2 6.401005-02 COLUMN 18
COM 25058 R3 3.01456E-01

COLUMN 2
15499 T2 5,63392E-02 COLUMN 19

11571 R2 4.56667E-01COLUMN 3
54 T2 2,401465-01 COLUMN 20

206003 T2 3.45403C-01COLUMN 4
25899 TI *9.86185-02 COLUMN 21

55050 TI 8.58553E-02
COLUMN 5

55050 T3 1.079958-01 COLUMN 22
8004 K3 9.95549E-0iCOLUMN

55050 T2 9-59861E-02 COLUMN 23
5702 R2 9.587198-01

COLUMN 7
20290 R3 8,06633f-fl COLUMN 24

15411 R2 '8I1207E-01
COLUMN 1

25056 R3 8.76771-E01 COLUMN 25
21250 T3 7.692V91-02COLUMN 9

25057 R3 7.537218-01 COLUMN 26
15426 R3 4.49367E-01COLUMN 10

11508 R3 9.847971-01 COLUMN 2710514 KI 3.87009E-01
COLUMN 11

920312 RI 3.00086E-01 COLUMN 28
206003 TI 2.940218-01COLUMN 12

20312 RI 5,00064E-01 COLUMN 29
5722 R3 4.70788E-01

COLUMN 13
55050 T2 2.72716E-01 'OLUMN 30

COLUMN 14 11508 R2 4.06989E-01

206002 T2 3.84021t-01 COLUMN 31

COLUMN is 206002 TI 2.631618-01
25059 R3 2.61232E-01 COLUMN 32

15406 R3 9.496248-01
COLJMN 16

10066 R2 4.109728-01 COLUMN 33

11571 T2 1.07914E-01COLUMN 17
COLUMN .1

Fig. 8 - AAH kinetic energy maximum values

Fig. 9 - First torsion mode Fig. 10 - First symmetric wing

(4. 08 Hz) bending mode (4, 70 Hz)
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Fig. 11 -First wing antisymmetric Fig. 14 - First symmetric wing/pylon
mode (5.40 Hz) torsion mode (7. 91 Hz)

Mig. 12 - First vertical bending Fig. 15 - First lateral bending
mode (5. 55 Hz) mode (8. 85 Hz)

Fig. 13 - First antisymmetric wing/pylon Fig. 16 - Second vertical bending
torsion mode (1. 59 Hz) mode (18. 97 Hz)
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TABLE 1
AAH Kinetic Energy Matrix

RI A L EIGSIINV AL U I I
MODE EXTRACTION E10ENVALUR RADIANOS CYCLES GENERALIZED OINERALIZEDNo. ORDER MASS $IIFPNSS1 118 1.5S31591-06 1,11261341-13 1.9,51E949-64 1.6800009400 1.5031591-06

31 1153 t.47926GE-16 1.69641515-0 11.6 9 291-04 1.00100094SR t.8778185-063 ISE -4.3978338-06 2.1971019-03 3.3374489-S04 1.@000609400 -4.397633E-06
8 151 *1.015EN 8.6408 946E-S3 6.4SI18SS.S 1.0050400400 -1.0)33SSSE-05
5 is$ I:R839S0 I.0a00E-IS 1.624188305. 1.0010000400 -1,0422491-048 149 -1.ME8595-44 1.06R0419-02 1.6176429-03 1.SRSROO4001 -1.1244524-04
6 4

8  
3.15403 1,58541 3.118990E40 1.60,1031,4001 312.11"951401

1 3.10EE0 7:S4b40013H 1:3983290

1.81:97! 1 3.45840 1.04101C00 10 3.0902731403
is 14 37421349946 30?649+0 1.@080000400 3.74021 9+024

.1+6350 3.81119+401 313124+00 1.0000004040 4.15407§E+02"4 3.143SHI33M30.4 1.00040005400 4.1501085402
1! 118 6:1434,1117519110, 6163509+00 1.0ooooos40o 6,591313E+02

4 7 479516401 8.956174101 4.75456E8401 0.00050 .039019403
is 1 2191440 P"SSO 773.5914E446 1.00000 11.05765)540

1011 115403 714 3.17041.01 1 11:4035401 1.S000000E400 1.3054647403
it 40 Hlfl8511*1 3.3013144D401 .160779&3400 1.00001001404 1.092397403

88 Is 304+03 3.39490 a+ 1 543690 .00040 1124t0

a9 .. 1.8117 403 7.03 3 *.oiS41 5.393919oi 1.00010 1.2177709403
1 00000034 00 8870583 Ise 165931431 5.881 5+1""S 1.UU9 67. 0985401131 :1111*: 71E00 1.0000001:400 7,.1143151403

It '17 9.8 7.985i0 8.903040 1.83150 00000 a 1826910

26 t! 1.171141403 4.4197341E81 7.0311419#01 1.000009tooo 196228154+0383 93 19 S1 1S03 4.4153980+01 7.5069249+01 1.0000000400 19731041[403a8a 912 1.98939141 4.973811+01 I.85050 1.0000005400 2.2983987E+0
893 90 2.3051195413 4,.S131941142 101350 1.0000001040 2.352183E+0338 1 1 1: 81217408+ 4.t$0359+1850 7.1440$9+500 1.4001004C44 21407491E+03It 51 1 08 758S401 41.761791402 7.081431914@ 1.0000089401 1.472941840385 13 1.1187 0374 1:051 1111*1 1.7119737+04 1.0000001400 1.5311324P03
%38 0 1.198!30+03 41.0937401 8.6561484+01 1.0000001404 1.196153E040

34 it 1.2083080408 $1.97131*0 1.80259401 1.000800t0540 3.1016318403
31 8i8 34143 1.090S0 1.:19040 4.7011106 1.09001000400 .329095W03
36 839 3 1.358740+8 1.88950 11.54399400 110000009400 138805
73 112 4:1111 IIP03 1.18823i5.03 1 .S3271991401 I.S000005E400 1.0951319403
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TABLE 2
Frequency Correlation Between Test Data and

Dynamic Nastran Analysis

Frequency (Hz)
Description Percent

PDfferenceSTeat Nastran Dfeec

Lat/Torsion 4.59 4.08 11.1

First Lateral Bending 9. 37 8. 85 5. 54

First Vertical Bending 5.76 5.55 3.64

Second Vertical Bending 19. 39 18.97 2. 17

Second Lateral/Torsion 20.6 21.2 2.91

TABLE 3
Mode IdentificatIon Showing Comparison with Test DataI I .. .. . ... ..4

Nastran Nastran Description Teat Mode, FrequencyMode No. V.-equ.., _. y I

13 1.08 Lat/Torsion Lat/Tor 4. 59
14 4.70 Sym Wing Bend
17 5.17 Vert + Eng
20 5.40 Anti/Sym Wing Bend
21 5.55 let Vert Vert 5.76
20 6.83 Wing/Tor
28 1.59 Anti/Sym Wing/Pylon Tor
30 7.81 Sym Wing Tor
31 7.91 Sym Wing/Pylon Tor
33 8.85 lot Lat Bend lIt Lat Bend 9. 37
35 9.30 Vert + Tail
47 12.2 Stab Yaw
49 12.5 Stab Yaw53 13.5 Wing Rigid Body

57 14.2 Wing Tor Roll
59 14.3 Wing Tor Roll
60 14.5 Wing Sym
63 15.7 Stab Roll
64 15.8 Stab/Wing Roll
66 10.4 Stab Yaw
69 17.3 TaUl/Stab Made
74 18.7 Vertical
75 18.97 2nd Vert 2nd Vert 19.38
78 20.2 Lat/Tor Wing/Stab
81 21.2 2nd Lat/Tor 2nd Lat/Tor 20.6
85 22.3 Vert + Stab
86 22.7 Tai)/Stab
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DZ8CU8UUZON

Mr. Wass (TRW) Has NKC added that to its
capability?

Kra DrOwng NO# not yet$ They have stood behind
their strain energy concept which we dynamiciats
don't care for, but so far, they haven't done
that. They may they are looking into it.
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DYNAMICS OF A SIMPLE SYSTEM SUBJECTED TO

RANDOM IMPACT

T.T. Soong
Department of Civil Engineering

State University of New York at Buffalo
Amherst Campus, Buffalo, New York 14260

This paper Is concerned with the impact characteristics of a simple
mechanical system subjected to random collision or impact. The
model analyzed Is a simple one-degree-of-freedom mechanical system
oscillating between two elastic reflectors when the supporting
frame is subjected to a base motion modeled by a stationary random
process. Quantities of interest are the statistical properties of
the maximum force of Impact when impact occurs and of the time to
impact. Results aore presented in a form so that they can be readily
applied to the design of the restraining system for the oscillator
as well as the reflectors,

INTRODUCTION.5.

The study of dynamic behavior and impact
characteristics of mechanical systems
subjected to collision or Impact is ofImportance in several engineering areas. In
transportation and packaging, for example,
systems being transported are subjected to
frequent collisions with packaging material 1-

f and with other contents. The dynamics of
ýJ contents In structures under disturbances such

as shocks or earthquakes also follows similar
dynamic environment. Furthermore, many Fig. 1. A Simple Mechanical System
vibration isolation and damping devices, such
as tuned mass dampers, operate with snubbers
which produce collision forces.

In order to assess the Integrity and sur- EQUATIONS OF MOTION
vivability of systems n this kind of a
dynamic environment, it is of practical Consider the case in which the oscillator,
importance to estimate the likelihood of m1 , is executing stationary random motion due
impact occurrence and, when impact does occur, to base excitation. We are primarily
the maximum force of Impact, The knowledge of Interested in the maximum force of restitution
these quantitites can then lead to a safe when impact occurs between m1  and one of the
system design for integrity and survivability, reflectors. The dynamic process for

Ai the purpose of this analysis can be dividedSIn this paper, impact results are obtained Into distinct phases as shown in Fig. 2 under
For a simple mechanical system In one- a set of simplifying assumptions. As a first
di.,•nsional motion between two elastic step, pertinent results are presented for each
reflex'ors. As shown in Fig. 1, the frame of these two dynamic phases.
"which supports the system and the reflectors
i-s assumed to be subjected to a stationary Before Impact. Assuming that the rigid-
random excitation. Due to random nature of ity of he reflectors is much greater than
the base motion, probabilistic impact that of the oscillator so that their contri-
characteristics are of interest. bution to the impact velocity can be neglected,

the system dynamics before Impact can be
modeled as that shown in Fig. 2(a) and the
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governing equation of motion Is simply that of with
the osci lator given by

m i(t) + cIi(t) + k X(t) .-miY(t) D 0 .S(%)/2 (5)

In this case, the stationary probobility
(i) density functions of X(t) and X(t) take the

where it) is a zsia stationary aussian form and the random variables X and
whero process w zero-mean fausstan s are independent. Hence, the (st tionary)
random process with spectral density function joint density function of X and Xis

sf= .. )

(6)

where

S22 D

0ON 0
(a) Before Impact (7)

D I , Figure 2(b) shows the
dynamT- -css d ring impact by assuming that
the force of restitution becomes dominant
during impact so that all other forces acting
on the oscillator and the reflector can be
neglected. The equations of motion are thus

4 4 )mIX(t) -g(t)

m2,* X(t) g(t) X , X2  d (8)

(b) During Impact where the force of impact g(t) takes the

Fig. 2. Dynamic Process Approximations form

g(t) - [1 + Q(91 " X2)] h(X1 - X2 + d)

Loto
Let (9)

k In the above, d Is the distance between the

C /a C(2) centers of mass of m and m2  at impact and
2wo 0 c /m Ithe term A( X ) I denotes* ener y

consumption dje to2 impact where a ?s a

Equation (1) becomes constant characterizing material properties of
the impacting bodies; and function

X(t) + 2.ocX(t) + 2X't) - h(Xj " X2 + d) represents the force due to
0  static deformation. Using Hertz's theory

( 31, it can be expressed by(332

where w Is the undamped natural frequency of h(x) - 8x3/2 x 1 0 (10)
m and c the damping coefficient. The case

where C g 1 is of most practical interest, where s is a function of the contact surfaces
and there material properties.T;The solution of Eq. (1) is well known [1,"The solutionlof Eq. ( islwel Equations (8) can be integrated in the•, Z]2. In particular, for a lightly-damped-"

oscilla'or (c < < 1) and a smooth S(w) with phase space and various impact characteristics
no sharp peaks, the response characteristics of can be obtained [4-6].
the oscillator can be approximated by solving
Eq. (1) with Y(t) modeled by a white noise MAXIMUM FORCE OF RESTITUTION
with zero mean and correlation function

Let Ua(X1 - X2) and let V -U at
E('Y(t + 1)Y(t)) • 2D6(r) (4) impact. From Eqs. (8 - 10) It can be shown

that the force of restitution
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The probability distribution of Am can
now be found through standard transfor-

F (1 + U) 2(XI - + d)3 / 2  (11) mation of random variables [7], We have

takes the form [4] f3(a) --1 U ( 2/5

f a) b Tv U T (v + 1)

2 miir 8/5 (5)3/5 (L 2/6 .-6/5FI ml+- (I ) /

>( exp i, , a 1 0 (19)

X(1 + u)[V - U + ln(l+.)]3/5 L VJ

Equation (19) together with Eqs. (14) and
(12) (16) determines the probability density

function of Am .With b 2000q , Fig. 3
where gives 1A (a) for various values of OV

Sr a m1/m2  (13)
* L

The maximum force of restitution F or
maximum impact acceleration Am Is m

found by differentiating F in Eq. (12) 4
with reapect to U and setting it to zero. O.
The result is

Am bUm3/15 (1 + Um) (14) 4.d

where
b* 3 j3/6 (L)2/5 C.6/5 (5

and Um is the value of U at F Fm and
It satisfies

U V + Z(+Un) 
(q

Um * [ + ln(1 -.!)1 (16) Fig. 3. Probability Density Function of Am

Now, since V Is governed by the Since the probability distribution of Am
equation of motion before Impact and Is a is a function of the parameters associated
random variable, Am is also a random variable with material properties of the oscillator and
and its distribution Is of the reflectors (a,s) , the restraining system
interest for design purposes. of the oscillator (weO) , and the base

motion (0) , the knowledge of f (a)
Let f(v) obe the probability density offers a means of determining the Am

function of V onditl nal upon thl appropriate values of these parameters when
Sonset 9f Impact. Using 0 probabii ty conditions of survivability are specified.

distributTon of X and -as given in Eq. Consider, for example, the problem of choosing
(6), it can be shown that V has a Rayleigh the design value of c, , the damping constant,
distribution with density function [5] when all other parameters are fixed

r 2 and suppose the survivability condition Is
" i~v(v) " V Oxp

we ;V- LV (17 P(Am . 400g) < 0.2 (20)
• (17)

1% where Fig. 4 shows that

a 2 - .2 , 5r (18)
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While no exact solutlon exists for L and
x In the case of a linear oscillator0

described by Eq. (1), approximate solutions
have been suggested. For our purposes, an

0.9 approximate solution given In [8] based upon
empirical observations appears to give most
satisfactory results. Using this procedure,

OL6-- L(t,y) can be calculated from Eq. (24) with
A x and Lo approximated by

* 1 - 1.075 Ek exp(-k/2)3w (25)

VVI; ao 10• exp Eexp(-1.195 - 0.3106 k2)J (26)

t .In the above, v is the mean rate of upcrossings
at level y and Is given by

Fig. 4. Probability of Am 400g V aooxeP f (27)

On a 3; - 1X -c 0.317 (21)

and

or w a 0.2364 + 28.14 q2  (29)

9.95 a=D 3  (22) where q is a measure of the bandwidth of

X(t) and is given by

TIME TO IMPACT

The likelihood of Impact occurrence within q2 1 .. . 1 - tan-1

a time Interval is determined by the probability
that the random di.placement X(t) defined In
Eq. (1) will exceed a given level for the first With the aid of Eqs. (25-30), Eq. (24)
tfm during the time Interval. This first gIves the first-passage probability of Interest
passage problem has been considered extensively as a function of the physical parameters. Theand many approximate solutions have been graphs of L(t,y) for • "0.1 and for

offered. For the system considered In this several values of k * are shown in Fig.
paper, a procedure Istgven below whach gives 6. Agabne graphs ut f s hown 0 n Fag. 5

p esults in close agreement with simulation. are useful for design purposes under specified
survivability conditions, For example, with

Consider the linear oscillator shown in all other physical parameters fixed, the
Fig. 2(a) withy being the initial oscillator- necessary gap y to be maintained can be
reflector gap. Let X(t) start at zero with readily determined when the minimum first-probability one and let passage probability l(t,y) Is specified at a

given time t , Suppose thot the survivability
L(ty) - P(IX(t)I < y j 0 s r s t) condition Is

(23) LAI , y) 0.8 (31)

be the probability that IX(t) remains below Wo

level y in the interval [Ot% . Then L(t,y) Fig. 6 shows that y must satisfy
is the probability of interest for a given t
since It is the probability that the time to y , 2.79 jx (32)impact Is greater than t .

In the case of X(t) being stationary and
for sufficiently large t , we can write r2]

L(t,y) - Lo exp(-At) (24)

where L and A depend on y but not on t. .
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APPROXIMATE NUMIRICAL PUDICTIONS OF IMPACT-INDUCED
STRUCTURAL RESPONSES

Richard W. Wu
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Inc.

Sunnyvale, California 94086

In the response prediction of a structural dynamic system impacting

against a rigid object or with other flexural structural systems, the
iumediate consequence of the local impact interaction is often
approximated by one of two meanse the collision force method or the
collision-imparted velocity method. In the present papnrd the two
methods ire derived and evaluated. The limitations and advmnthaos of
the two mvthods cre asscilad via several nutrical exaiples. Also
considered in the derivation is the slidino behavior where the usual
eoncept of friction is used. Baoed on the present evaluation, the
collision-imparted vel,,cLty method is sore versatile and lose sus-

: eptible to numnrr o u tiffiiulty than the ollioion ffroe method for
the hiih velocity impact and for structures with hich local

indentation ri.S y The collisio i force method may be used very
efficiently rop the came of low velocity impact and/or low indentation
rigidity.

1. Introduction In the collision force method, the primary
" ~information predicted consists of the impact

induced interaction force based on a
The response of structural system preapeoified local indentation rigidity

subjected to impact environment is often of relation (or gap/contact spring stiffness for
important concern in the design of various reversible elastic local deformation). No
types of structural component and equipment, explicit inertia (mass) effect is incorporated
and also in the crash-worthiness studies of in this force prediction. This method is
Automobile and nuclear power plant containment generally efficient and easy to apply.
building. The phenomena encountered in the However, the main difficulty is the
general impact condition can be very complex. specification of a suitable local indentation
For example, rebound and subsequent repeated- rigidity. Too small a rigidity would lead to
impact interaction may occur after the initial excessive indentation or penetration. Too
impact. Also, in the vicinity of impact large a rigidity would introduce numerical
region, severe impact and sharp contact edge difficulties in the solution procedure of the
may lead to cratering, gouging, penetration, global response.

-'J and even perforation. In addition, the
structure as a whole will respond in the In the collision-imparted velocity method,
manner of m.mbrane and/or bending energy and momentum considerations are
deformation. Because of the multiple and employed to predict the impact-induced
complex aspects involved in the general velocity at the impact-affected region. The
structural impact problem, principal interest inertia effect is included in the prediction.

*?:q in the present investigation centers upon the The stress wave which propagates into the
impact induced global (overall) structural interior region of the structure is gsnorated C
response. The local deformation will not be by this velocity disturbance at the impact
treated explicitlyl only the main consequence region. The impact force is not determined
of the local deformation on the global directly but it can be deduced from the global
structural response is accounted for. The dynamic equilibrium equation of the structure. u
present paper is to evaluate two methods that
have been devised for predicting the immediate Having determined the force or velocity |
consequence of the local impact interaction: applied at the impact-affected region, this [

the uollision force method IRoef. 1, 2, 3) and information is supplied to the dynamic
the collision imparted velocity method (4-7]. equation of equilibrium of the structure which

Ir
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can then be solved to obtain the global combination with the local indentation
transient response. Because of the limited rigidity to determine the impact interaction
applicability of the conventional (closed- force magnitude and distributiont
form) solution scheme and also the complex a
structural geometry and impact situation FN - KN8 (1)
generally encountered, one is usually forced
to employ a numerical approximate solution where tN is the impact force in the
scheme, such as the finite-element method and direction normal to the contact surface
the finite-difference method. Typically, in (denoted by subscript N), 8 represents the
the numerical solution procedure, the spatial local indentation at the canter of impact.
domain of the structure is first discretised 0 is a constant depending upon the geometry
into a finite number of regions or mashes; and material properties; for example, a - I
each having a finite number of nodes as for revert ble elastic local indentation,
control points. The resulting finite sse and a w J/2 for Hertaian type of contact

system of cecond-order ordinary differential deformation [8). KN is the local

equations of motion are solved timevise by indentation stiffness. Figure 1 gives the

using an appropriate integration operator. associated qualitative behavior of this

In utilising this procedure, the solution is approach.

obtained step-by-step in finite time
inc:rement, and the whole impact process is
modeled as a sequence of incremental impacts COLLISION DURING COLLISION
which occur in the small timewise increments, STARTS INTERACTION CEASES
Also, at each time step, an inspection needs t - I t t t> > i
to be performed in order to detect the 0 1.1
possible occurrence and location of impact,
rebound, and subsequent repeated-impactinteraction. .

In the following, the above-mentionod two
approximate collision analysis methods are
described in detail. The governing equation
of motion of the structure using the finite- IMPACT
element modeling technique and the tinewise 6 ORCE y
solution procedure are also presented ELASTIC-
briefly. Numerical examples are carried out PLASTIC
for two cases Involving (a) longitudinal LANI
collineer impact of two rods, and :;-ELASTIC
(b) transverse impact of a rigid mass on a C t Vi t o
beam. The main features of each of the two a 1 0
collision procedures are clearly manifested in
the example problems. Fig. I Schematics of Collision Force Method

2, Approximate Collision-Interaction
Analysis It is evident that success in this

prediction hinges critically on the
specification of a proper local indentation

2.1 Collision Force Method stiffness. Specifying too small a rigidity
would result in excessive indentation (or

In this method, the crucial quantity which penetration). Too large a value would
needs to be detetmined first is the collision- introduce numerical stability difficulty in
induced interaction force. This force is the solution procedure of the structural
transmitted to the structure at the impact response, since the critical time increment
location to affect a subsequent displacement, required to ensure numerical computational
velocity, and acceleration responses of the stability decreases as the indentation
structure. Although many papers utilizing rigidity increases. Generally, the local
this method have been written on structural indentation rigidity ttill depend upon the
impact response, there is scarcity of geometry and material properties of the
information available on impact force-time colliding bodies as well as the mesh sise of
histories for general and complex structural the discretised structure system, and the
systems. One of the simplest approaches for integration time stop eise. Certain
this force prediction is to assume a local guidelines on the specification of this local
indentation (or penetration) rigidity relation indentation stiffness are provided in Ref. 2,
(force ye. local indentation), in which it is proposed that from low velocity

Specifically, at any time during the impact to intermediate high velocity impacts a
process, the structure is allowed to indent stiffness of the order of the intermesh
locally or to penetrate infinitesimally at the (membrate/bending) rigidity would be the most
impact region. This indentation is used in proper value to choose. For very high
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velocity impact, an artificially high impact equal but anti-parallel impulses to the other
rigidity may be employed to ensure that the structure (subscript 2), the impulse-momentum
impenetrability condition is not violated. law may be written as (see Figure 2 for the
For cases lacking guideline and/or having echematics):
complicated geometrical and material behavior,
one may have to resort to experiments
(numerical and/or model test) to establish V V1 + 1 VI +2
this local crush rigidity relation. -

The sliding behavior along the tangential UT..±•.U + !-
direction of the contact surface (denoted by 1--1--- ------ U -2
subscript T) can be accounted for using the IT- 1 PT'PN
usual concept of friction. The friction force s• EN
is *esused to be opposed to the relative L - FECTIE LENGTH
sliding movement. Defining a coefficient of PTIMPACT
friction, A, the friction force has a value of U
"NM as long as there is sufficient relative
sliding displacement. When the sliding
displacement is small, the friction force is I1
controlled by a local stiffness, KT; thus,

Fig. 2 Schematics of Collisieon-Zmparted
IT i JAY if XT (d-do) :FH (2) Velocity Method

Pnd Normal-Direction Impulse-Momentum Law

JH (U1  - U1 ) U - PH
FT - XT (d-dO) if XT (d-do) S O 2N (3 )  - U2)(4)

Tangential-Direction Impulse-Momentum Law
where do is the relative position of the
contact points when the last sliding took NI (V'l " V1) PT
place, and d is current relative displacement. (5)

Knowing the impaet-induced forces, FN

and IT, these forces are inserted to the
equation of equilibrium at the impact where for the convenience of discussion the
location, giving rise to a modified structural mass of structure is treated as having point
dieplacement, velocity, snd acceleration, masses lumped at each nodal station. U and V

'are the normal-direction and tangential-
direction velocities before impact. U' and V1

are the velocities after impact. The relative

2.2 Collision-Induced Velocity Method velocity of approach A and the relative
velocity of sliding, 8 at the contact location

In this method, energy and momentum are defined by
conservation relations are employed in an
approximate manner to compute the collision-
induced changes in velocities of the A' A - PN (Ml + ?2 )/Ml M2
impact-affected structural region. The basic (6)
assumption invoked in this approach is that 8' * S - PT (Ml + H2)/Ml M2
the collision process is instantaneous and
involves only the impaot-affected sone of the
structure. The impact-affected sone is where in Equation 6 by definition A ) 0;
defined as the fraction of the structure otherwise, the two structures will not collide
region that responds to impact instantaneously with each other. Also, if S > 0 the
with momentum changes. The else of this structures slide initially on each other.
impact-affected son* normally can be estimated Note that sliding is assumed to occur at the

wfom the speed of a longitudinal wave or from value of 'limiting friction' which requires
semi-empirical data in conjunction with the that PT " PPN. When PT < APN, only
time integration step else [91. Assuming that rolling (i.e., no sliding) exists. There are
the instantaneous collision process results in mix oquations (Equations 4-6) which can be
a normal-direction impulse, PM and a solved for the post-impact quantities Ul',
tangential-direction impulse, PT applied to U2

1 , V'1. VI', as well 43 PN and PT;
one structure (denoted b ubscript 1), and in t eore x unknowns.
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Thus, this approximate procedure provides carried out. For a detailed discussion of the
the post-impact velocity information for the solution procedures as well as various
impact-affected nodes of the structure. They considerations and simplifying assumptions,
are then introduced to the equation of motion, one may consult References 2, 4, 6, and 7.
leading to a modified position and
acceleration. In addition, the contact forces 3. Numerical Examples and Discussion
is also deduced (6).

As an illustration of the application of
2.3 lcuation of Motion and Solution the two procedures for treating the impact-

Procedure interface condition as discussed in the

The oveningequtionof otio oftheprevious section, numerical examples have been
fnThe goelement eqrafionitediferetince) th carried out for two classical cases involving

diiteelemed t strctra fin stem-d ayfer writte (a) longitudinal collinear impact of two rodsdisraied truturl sste ma bewritenand Wb traneverse impact of a rigid mesa on ain the following formi beam. Comparisons are made between the
solutions obtained by the two predicting

EN] ~I)* C() {} -{F)(7)procedures. For the longitudinal rod impactIF) (7)case, closed-form analytical solution is also
available for comparison.

3.1 Lonsituinal Collinear Impact of
where q, represent the global generalized ToRd
displacement and acceleration, respectively. This problem consists of tvo identical
M and K are the structural mass and stiffness elastic rods colliding with each other along
matrices0, respectively. I represent@ the their axial direction. The rods are selected
gneralised applied force including impact

freacting on the structure. The timewise to be (in using consistent units): length L
solution of Equation 7 may be accomplished by V0 rs-etoa raA*1 est
employing an: appropriate timewise integration P * 0.01, and Young's modulus Z a 100.
oprator, where the computational procedure is Initially, one rod travels at a velocity of
careOuPnsal ieiceet o 0.1, and the other rod is at rest. This is
example, if the 3-point central-difference the same problem as studied in Ret. 6, where
operator is chosen, the 4 and 4 at any instant the collision-induced velocity method is

employed. for this problem, the fundamental
of tme j my beexpessd aimpact process and the theoretical solution

are well-known (Rot. 8]. In the finite-
'4j - (qjl - 2 qj + q-)/( &t2 (a) element modeling, 50 uniform meshes are used

qj-~~t)2 to model each of the two rods. First, the
and collision-induced force method is used for the

analysis.

- qj.l)/( At)Shown in Fig. 3 is the effect of Local

where At is the time increment. Employing idnainrgdtKo h rdce
Equations 8 and 9 and assuming that all transient responces. Results were presented
quantities are known a t time tj. Equation 7 cor theeso hta values of K N4 5, larand ge0rI
can be solved for qjpi. However, aa ese hta aleo wgt agr
collision may occur between time instants t the solution approaches the exact solution.
and cj,1i this would require a correction t9 l
the predicted quantity at tj.1.

Based on the predicted (tentative) region V, - 0.1 VO a0
of space occupied by each structure, an C7=
inspection is performed to determine whether a 4.0 -. ROD I RO I ROD 2
collision has occurred during the small ROD R 2 kc 300
increment in time from the lest instant at
which the body locations were known to the 3.

present instant in time at which the body
*location date are sought. If a collision has 2.0

not occurred, one follows the motion of each -F-
strUCture for another At, aet. However, if aI
collision has occurred, one proceedo to 1.0
calculate the location of contact, the depth
of penetration, and the duration of contact.5 0
(within a small increment, At, in time). 0.0
Having obtained these quantities, ths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
appropriate collision-interaction procedure TIME
uving either the collision farce method or the
collidion-imparted velocity method can then be (a) Displacement Respionses of Contact Points
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impacting node. Solutions have also been
carried out by using even higher values of

0.12 •KN. The responses obtained are close to
that of KN * 500, but with larger overshoots,

0.08 more oscillations, and decreasingly smaller
0o.06 ., ... krn• time increments required for computationally

1 k 50 stable aolution.

0.04 -k50

S.P,,;•.•...Compared in Fig. 4 are the predictions
0.00 . ROD I obtained by the collision force method, the

-ROD 2 ' - collision velocity method, and the exact
solution. The force method prediction using

-0.04 .- - 500, and At a 0.001 is selected for
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 comparison, since it represents the best

TIME solution of all cases that are evaluated. In

(b) Velocity Time Histories of Contact Points the velocity method, a At " 0.002 is chosen,
which is equal to the time it takes the

6.0 longitudinal wave to travel between two
5.0 adjacent nodes of the rod. Notice that the

0 -k k 5 velocity method prediction agrees veLy well
0. /with the exact solution, whereas the force

4.0 a 5,- 0 • method prediction oscillates about the exact
• 3.0 . k " solution.

x 2.01'

. V.0.1 V.0

-2.0 4.0 - FORCE METHOD O 01 I0
-2.0 4 . .. ýVELOCITY METHOD ROD I ROD

-3.0 EXACT
0,0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 X

TIME 
ROD 2

(c) Contact PFrce Timne History

2.0 
2.0

.0 ..- ROD I

0.0. - ,. " s ,.. . I ' -,1 •0 02 0.0

-0.0 01 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

-2.0 ..... TIME

5 (a) DiOplacament Responses nf Contact Point
S• ... k - 50

-FORCE METHOD
-5,. 0,12 -"-VELOCITY

-6 ,O ..... M ETH O D -
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 -- EXACT V

TIME 0.08 i 11 - RCD 2

(d) Midepan Stress Responses

Fig. 3 Effects of Local Contact Stiffness
on the Response Prediction of TwoImpacting Identical Rods ,0--••

However, it exhibits spike overshoots at each -0.04 - --- - r- ,
of the wave fronts, ensued by damped 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
oscillations and spurious release waves. Note TIME
that KN M 500 corresponds to the inter-mash
stiffness of the rod element encompasaing the (b) Velocity Time riistories of Contact Points
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V..i

6.0 4.0 .

5.0 - FORCE METHOD - OCE MET OD 0
VELOCITY RODIROD2.METHOD • 3.0 .... jVELOCITY METHOD

% 3.0 E EXACTf" "1 2.0 2.0 ROD2

: ~~-1.0 . :

-2.0"
-3.0. 0.0

0.0 0.1 0,2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0,5
TIME TIME

(c) Axial Force Response at Contact Points (a) Displacment Responses of Contact Points
0.12 '

2.0

0.0.

%O.04

'°

-2.0' FORCE METHOD - FORCE METHOD

'•-3.0' I ---- VELOCITY METHOD 0,0 ... VELOCITYS-'- EXACT- , METHOD I•••----

EXACT MET

-5.0

0.1 .2.0 0.0 0:1 0:2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0.0 0.4 0.5 TIME

TIME (b) Velocity Time Histories of Contact Points

(d) Midepan Strese Response 50

Fig. 4 Comparison of the Response Predictions - FORCE METHOD
of Two Impactine Identical Rode by 4.0 ... VELOCITY
Using the Force Method Versus the METHOD
Velocity Method

• 2.0

~1.o-

Also studied is the problem of two 0,0-
impacting dissimilar rods ds discussed in
Ref. 6. This is the same problem as described 1.
previously, except that the elastic moduli are 0.0 0 1 0.2 0.3 0.-4 0.5
taken to be Al a 49, and 92 - 100 for rods TIME
41 and 2 respectively. Shown in Fig. 5 are the
approximate predictions and the exact solution. (c) Axial Force Response of Contact Point
Again, the main characteristics of the
collision force method and the collision
velocity method are demonstrated. Fig. 5 Comparison of the Responv4 Predictions

of Two Impacting Dissimilar Rods by
Using the Force Method Versus the
Velocity Method
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3.2 Transverse Impact of a Rigid Mass Compartoon of predictions using the
on a Beas collision force method versus that using the

collision velocity method is made in Fig. 7.
This example consists of the central For the collision force method, prediction

transverse impact of a oteel sphere having with -I x I0O1 lb./in. is selected for
radius 0.39 in., on a simply supported beam comper ison. It is seen that, am far as the
with dimensions: 0.39 in. width, 0.39 in. first impact is concerned, the beam responses
thickness, and 6,04 in. span. The sphere has predicted by both methods are very close.
an initial velocity of 0.39 in./sc. In the However, opposite directions are predicted for
present analysis, the sphere is treated as the sphere movement. Before any definitive
being rigid, and the beam is modeled by 10 conclusion can be drawn at to which of the two
uniform beam elements. Using the collision prediction schemes is superior for this type
force methods, effects of local contact of problem, further study and evaluation
stiffness, KN, on the displacement response against other pertinent theoretical/
are illustrated in 7ig4 6, where values of experimental result are required, these remain
KN. anging from 1 x 10 lb./in. to 1 x to be accomplished.
101l lb./in. were evaluated. It is seen
that excessive relative approach (or
penetration) is predicted for low value of
KN. As K, gets larger, the relative
approach deareases, and high frequency mode 0.4
appears in the beam responses. No appreciable 0. . .=AM
difference in response is observed for K4 ? 7 0. ,
107 lb./in. Also presented in Fig. 6 is the 1 0.3_ - -0. ....-

prediction obtained by using the Merts law of
contact - a quasi-static approximation [8). 0,2 SPHERE -

0.5 0.1

04o.o . FORME METHOD k

S.... -VELOCITY METHOD

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35
0:2 . K 04 TIME, 103 SEC

. K 105 (a) Displacement Time Histories0 .1 K . 1, o
4 1.4 FORCE METHOD

80.0K 6. 5x210K ..... VELOCITY

.01HRTZ rjK U10 11 1,2 METHODj-0,1 'r -. 10

0,00 0.05 0,10 0.15 0,,20 0.25 0.3 0. 35 1.0.T,,O.3 s0 .8 .,•;
TIME, 103 SEC 06 j

(a) Betam Midepan Displacement Tinte Histories 0.6.'j~~y~:~

0.4 "0.2
,K W 105 4'A

To 0.,,a1 0.2

1 0 , .' 1 0 7 "0 . 20'
,,.---K - 109 '041!

, K .00 0.0 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.350.2.K -10; VV
_01_-- ... _, _ *TIME, I0"3 SEC

(b) Beam a Xidapan Moment Time Histories
0.0 K * - 6.5 ,1

-0.1 HERTZ [8s Fig. 7 Comparison of Predictions for the
0 .... .Tranevers Impact of Sphere Mas,

0.00 0 .05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 on a Beoo by Using the Force
TIME , 10"3 SEC Methol Versus the Velocity Method

(b) Sphere Displacement Tfrte Histories
Si Fig. 6 Effects of Local Contact Stiffness

"on the Response Prediction for the

Transverse Impact of Sphere Mnss
on a Beam
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4. Summary Remark 2. Pirotin, S.D. and Witmer, E.A.,
"Finite-Difference Analysis of Shells

Based on the present evaluation of the two Impacting Rigid Barriers". Paper
techniques commonly used to treat the presented at the 4th International

impact-interaction (interface) of impacting Conference on Structural rechanics , n

structures, namely, the collision force method Reactor Technoloy, San Francisco,

and the collision-induced velocity method, the California, Aust 1977.
following remarks are in order: 3. Nimer, R.P. and Boebman, L.,

1. For structure with high local "Transient, Nonlinear Response
indentation rigidity, the structural Analysis of Soft-Bodied Impact on
response obtained by the collision Flat Plates Including Interactive
force method has been observed to be Load Determination" AIM/ASME/ASCE/
very close to that predicted by the ARS 22nd Structures, Structural
velocity method. However, the Dynamics and Material Conference,
velocity method is more efficient in Atlanta, Georgia, April 6-8, 1981.
terms of computation time than the
force method. This is because much 4. Wu, R.W. and Witmer, B.A.,
larger solution time increment can be "Approximate Analysis of Containment/
used by the velocity method to obtain Deflection Ring Responses to Engine
a computationally stable solution. Rotor Fragment Impact", Journal of

Aircraft, Vol. 10. NO. 1, 1973.

2. For high velocity impact where inertia

effect can no longer be ignored, the 5. Nageman, L.J. and Walsh, J.M., "HELP,
collision velocity method based on the A Multimaterial Eulerian Program for
momentum consideration is more Compressible Fluid and Elastic-Plastic
suitable because it accounts for the Flows in Two Space Dimensions and
mass of the local impact region Time", Vol. 1 - Formulation and
explicitly. If the collision force Vol. II - Fortran Listing of HELP,
method is used for high velocity BRL CR No. 39, Systems, Science and
impact, a high local indentation Software, La Jolla, California, May
rigidity value, and hence small At, 1971.
has to be used in order to ensure that
local indentation (or penetration) 6. Hughes, T., Taylor, R.L., and
would not be excessive. Backman, J.L., "Finite Element

Formulation and Solution of Contact-
3. For the case low velocity impact Impact Problems in Continuum

and/or low local indentation rigidity, Mechanics", PB-233 888, California
the force method can be efficiently University, Barkeley, California, May
used. 1974,

It perhaps should be noted that although 7. Nallquist, J.O., "A Procedure for the
prediction. of struc'ural impact response Solution of Finite-Deformation
obtained by both methods appear to be adequate Contact-Impact Problems by the
and plausible, there is no theoretical basis Finite-Element Method", UCRL-52066,
to assure the convergence of either Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,
calculations. Also, another important factor Livermore, California, April 1976.
affecting the accuracy of the prediction is
the description of the dynamic material 8. Goldsmith, W., Impacti The Theory
behavior (conetitntive relation), since under and Physical Behavior of Colliding
rapid loading and impact, the material Solids, Edward Arnold Ltd., London,
behavior differs significantly from that under 1960.
slow or static load application (8, 101. This
factor has not been addressed explicitly in
this paper. Finally, realising the inherent 9. Wu, R.W., Stagliano, T.R., Witmer,
nonlinear nature and difficulty of structural B.A., and Spilker, R.L., "User's
impact problem, considerable reuearch efforts, Guide to Computer Program JETSA and
both theoretical and experimental, are still CIVM-JET5B to Calculate the Large
needed in order to lead to better understanding Elastic-Plastic Dynamically-induced
of the impact mechanisms and higher degree of Deformations of Multilayer Partial
confidence in the prediction than that we and/or Complete Structural Rings",
currently have. MIT, ASRL TR-154-10, November 1978

(Available as NASA CR-159484).
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ON TH 7AOU AR VIBRT•BIK8 OF
OCKTOU ORYITAL PLAT8S

UABADHLR DD
National Researoh ZIstitute
P*O#..ar~dsol# Mankural,

V. Bengal (India)

The faos-shear vibration oharacteristlcOs
of nonoolnio orystal plate@ of varying
thiokuess are geoneo lised and the special
features of the frequency ospsetrum ane
shown* Solution for a crystal plate with
*asoo -vis oontinuous boundary is obtained.

n roeslts are compared with those
obtained for a plate of uniform thickness.

hNII•OIUOT•i high-frequenoy (thioknems) shear) have

The vibrations of asonolinio been oonsidered by Wcekoo PV.7. The
orystal plates have been stuied by vibrations of oontoured orystal plates
Aindlin rb,df,th,.7, Mindlin & Lee have been considered among others by

[ej~~ndln & penoer fe-..7 1hul M indlin A Fomry Ca..7, Jorrard Z7...7,
Hindlin LtoP..7 and by Do rmL7. The Bleustein re._7, Loutsonheiser Czt.7
vibrations of quarts plates have been and Do C/nj. Thioknose-shear vibra-
further analysed by Nindlin L..%7 by %ion modem of a bevoled AT-out quarts
expanuion in series of Ikelein funo- plate have been analysed from an
tion 0owdroy es alzo 7 solved the oqivalont three-dimensional equation
problem by the use of finite element of motion Cy.7.
mothod.The taoo-heoar and thickness- indlin & Porray _".T.7tJsrzad.
twint vibrations of a monoolinio CZl]7 stdy the vibration ahanoteros-
orystal plate have been analysed by tios whioh deal with the ooupled thiok-
Doereievios & Nindlin [a.. The modes noes-shear and flemzra•l, vibistions in
of Notion of Such plates (free-froo whioh heore is a nonsero component of
fleoure, low-frequency (face) shear, displaoenent in the direotion along

Address for Oomi•njoation I

f Do.159 hlanal3±.,Poogantiniketan
Dis~olKztoh~mW. Bengal I ndia)
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which the thickness var1oo.leustoen manufact.ring tolerance on the speo-

f'q7 investigates the thiokness - ta'ilm has been considered.
tvist and taoe-a.hear modes of motion GOW MING EQUATICKI
in whioh the diuplaoemente are all •o e of motion of •-
porpendtcilar to %he direction along d hmeol eluatiioty ofmtiono

which the thickness vailesahdlin and the conotitutiye equations 'cq

.rfj, andlin and Gaui ri' have
pointed out that theeo are modem of ijkL AL ( -" su•T ?'• L

technological interest since they can ij,,kl - 1,2, or 3) oan be written in

be strongly ozited piebooleoatzoally the came ot a 2-dimonuional plate of

in a quarks plate. are A and thiokness 2h to give the
following I

The equations of the approzimteo (a) .. Cal

theory for the thioknesswo..tmt vibra. .. 4 2 k lu.
Utong are givn in r/'j,1.7. A, more ,(6) A o 0o )1general approzimate theory, however, th. -_ k(e n

has boon developed f"oj.whioh takes represent the stresses and Inshe

into account the coupling of fe•zi ., srainal the 6L h k. are termed the
extensional and foae-mbear deforma- elastic oti ooeoes the olosto
tions with each other and with the omp2.imnooo awl f is the densty of
lowest thiokness orders of thickness- the material of the plateo

htear and thickneos-twist deformas- It can further be shown from
tion. The oquiAttons and the notations thermodynamic arguments that
ot the more general theory have boon
need here* The eqnations are pooa- @p o &-
limed to the case of an infinite and these reoiproca3. relations reduce
strip which has a linear taper in the the number of independent stiffnesosm

direction porpondi•ular to its inti- to 21 In the most general case.
nits dimension. The strip is consid-
*rod simply am a plate. In the pro- Only those torms which are role-ezS~t otn0• the •re are~o retained*rT-
sent paper, the modification of the unt to the problen are retained. The
freqionoy speotr'm of faoe-ehear stress-smrain relations of a rotated-
vibration@ of tapered oryst plates Y-otA qiarts plateno referred to a
have been generalimed and the same rectanrolar Oartesian coordinate systom,
problem for a plate with psooo-wioe Zip z22 23 with x, a diagonal axis and
oontinuto,s bouindary has been solved. X2 0 0 the middle plane of the plate
The results are compared with those ozhibits mondcOlinio symmetry(Mason,
obtained for a plate of constant ref. u). An abbreviated notation to
thickness. The possible infleonce of employed whereby a pair of indices whioh
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range over the Integers 1,2,3 is
replaced by a single index ranging )_)
over the integers 1i2p394,•56 aooozd- 613

Lug to the soheme Siven below 1 Co) (0) (') ()

-place 1w il 22 33 25 N 12 6 - +

or or or Boundary oUn.itiona
132 i 21 unayOfdtOl

For the free edges of a rectangular
by p. 1 2 3 4 5 6 plate of lmigth 21 and •ith 2v,

Using this notation the governing oo).. Ohl• . 'o ow
oquations (M.ndlin, ret,o) for the ()4 )c) (o)

some 2 b are 1
IOUPAJIZON Wf T&'] PCB(3M

Stress equations of motion se consider the case in whiob
(.) r .) ' •' )

2h1 + 4A I2 I h - h X3)and we assume

.. (a () cc) (.)
+ . 2h fu (ia) V U(W3)e $ = (L3 = '

4(5)
(0 0 2 C. () o3 , 3 2 3 t ) The only nonzero oomponent of displace-

ment is the faoe-shear, t4 ,*. The
where the dot denotes partial diter- corresponding nonsero strin component
sntiation with respect to time and in

a(sa 1,3) denotes the parbtil deriva- 1((6)

Constitutive equations wherOe/a &/d xo. The asmociated non-
zero strese-resultant is

-e .,~(2) 2 C'56 Uto

where I 1 For the AO-out of quarts the elastic

-a0, kcvk (0eo0, )o A... 0 1 li., constant 056 i• soeo and for the AT-out
a 90, ehhi/ CIAla I of quarts 0,6 to small relative toc5and 066 and as a first appwozuation

a`" 25.2 "3S 2 4 "$ 6 P 4 2 e34C i-° 6It can be taken identically equal to

/It tas'( un/) eft,(.1/i sero. This assumption should not prohi-
2 -c~-C) bit the matching o~f theoretical withat eI. L' experimental resuLts (Mindlin & Oasis,

4 OIY'JL~ti/Z > k&
ir ref. ). Moreover, with the assumption

s(o)e re)ain 056 a O, the equations governing the

- iJL • thiclknep-twist and face-shear are oom-
(a) =U) pletely unooupled, and hence the motions

-(a) +e) (I) can ooour at different frequencies.

It = L,03  - L , using (7) sd(I), we got
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Ii

5.4

i.i
II kxP

tdmahol

Fig.I- Tapered Infinite strip
pa-b(denoted by the suffix 2) hem ul-

+ U + form thioems" h2 (z3) u hot vwhle the
U - ,.O / 0- (8) firet par(denoted by the suffix 1) to

Vhere oharactezived by
2.klB~~4. Cx' x,,A5  , 1~~/I3 (9s)

An Infinite strip with a linear Upor The conditions to be fulfilled are

(1±) The taper Is iven by U::;, C'"

qVhere a, b And a are constants, Ui (X 3 )o = kW t 7,
The edge@ z3 w o and x3 w 1 are free vhere /B d4//d. 1,2 stand for the
and oonsequently, the boundary oondl- first and second part respectively#
tiona(4) become Considering equations (8) and (9a),

U 1= #i. 0M X (10) Vw can solve the problem provided the

The problem to to find the solution of boundary conditions (11) are chosen,
equatlion(8) satisfying(9), subject to M(AUN:CON (V 2M PAWLI

the boundary oonditions(1O) given above. 4.1.(Oase-1). inserting the first
The tapered plate is now assumed condition of (9) for the linear taper

to be omuposed of two different parts into (8) and substituting a+ 4._x
having different thickness. The seoond - y, we g•t
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C I A +0dU9 find for the dimensiuoless fre-

(12) quenoles, J.SL , of the n th mode of
fa oe-shear,

The general solution of .,quatio-(12)" = ±,
writteu as eU o+ A,. ,T-o,_

aa 03),4

where % 2ho, tbe mainaumI thiokneus

Sand are 36841 funotion of the of the plate are the iuooee.vie

first aid seoond kind espoolvelypA#, roots of equation (15)o The dlmension-

I a•e any two countants, and lose frequency is thiokness lnedo dentl
llose the faae-lhoar made has the same

; -th-' 1) lhokmless ase Uie faoo-seaier modle useod

to normali3b(equn.17). TI PIS*2, the

Choos•ng a a ian applyuin boudary dimensionless frequenoles A are

oondiltouu(1O), ve can wlte the plotted as functLons of the length-to-
frequency equation an thioknehs ratio (1/to).

Y, ( ,) , (c •) _ j, (.0 ) y, (:W) =0o, Ifg , however, hC,) v h-o, a con-

ihere 
(15) tant, ye got

where Ac, Do ani Onsatants,

The first siz roots of equation (15)
for various values of oC are g±ven in APplying the boundary ooaltlons(10))

Toble-I CV3. we got

Introduoing as a referenoe

frequenoy the frequency#, 0 , of the Again, introduoing 0 as a referenceI o@vt z 1 , z 2 thioknese @hear mode of frequenoy we find for the dimousionlese
a uniform plate of thickness 2 hot i.e frequencies, of the m th mode

of faoe-shear,

ci a (066/.T)`/2. (17)
Table , I

aj /b A) I X,2 A) ,4 A's_____

I, IO 6,;TO 2,9 t,47. t 2 17 ,.0302 7!,41365 4, 269
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FIg. 2 Dimensionless frequencies of face-shear
modes In a tapered plate as a function of
length -to -thickness ratio
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We o" now invest~igate the effects of
tapering by oomparing the influenoe of it the dimensionless frequencie, -s J

the length-*to-thi okness ratio on the are plotted as funotions of the length-

frequeno•is cao.llated from equations to-thickness ratio, 1/to, the nature

(18) MA (21)* of the ourves will be the amse as given

We have ±3 Pilots
To investigate the effeots of

th mo'e(22) tqper•.o a, we compare the influench ofh
the lonnth-*o-thioknell ra•tio on the

We see that there Is -ery little dfft-
efrequen•ois an disoussed previously@.oraneo between the trequency of fte '8 eh•

q 1~b mode (q a a a a) at' faoo-sehar in

a tapered plate and its frequency In (27)+
a uniform plate. But it a>bp the so.l 1 ()
frequencies in the tapored plate awe
improvedoAlthough the solutions for We see here that there is very 1ittle

the fteo-sheor vibrations ot uniform differeno between the frequency ofIand apened plates wovel that the the k th mode ( k a r- = ) of the face-

frequeoe oft theme vibrations awe shear in a tapered plate and its fro-

independent ot the thickness of the quenoy in a uniform plate. Although fte
plate, the trequenoies ohange with the displacement pattern is alterel, the

type of tapering and the displacement frequenoies remain almost the sameoThe

pattern is altered Z'6,6.7. solution for the faon-oear vibrateons
4ht s of a uniform plate and that of a tipoer-ex.2.entiall, wf thae tid plate reveal* that the frequencies
oiponenil.,y,, we have• of those vibrations are independent of

U "32 the thickness of the plate. The only
dependence on the th•ckonees is the

where "fShape effeot" which governs the

where motion Z~q,n-.7.

2* a0LUZON FOR A TAPIMRN PLAWD VITH PIMIB-

Applying the boundary oonditione(1O), V183 OON1NUB BOUNDARY

we obtain L In this oaseo, the displaoement@ are
S"written as

e inte<er. 3  41) (28)

rntroduoinS w. as a reteronoe frequency, and & ' P._

we have for the dimensionless froquen- 2. IL (e, < Rj Lt
;+ nnetom i., of the r %h mode of' fanc-t' - /(irs.)e 2.

AP~~oludr oodhoot~l), oshear
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Fig. 3- Face-shear mode shapes for a tapered plate
(when the thickness varies linearly, a-b)

-ii possible values of frequency are

If the two parts are co o voe of the f ho e r, .5

rf howevr, 11, m 0.01, wehave
game788 Oea we haea

T "P2 -1 -- (32
and for boall valuen of we p c tan
withe the ofotheo of phdh are (9)q.7

The equation shows that the frequenty 10p1735 e, ,
spe ctrum of a pla te with p~Loo- wloe The equa tiLe n (32) r epre sen ts the equa-

continuous boundary is independent of •ton for a t~ap ered plate whi.ch has b een

the thi ckne ss o f the pla te whi ch a gre oes d iscou ssed b y, Bleuosto in (.1966) Z/'o.7 .

with the previous results, Thus, we have
If I, - O, the equation reduces to tha&L CO

for a uniform plate. In this oase,the otoeithe ?'requonoies are OW1ghtl~hc •reased.
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Fig. 4- Face -shear mode shapes for a plate of
exponentially varying thickness

MIDANwhere 6. Nr4 -j f-,I
The a th mod, of faoe-shear motion arbra•. o,•----- . 3•; 0in the first oa. , is desoribed by ,ko+", L%.nd N" ;fs.4, ," " are plo-

, 0 4i c tted as a, . unotion of zo/l. The motion
in the fundamental mode and the low

* l 0Y overtones of faoeshear are more evenly
whle rier oo nt distributed throughout the length ofThe r th mode of face-shear moions in the plate although the maximum ampli-The rse mond*of c a ose sernotibed by tude always ooours at the thin *dge.nIithe higher ovortones of faoe-sh1ar,Ul- U: X3/1t :ýP + (m) the motion tends to be more and more

15'/e1, localised near the thin edge of the
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DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF COMPOSITE LAYERED BEAMS

BY THE FINITE ELEMNT METHOD

P. Trompette, R. GaertnerI.N.SA.

Laboratoire do Micenique des Structures
E.R.A. 911 - BAtimunt : 11320, avenue Albert Einstein

-I 69621 Villeurbanne -FRANCE

A now finite element especially adapted to he study of unsymmetrical
laminated straight or curved beams is presented - shear effects in
all the laminates are included In the theory -. Both the different
stress and displacement continuity conditions at each.laminate ier-
face as the free stress conditions on the top and bottom surfaces of
the beam are satisfied. This model has been applied to the datermina-
tion of resonance frequencies of a ski with different boundary condi-
tions. Good agr~epmnt between experiences and calculations has been
observed. Some of the Talculated frequencies have been correlated to
those measured during and actual ski run.

INTRODUCTION the hybrid stress finite element formulation Is

used 116.171. Such complex modals are only jus-Considerable attention has been devoted in. t isid for thick laminates. In this paper a now
the last twenty five years to composite mate- finite element (including the shear effects) is

* rials and espucially to stcaitht and curved proposed which attemps to give precise stressbeams which are widely used in str%%ctural el- results in each layer while retaining a small
ments. A complete survey of this question is number of nodal variables. The thicknesses of
quite impossible as publications are numerous, the layers are constant. This element has been
however an elementary claauifIcation in order applied to predict the frequencies and mode
of increasing model sophistiontion can be atteos- shapes of an actual ski manufactured by ROSSIGNOL
pted. First one can isolate the papers using non S.A. with various boundary conditions. This work
homogeneous theory of elasticity or microstruc- can be extended to the dynamic behavior of lami-
tural theory which lead to equivalent homogene- nated plates.
ous beams or plates. Amongst them one should
mention the works of J.M. Whit~ay I,2,31, THEORY - GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS
-. B. Dons 14,51, C.T. Sun 16,7, 1i Taranto I8, igure (1) represents the cross section of
91, P.C. Yang 1101. All thhese papers suffer from
various simplifying assumptions imposed by the a laminated beem with its coordinate system. As
analytical approach to the problem. This explains
why, as soon as the finite element method was
developped, it was applied to the study of dyne-
mic of the laminated beams. K.M. Ahmed 111J,121
has investigated the static and the dynamic
behaviour of straight and curved three lawinnte
btams with a honeycomb core. A.V.K. Murty 1131, z
T.P. Khatua and Y. . Cheung 1141, A.S. Mawenya

*1 and J.D. Davies 113i have developped various
multiliyer plate or beam finite elements. In
1131 the effects of bending, shoar flexibilities, e
"rotatory and longitudinal inertiaF, of all lami-
nates have been included out the hypothesis y[
limit the theory to symmetric lamin~atad beams.
In 1141 and 1131 the longscudinal displacements hk 0
of egch layer are retained in the analysis which --
may lead to numerous D.O.F. especially for the Zplates ; the same remark can ua .ormulateu when Fig. 1

.'
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the laminates can be located unsymmetrically, 00() (n)
the reference plane xoy will contain the neutral Ixx IxZI
axis which will be determined later. In this *0 1 0 (6)
theory the effects of bending, shear, rotatory 30) (n)
and longitudinal inertias of all laminates are /a y " ly) i-hn-,
included. The displacements of *point Pk of he

;ay r 0 Mr notedft u'k) O(f) the Teprn
layer k ae nted u , v , I. The princi- - is the unknown a coordinate of the
pal assumptions are the following : neutral lxia with respect to the bottom of the

a) - The beam is thin and the displacement beam.mhis coordinate is now calculated.
w(k) of each layer is taken as independent of z,Te two Last relation (3) are integrated
further It is the same for all the layers in a. l hus

. (k) . w(x,y) (1) (k) u(k) . a + f(k)(t) 0
0 Wx x

b) - The effect of the transverse normal (7)
stress a. is assumed to be negligible and to v(k) v (k) _ a + f7))(Z) 0
simplify the presentation, the material of each o0  Wy Y+y
layer is elastic. Thus the stress-strain rela-
tions for the layer k are i with uok), yak), w only functions of x and y

0 0
a(k) ()(k) ( (k) bxx 1 x12 xx x x(k) ( (k f ( T + 1)z + T- (a'• a

0 22  £y C4.I4  (8)
0(k) ( 3 (k) -

KYy C33 I (z)2a)
(k) M (k) 3h2

XS C44 C n

aook) SYM. C k) C¢(k)[ The same equation can be written with the sub-
ys ys script y. Then i

a) - The strain-displacement relations are €(k) -u (k) &w + f (k)
those of the classical theory of elasticity axx " O'x , xx x XX

iý() u u(k) C (k) a v (k) . s ÷ fMk (10)
xx ,x (k) (k) yy o,y V y y,y

w(() ) XvC X
"y ,y (k) (3) As the width of the beam is small, the cur-

SV Vvature W yy is neglected. With this hypothesis,

C(k) *u k) + V (k) ys y the longitudinal stress in the layer k is the
Xy ,y Ix sum of three terms representing the extension,

the bending and the shear 2

Ad) - ollowtf th, Ik rk of 1 1h and 121, the a(k) . (k).(k) + L( k) (k) & )
shear stresses ox 0 ai~ of the kt layer are "Ci u0 ," +I U1  0 x H

I casuned to vary parabolficaly. They take the
form , + C(k) (k) (k) (k) (k)

(Y K) (k ) (k) -_ 2. (1 fa)2 ) x x + C. Y y~y
X& ( x + h2  

Retaining only the longitudinal stress due
ox(x,y" n to the banding, i:.i resultant N xxf must be aero

(4) which leads to i
(k) (k) .(k) h-a n i k

(y *a~ C 5 (I+b (3+5) L (s~ )21n Ka Kiy w (xy ) 55 J ai - * C1 1  w dz - 0 (12)
#y€x~ )h2 N xxf 0. . ,X%

in which and gives the position nf the neutral axis loca-

- Ox(,y), # (xy) are functions of the mean ted in the layer X 2
shear of a cross Ysection, hi 1

a(k), a~k), b , b are constants which k k_ n C(k
are detefminedYfrom goe onditions of continuity k-I (
at each layer interface |

(k)DISkLACE0ENT
axI j x I (3) From 171 and 1131 it is now possible to de-

• } k.I,2,,...n-I termine the displacements of each layer. If
(k) (k+I) u (xy) and v (x,y) are the displacements of the

IY21hk-aa Iye lIz-hK k- 1yer A in which the neutral axis Is located,the continuity at each layer interface gives the
and from the requirement that stresses vanish on following formulae 2
the top and the bottom surfaces
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are the three displacements, the slope in the v
mu0 i ~ ) (_ + direction and the two shear parameters ii ax

P•-0 u + I (h ,- X (- X T•+T

(:,-I) z

,;;, ry+) (154
(~+i) *t a X~a.-1) yU

respectively for the layers I beloy and above 3
the layer x. 1]4J and 11s1 can be written Fig 2 *y3

S. Us + (h (16)

Following the same procedure, it is easily shown
that : The shape functions are •he usual ease5 usee

vok . o •y)9 (I?) edeesrnb th ponoe be in a quadrilater-l element for u, v, *. and 4y

(T)usk "i ." I x y xyu - uo- v ÷ P () ) 7A (+=)

4,. K KUnumually, an incomplete and non syrmetric poly-
v~k * v0 - 3 V,y + Py (k)) *y (19) nouild basis in x and y has been selected to re-prreent the variation of w, which is bwith k) la) () (20) 12 " x xcxay xbyxa y wit

~(k)(k

~(k) * ~(It) (L)This choice enables us to take into accountFo w in (21) beam torsion. It is convenient as it is well adap-a ted to the desired applications which are descri-

Sbed below, iv hen however the disadvantage of de-

POTINTIAL AND KINETIC ENERQIE.S pending on the element orientation, The details ofThute matrix calculations are particularly tkedious
.The sene0al expresions of these eXiurgies and will not be presented here. Tsyy have been

.. 4 are w + performed explicitely to shasote the computer time.
• 1 - pr(22) The f vnal matrices (masafnd stiffness) order is

with•. U~k "• ) v +•. (k) d(20) 22 I 24, 1 yxl l

24 x 24

"(k)T ( k > {W} dv (23) APPLuCATIONS

.h i + n bThe proposed finite element has been applied
., Th n rp topredict t he dynamic behavior-frequen ies acd

direction as u(k), v(k), w are explicit functions mode shapes - of a ski taken as a curved laminated
•of s. Thus hk-st beam. Figure (3) shows the physical dimensional

- . [ F I__ I) * 2 psraie, t'ra usually used to defined a ski and fi-"a' - j g ¢k>t~) d xy (4 ure ()represents a typical cross section, Fi-k-Ih i. eur (5) givew the verietionsof the aidth, the

a camber and the thickness as functions of x. ItiAe pointed out that the ncmber of layers, their

hk-ia thickneass r their material concet~ltane may chan-

T TZ k(U (k)+)dzdxdy the effucts of the aide well and the Steul edges,
-s '2' ust be eakcn into account as they influentce si-htThea (n ificantl r th ( b snding stiffness of the ski

i.e . the p ro ot se of i the neu tral ax is.
To determine the stiffness and mess matricen it he ma te d hamicbavistfe lue s col
i is now necessary to specify the shape functions Young modulst) of the different components used

of a . in theu teshed sku (S3 203 frot ROSSIGNOc.) are sum-
SThe selected finite element has an isosceles marited i:• the following table. They are supposed

t )rapoxoral form (figure 2). The nodal varoablec .

I%~ h 4,ua()gve h aitos ftevd h

k- abran h hcnesa ucioso .I

ispitdotthttenme6o3aoe bi
hk- thcns-rtermtralcnttin a hn

n ofo heti oro hvl tisaddta

T.4 I *(),2k+6()ddxyteofcso h ie aladtes legs

h T ku 2) mutb tso it ccutaste ifunc i
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to be constant in the frequency ran$e studied tests performed on simple specimens. Generally
and have been measured from simple vibratory the Poisson ratio values have been estimated.

Table I

Ytunr'i s PoLison's Loss Mass densitymaterial modulus /3

..... .. _.(N/m
2) ratio factor (kg/u3)

. Zicral 7.0 x 1010 0.34 0. 2788.
Polyethylene 1.70 x 109 0.40 0.024 1062.

lubber 2.22 z 108 0.50 0.105 1300.
A.B.S, 2.08 : 109 0.40 0.014 991.

Glass-epoxy 4.34 x 1010 0.22 0. 2165.
Polyurethane 7.32 x 108 0.45 0.026 600.
Phenolic resin 1.83 x 1010 0.30 0.014 1404.

steel 2.0 x 1011 0.30 0. 7800.

'IFINITE ELEMNT 1OAEL. RESULTS which have been considered as occentric beams.

The ski has been discretised in twenty Experimental and theoretical resonance fre-

throe elements, The stiffness and mass matrices quency results are shown in the table (2) on a

have been modified to take into account the in- free-free ski. Agreement is very good for the
ofv the aidfed wall aendo the steele s first flexural modes which are easy to identify

:',' fluance of the side eall and the steel edges xperimentally. The other modes are generally
coupled with flexure.

Table 2

Frequencies (Is)
Mode shapes

Finite element Experience

19.2 18.9 let flexural mode (.s plane)
38.9 38.2 2,nd (is " )
67.6 67.2 3rd I (xs

105.2 105.4 4 th " " (XI
111.2 1et (ye
153.2 5 th (xa plane)

It has been established 1181 that during a Table 3
carved turn the weight of the skier and the cen-
trifugal force initiate a very large pressure on Frequencies of the loaded ski (Hs)
the section of the ski below the shoe. In order _ reuenies of__heloaded __ki ____)

to simulate such a situation two types of bous- on elastic foundation
dary conditions have been tested. First the skis Free-Free
are again calculated free-free but masse* (20 kgper node) are added to the appropriate nodes, 27.3 21.1

S(Fi,6a), then the condition freeo-free is repla- 45.5 2,7
cad by the condition i partially supported on an 40.5 79.7

elastic foundation(Figure 6b). It appars that 70,1 797.

these two types of boundary conditions give si- 39.1 84.6

milar results, (Table 3). 99.7 90 4"; I106.0
:•:" 126,.1

-. 5 I
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I .... elastic foundation
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Fig. 6

further some of the calculated frequencies evidence was obtained by modifying the ski struc-
can be related to those measured during a run ture which provoke shift in some of the frequen-
on ski tracks (Figures 7a), 7b). 70)). Obvious- cis.. The different values of the damping factor
ly this relation cannot be beyond a doubt as for each of the calculated or measured frequen-the boundary conditions are always changi~ng cies have not boon reported in the different ta-

during an actual 4kin8 test. Hoevere conclusive bles as they are always around two or three per

ped. CO'd101)

0 •-•

0 50 IDO0 |0

. power speoral dmesity (f V') frequency (H a)
31 b)

Z ,p. ,.d . (0 01N

0 1
0 SO 100 I60 0 50 100 150

Str'quency (Hz) frequency (Hz)
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Fig. 7
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CONCLUSION 171 C.T. Sun, J.D. Ashenbach, 0. Herrmann,
"Continuum theory for a laminated medium",

A nov finite element to calculate the beha- J. of Appl. Mach., 1968, pp.467-471.
viour of composite beams has been presented. it
takes into account a parabolic variation of the 181 R.A. Di Taranto, "Theory of vibratory ben-
shear stresses in the thickness layers, the con- ding for elastic and viscoelastic layered
tinuity conditions at each interface both for finite length beams" J. of Appl. MNe.,
the displacements and the convenient stress, and 3965, pp.881-806.
the free stress boundary conditions at the top 191 N.A. Di Taranto, W. Slasing8me, "Composite
and the bottom. Despite of all these refinements damping of vibrating sandwich beams". J. of
the number of D.O.F. at each node remains small. ineng. for Industry, 89, 1967, pp.633-638,
This element is commonly used in ski behaviour
studies but can be used for other applications 1101 P.C. Yang, C. Norris, Y. Stavsky, "Elastic
such as bumpers. In a recent development large vave propagation in heterogeneous plates",
atrains have been included. Int. J. Solids and Structures, 1966, vol.2,

pp.665-684.
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